Although hypnosis has been used for centuries to improve mental health and well-being, not until recently has it been applied in modern medicine. Some efforts to integrate hypnosis into Western medical practice in the late nineteenth century were met with stiff resistance by the majority of medical doctors due to lack of scientific foundation, thus hampering its widespread use. The biopsychosocial approach brought about by recent progress in brain research, however, has revived the interest in hypnotherapy. In this book, we shed light on the scientific basis of hypnosis and elaborate its use in modern medical practice.
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Preface

History of hypnosis goes as far back as that of sorcery, magic, and medicine; people have been entering hypnotic-type trances for thousands of years through different forms of meditation in religions of many cultures.

Scientific history of hypnosis, however, only began in the eighteenth century with Franz Mermer, a German physician who used hypnosis to treat patients, as he believed that hypnosis was a supernatural force that flowed from the hypnotist into the subject.

In the nineteenth century, James Braid, a Scottish surgeon, coined the terms hypnotism and hypnosis after the Greek god of sleep, Hypnos. In the following years, European research demonstrated that hypnosis involved no physical forces or physiological processes, but was merely a combination of psychologically mediated responses to suggestions.

Austrian physician Sigmund Freud was among many who studied hypnosis. He initially used it as a method to help neurotics to recall disturbing memories that they might have forgotten, but later discarded hypnosis in favor of free association.

Hypnosis is a special conscious state characterized by increased receptiveness and awareness. The hypnotist can provoke a variety of psychological, sensory, and motor responses via appropriate suggestions. These suggestions can cause a subject to act as deaf, blind, paralyzed, hallucinated, delusional, amnesic, or impervious to pain or other stimuli. Hypnotized subjects may react in an uncritical and automatic fashion and be inclined to see, feel, smell, and perceive according to the hypnotist's suggestions. The hypnotic changes are not only sensory but also related to the subject's memory and awareness even in extension to the subsequent post-hypnotical activities.

The use of hypnosis in medicine is called medical hypnotherapy and can be efficient in many conditions such as chronic pain, anxiety, mood disorders, and habit changes as in smoking cessation. In many cases, hypnotherapy is superior to other non-pharmacological interventions in providing analgesia, reducing stress, relieving anxiety, and improving sleep and behaviors.

Hypnotherapy can be tailored to different treatment methods, such as cognitive-behavioral therapy. Patients can become more empowered by learning to hypnotize themselves at home to reduce chronic pain, improve sleep, or alleviate some symptoms of depression or anxiety. Cognitive hypnotherapy refers to an empirically based approach using cognitive-behavioral therapy to achieve an integrative approach to clinical hypnosis.
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This book reevaluates hypnosis and hypnotherapy in the light of modern brain sciences findings, explaining the scientific mechanism of hypnosis and assessing the techniques used in clinical and medical practice. The aim of this book is to guide professionals in integrating hypnotherapy into conventional evidence-based medicine.
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Section 1

The Role of Hypnosis in Modern Medical Practice
Chapter 1
Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy: Emerging of Science-Based Hypnosis

Cengiz Mordeniz

Abstract
Hypnosis, which has been used for centuries in different forms, has to be reevaluated in the light of modern medicine and science by biological, psychological, sociological and spiritual approach. Hypnosis has been regaining its popularity in the trend of personalized and holistic medicine without any drug, injection or side effects.
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1. Definition
Hypnosis is an agreement of a social interaction between a subject (designated as patient) and the hypnotist (healthcare professional) who suggests imaginative experiences to change sensation, cognition, affect, mood, or behavior in perception, memory, and voluntary control of action. Hypnosis promotes relaxation, enhances imagery to therapeutically recover forgotten incidents [1].

2. History of hypnosis
In mythology, Hypnos (Somnus, in Latin) is the personification of sleep who lived with his twin brother, Thanatos (Θάνατος, “death personified”) in a dark under world cave on Lemnos island (according to Homer or Book XI of Ovid's Metamorphoses) without any light from the sun or the moon; where flowed Lethe, the river of forgetfulness. His parents were Nyx (Νύξ, night) and Erebus (darkness), and he married with, Pasithea, the goddess of marriage and birth and the deity of hallucination and relaxation. Their sons called Oneiroi (dreams) were bringers of dreams. Among them Morpheus, brought human dreams; Icelus, animal dreams; and Phantasus, dreams of inanimate things. A bronze head of Hypnos is in British Museum in London (Figure 1).

The English word “hypnosis” refers to a person put into a sleep-like state (hypnos “sleep” + -osis “condition”). Hypnosis was used in the temples of Aesculapius, the God of Medicine, where priests advised patients during their sleep as gods talking to them in their dreams. Etymologically speaking, Somnus, Latin word for sleep, is the source of many English words such as insomnia (sleeplessness), somnolent (sleepy), hypersomnia (excessive sleep), and hypnotics (sleep inducing drugs) among many others [3].
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Mesmer, founder of modern hypnosis, considered animal magnetism, an invisible magnetic fluid in all living things, as the cause of illness, which could be treated by manipulating with his hands through hypnosis (Figure 2). Although mesmerism was therapeutically effective, a scientific commission of inquiry attributed the effects of hypnosis to imagination in France in 1784 [5].

The Marquis de Puységur, who experimented with animal magnetism, put a peasant, into a sleep-like-state, a “sleep of senses,” after which he could not recall his responses to the suggestions during his sleep. A will to direct an organic power unites the magnetizer with the subject. Puységur actually evoked the latent capacity of the subject’s mental and emotional state by paying attention and showing a kind
Mesmer, founder of modern hypnosis, considered animal magnetism, an invisible magnetic fluid in all living things, as the cause of illness, which could be treated by manipulating with his hands through hypnosis (Figure 2). Although mesmerism was therapeutically effective, a scientific commission of inquiry attributed the effects of hypnosis to imagination in France in 1784 [5].

The Marquis de Puységur, who experimented with animal magnetism, put a peasant into a sleep-like state, a “sleep of senses,” after which he could not recall his responses to the suggestions during his sleep. A will to direct an organic power unites the magnetizer with the subject. Puységur actually evoked the latent capacity of the subject’s mental and emotional state by paying attention and showing a kind of benevolent love. This was the beginning of hypnosis. Puységur noted significant responses from his subject:

a. sleep-waking state, that he called “magnetic sleep” or “magnetic somnambulism,” resembled natural sleep-walking condition,

b. rapport, a special connection with the magnetizer,

c. suggestibility, heightened capacity to imagine vividly,

d. amnesia in waking state for the events occurred in the state of magnetic sleep,

e. ability to read the thoughts of the magnetizer, and diagnose the subject’s own illness,

f. change in the personality of the magnetic subject, with increased alertness and self-confidence [6].

Freud also used hypnosis considering as hysterical reactions to traumatic experiences in childhood and a mobilization of transference phenomena. Hypnotic techniques helped the soldiers to alleviate the effects of traumatic experiences during World War II and treat “traumatic neuroses” [7].

By second half of the 19th century, Braid coined the term hypnotism and Erickson promoted new approaches to psychotherapy using hypnosis through storytelling [8].

Figure 2.
Drawing room scene with many people sitting and standing around a large table; a man on a crutch has an iron band wrapped around his ankle; others in the group are holding bands similarly; to the left, a man has hypnotized a woman [4].
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3. Neurophysiology and hypnosis

Hypnotic modulation of suffering provokes changes in the anterior cingulate cortex, leaving primary sensory cortex unaffected. Hypnotic modulation of color perception draining or adding color to a stimulus, real or hallucinated, activates the fusiform color area and the inferior temporal region of cerebral cortex with clearer effects in the left cerebral hemisphere than the right. The activation in the left fusiform area is only affected during hypnosis while the right fusiform activation is affected in both hypnotic and control condition. fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging) shows heightened activity in the prefrontal cortex. The hypnotized people produce activity in the visual cortex to hallucinate an image. Hypnotic alteration of perception, involves top-down resetting of the intensity of perceptual response, rather than post perception processing changes. There is a decrease in the activity of the dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC) and an increase in connections between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the insula connections between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the default mode network including medial prefrontal and posterior cingulate cortex also weaken) [9, 10].

Hypnotizability is a stable trait and assessed using scales based on the behavioral response of the person in a social context which is correlated with objective physiological responses. Brain activity and plasticity changes in hypnosis measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron-emission-tomography (PET) and electroencephalography (EEG) showed that hypnosis inhibits the reaction of the fear circuitry structures. Frontal and cingulate cortices are most linked to hypnotic responding [11].

Frontal functions have a central role in hypnotic responding. In the first phase of hypnosis, during the induction, the subject’s attention on an object stimulates fronto-limbic structures, which are inhibited and/or dissociated in the second phase. In the third phase, right-sided temporo-posterior regions are stimulated. In response to hypnosis, the fronto-cortical activity is reduced and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex structures are dissociated and the cingulate activity increases or decreases depending on the suggestions. Hypnotic responding demonstrates greater dominance in the right hemisphere than left hemisphere processing, associated with cognitive activities while no difference is found in hypnotizability between left and right hemisphere lesions. *Highs have significantly larger rostrum than lows. Hypnosis influences the connectivity between brain regions. The connectivity is decreased between frontal midline areas and left lateral scalp sites in highs while increased between left temporal and right occipital areas in lows. Areas and type of activity changes in the brain depend on the suggestions, rather than hypnosis per se. Highs are more prone to hypnotic suggestions by higher levels of theta activity and structural connectivity between left and right hemisphere frontal areas. Reducing frontal activity increases the response to hypnotic suggestions and not a general hypnotic responsivity [12–27].*

4. Clinical applications

Hypnosis is performed to relieve pain in abdominal, breast, cardiac, genitourinary and orthopedic surgery. Hypnosis is a powerful means of altering pain, anxiety, and various somatic functions, and recovering forgotten incidents. Hypnosis is found efficient in cancer care even in bone cancer, leukemia, and lymphoma, specifically focused on treatment-induced and conditioned anticipatory nausea/vomiting, pain, anxiety/distress, and hot flashes to manage cancer-related pain, anxiety, fear, lack of appetite. Potential method to manage side effects associated with cancer and cancer treatment.
Patients receiving local anesthetic plus hypnosis experience less anticipatory procedure-related anxiety, and demonstrate less behavioral distress. Hypnosis-based interventions for cancer pain have significant pain reduction, especially when used in combination with other psychosocial-behavioral techniques and supportive-group therapy. Beneficial effects of hypnosis to treat anxiety and distress among cancer patients remained for at least 3 months' post-intervention, without any adverse effect, relative to an educational intervention controlling the effects of time, therapist attention, and participation from pediatric to geriatric patients, among both sexes. Hypnosis delivered by a therapist is found more effective than self-hypnosis. Self-hypnosis training represents a rapid, cost-effective, nonaddictive, safe and efficacious treatment for anxiety prior to tests, surgery and medical procedures and anxiety-related disorders and psychological disorders such as stress, ego strengthening, unipolar depression, smoking cessation, weight loss, and rehabilitation. The hypnotic intervention is twice less expensive than the standard sedation procedure [28–32].

5. Hypnosis associated phenomena

5.1 Suggestion phenomena

- Suggestibility,

Hypnotic suggestibility relies on different cognitive processes. Sensory suggestibility requires the ability to imagine a non-existent, but suggested, sensation. Methods that do not rely on trance, but heighten suggestibility are reflex conditioning, abstract conditioning, repetitive sensory stimulation, use of imagination, and misdirection of attention.

- primary suggestibility, direct suggestions for facilitation and inhibition of motor activity,

- secondary suggestibility, implied suggestions for sensory/perceptual changes;

- tertiary suggestibility, attitude changes in response to persuasive communications;

- interrogative suggestibility, occurs following misleading post-event information; or placebo response.

Posthypnotic suggestion: the subject takes the posthypnotic suggestion as a conscious act and continues responding to suggestions delivered in hypnosis even after the termination of hypnosis. The subject can receive and carry out posthypnotic suggestions. Periodic reinforcement makes the posthypnotic suggestions more effective because the behavior is experienced automatically without involvement of executive awareness of this activity.

5.2 Ideosensory response phenomena

**Hallucination:** “hallucination” is a vivid visual ideosensory response, experiencing something that is not actually happening but feeling as it were happening. Hallucination can be used for aversion therapy, to stop a habit such as smoking, nail biting etc. The person can hallucinate any of the senses. When the subject perceives
a specific object that is not actually present in the stimulus environment experience; it is called positive ideosensory response and positive hallucination. If he/she fails to perceive a specific object that is present in the stimulus environment, it is called negative ideosensory response and negative hallucination.

Anesthesia is reduction or loss of any sensory modality, such as blindness, deafness, anosmia, analgesia, or tactile anesthesia. Self-generated pain control can be recreated using hypnotic suggestion for various conditions such as headache and dystonia. Surgery can be performed using only hypnotic anesthesia for pain management without any drug. Not everybody can achieve the depth of trance required for surgical work, but they can become suggestible enough to produce numbness in hand referred as “glove anesthesia,” then “transferred” by touch wherever needed. Numbness of any part of the body can occur spontaneously so profoundly that needles can be inserted into the body without discomfort. If the hypnotist tells to the subject to reduce its perception through sensation of tingling and numbness, with decreased activity of somatosensory dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC). Hypno-analgesia cannot be reversed by naloxone, an opiate receptor blocker.

5.3 Ideomotor phenomena

Ideomotor responses refer to motor phenomena of muscles responding instantaneously to thoughts and feelings, a movement in response to an idea. The subject moves in response to a suggestion given during hypnosis.

Catalepsy: involuntary tonicity, rigidity or immobility of muscles. It can happen naturally in a fight, flight or freeze state where the body is stuck in place even though the mind tells to move. It can be used in induction/deepening process (with an eye catalepsy/eye lock test) during eyeball catalepsy. Psychogenic sexual issues such as erectile dysfunction or insomniacs who move around too much in their sleep can be relieved by hypnotic catalepsy.

Automatic Writing: “Doodling” is the manifestation of automatic writing and answering to completely different questions without any conscious effort while talking or listening. Then, the subject can interpret what was written in hypnosis.

5.4 Memory phenomena

The hypnotic state of the brain activity is a sort of functional amnesia, a reversible dissociation between implicit and explicit memory (post hypnotic amnesia (PHA)).

Amnesia refers to the act of forgetting. Spontaneously occurred amnesia indicates deep state of hypnosis known as somnambulism. Amnesia is a temporary result of specific hypnotic suggestions.

Somnambulism: deep stage of hypnosis like sleepwalkers’ experience. Hypnotic suggestions become automatic convictions which cannot be recollected by the subject. The hypnotized subject obeys to the directions as awake.

Posthypnotic amnesia, the subject cannot remember events and experiences that he/she lived during hypnosis.

False memory syndrome: Events are processed by the physical brain to become memories accessible by the non-physical mind. A false belief into the mind of another can be instilled.

Cryptomnesia is responsible for past life regression episodes. Invisibly stored information within the brain can be recalled as a result of a stimulus.
Repression: Profound guilt or vulnerability to shame, hate, death, causes to “hide” the event in a time capsule in the mind, so that consciousness is no longer aware of the vulnerability. Repressed memories can lay dormant for years doing nothing for the owner. The conscious mind uses rationalization, as a logical reason for the symptoms associated with the reminiscent event of the original trauma. Repression, a function of the mind’s capacity can be triggered by anything within human experience connected to the repressed memory in forming new instinctive behavior patterns relevant to the living environment. Hypnoanalysis resistance means to abort therapy because of a threat to security felt by the subject. The memory is composed of three separate parts – event, physiological reaction, emotional response. Any one or all three can be repressed.

Hypermnesia (Memory Recall): Experiencing heightened recall abilities during hypnosis is known as hypermnesia. It is the act of remembering more than normal (enhanced recall). Since the material can be inaccurate or false, hypnotically recovered memories are not allowed as “evidence” in court cases. The main use for the phenomena of hypermnesia assists in finding lost items and discovering their locations by remembering past events to attain further details. The hypnotherapist will ask the subject to let the mind drift to the last time that he/she saw the item or places to be with it or handling and to remember and say as much about the item.

Regression: the subject just imagines vividly going back to a past event being aware that he/she is not actually there. It is used for phobias that have started during childhood.

Age Regression (Pseudo revivification): The subject relives previous life experiences as if they happened in present. The subject goes to earlier experiences related to the current problem in a present existence.

Pseudo-regression: Instead of identifying the experiences directly, the subject observes the event from another view as if on a television or movie screen.

Revivification: reliving an incident in the present tense as if the subject was there at that time without current knowledge. Revivification requires deeper state of hypnosis and responsiveness to suggestions and can be experienced in the night dreams. Some regress while some others revivify.

Retrogression (Dynamic Regression): Retrogression is a spontaneous age regression with revivification mixed in.

Age Progression: The subject feels living in the future even though remains in present age. Age progression is a mean to predict how a person would react to an event in the future.

5.5 Perception phenomena

Dissociation: to disintegrate the subject from the painful part of the body to get rid of past traumatic events against fears and phobias. The subject would imagine negative situations. It is like watching a memory on a TV screen rather than seeing through the eyes. The dissociation reduces emotional responses of the subject who would go to a happy place to dissociate from what happens here and now.

Depersonalization: The subject ignores his/her own identity, and acts as another person from a new perspective.

Time distortion: The subjective measuring of time can be altered simply by either enjoying or waiting for something in hypnosis. A person feels expansion of time in boredom. Contraction is the opposite like time flying while having fun. For example, a nervous airplane passenger can start to believe to be on the plane for less time or extend the perceived time of someone on a diet.
Future pacing (mental rehearsal): It is kind of visualization where the subject can prepare himself/herself for success and realization of his/her goals by overcoming the potential obstacles through future options [33–35].

6. Theories

A comprehensive theory of hypnosis should cover both cognitive and interpersonal terms. Throughout twentieth century the theories about hypnosis have been between “state” vs. “non-state” theories.

6.1 State theories

Hilgard’s Neodissociation Theory entails a division in consciousness.

6.1.1 Dissociated control theory (DCT)

DCT claims that normally driving habitual behaviors can be influenced outside of conscious awareness without executive control. According to Ego-state theorists, clinicians can promote behavioral change by hypnosis, and have conversations with different ego states.

6.1.2 Dissociated-experience theory

High hypnotizables respond voluntarily dissociated from conscious awareness. The school of Gerald Brassine of Belgium has considered hypnosis not only a question of words nor the result of suggestion, but the product of the use of imagery or memories of the person, having a lot of implicit consequences and practical attitudes in the practice, and being natural product of many different things including choc (trauma) days dreaming and psychotherapeutic hypnosis. The hypnotic relationship would develop more easily if the therapist demonstrates that the patient is the only “producer” of this state. In such an equal relationship, the hypnotist becomes a facilitator helping the patient to develop a state of trance, but he/she can reject or come out of it anytime if he/she does not want. This comprehension would facilitate a deep state of hypnosis during which the patient feels as “the boss” of the hypnotic situation, in which he/she does not lose but gains control of his/her emotions and sensations on his/her autonomous nervous system (a psychosomatic control over extremely painful diseases) with the help or assistance of the hypnotist in a cooperative venture. If the therapist understands and acts on this principle at all time, and explains and offers to the patient the knowledge that he/she can produce this phenomenon, the patient would be much more eager to try the proposed possibilities (all classical hypnotic phenomena) and this type of therapist would be much more efficient than any other who just believes that his/her speaking (use of word) and techniques are responsible for the trance of the patient. (It is not far from the Mesmerian conception of animal magnetism or later hypnosis considered as the fruit of the genius suggestions of a therapist). In practice, the emphasis should be on what the patient does and says and not what the therapist says and does.

In the school of Gerald Brassine of Belgium, the thought and practice of PTR (Psychotherapie du Trauma Réassociative) is willing to bring the patient in a state of hypnosis by using what is called utilizational hypnosis. It means that the therapist eases the patient to develop and use a trance state in a constant exchange. This comprehension or conceptualization of hypnosis (the result of the use of memory or imaginative capacities) is building an equalitarian form of relationship in which the patient...
controls his/her sensations and emotions and the therapist supports and indicates to the patient the possibilities of work while keeping in mind that the patient might probably have better ideas on how to solve his/her difficulties. This is called the production of PAAT (in French: Processus Autonomes Auto-Therapeutiques (more or less in English: Autonomous (Self?) Auto-therapeutic Processes).

Another idea could be the use of the protective dissociations in a concept that implies that the natural apparition of hypnotic phenomena during traumas can be fixed as dissociative reactions turned into symptoms, which can be paradoxically utilized by the therapist to facilitate their eradication as “mental or psychic anesthetics.” Directly derived from the concept that hypnosis is not a result of suggestion, this method brings an incredible opportunity to treat the patients rapidly and comfortably in the situation of extreme sufferings and in the treatment of psychosomatic diseases [36].

6.1.3 Gruzelier’s neurophysiological theory

High and low hypnotizables are characterized by changes in brain function.

6.2 Non-state theories

6.2.1 Spanos’ socio-cognitive theory

Hypnosis is not an altered state of consciousness. Attitudes, beliefs, imaginings, attributions and expectancies form hypnotic experience and outcome depending of the interpretation of the suggestions without active planning and effort. The sociocognitive behavioral model is used together with contemporary cognitive-behavioral psychotherapies focusing the effects of thoughts, beliefs, and imaginings on behavior and emotion.

6.2.2 Kirsch’s response expectancy theory

Proposes that subjects have generalized response expectancy in a hypnotic situation and follow the hypnotists’s instructions and experience involuntary behaviors attributable to external causes (the hypnotist). Two social factors associated with response to hypnosis: rapport (“therapeutic alliance,” “resonance,” and “harmony,”) and social context are taken in account.

6.3 Integrative/middle-way/neither-one-nor-the-other theories

Cold control theory proposes that the central feature of hypnotic responding is the involuntariness in an actual intentional action.

6.3.1 Brown and Oakley’s integrative cognitive theory

Proposes that involuntariness is an attribute to the causes of behavior and suggestions.

An ability-aptitude model considers two factors as the influencing cause of hypnotic response:

1. a latent cognitive ability for hypnotic response

2. the subject’s beliefs about his/her hypnotic response
The social-psychobiological or biopsychosocial model of hypnosis emphasizes the interaction of the hypnotist and the subject, considering their personal characteristics and physiological mechanisms and the contributing role of biological, psychological, and social factors. Hypnotic depth integrates the behavioral aspect (the role of the subject), the phenomenological component (the subjective feeling of trance), and an emotional dimension.

The empathic involvement theory (EIT) of hypnosis proposes a bridging of two incongruent neo dissociative versus socio-cognitive theories of hypnosis. Non-empathic individuals benefit less from hypnosis (Tables 1–3) [39–42].

### 7. Scales

Standardized psychological tests such as the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale or the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility (SHSS) measure hypnotizability. The Stanford Profile Scales of Hypnotic Susceptibility (SPSHS), in two forms (I and II), evaluates individual strengths and weaknesses. On the individually administered Stanford Scales, each of 12 test suggestions, scored pass-fail, yield a sum score of hypnotizability on a 0-12 scale. The Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C (SHSS:C), that contains cognitive suggestions including hallucination and age regression, is the gold standard for measuring hypnotizability.

### Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State theories</th>
<th>Non-state theories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotic inductions produce an altered state of consciousness</td>
<td>Participants respond to suggestion almost as well without hypnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotic “trance” is associated with an altered state of brain function</td>
<td>Participants in hypnosis experiments are actively engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responses to hypnotic suggestions are a result of special processes such as dissociation or other altered states of consciousness</td>
<td>Responses to suggestions are a product of normal psychological processes such as attitudes, expectancies, and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotizability is remarkably stable over long periods</td>
<td>Suggestibility can be modified with drugs or psychological procedures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints on Ego Autonomy (Including Hypnosis)</th>
<th>Executive Ego Central Control Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Control Structure 1</td>
<td>Cognitive Control Structure 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illustration of Hilgard’s neodissociation theory of hypnosis [38].
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12. The social-psychobiological or biopsychosocial model of hypnosis emphasizes the interaction of the hypnotist and the subject, considering their personal characteristics and physiological mechanisms and the contributing role of biological, psychological, and social factors. Hypnotic depth integrates the behavioral aspect (the role of the subject), the phenomenological component (the subjective feeling of trance), and an emotional dimension.

The empathic involvement theory (EIT) of hypnosis proposes a bridging of two incongruent neo dissociative versus socio-cognitive theories of hypnosis. Non-empathic individuals benefit less from hypnosis (Tables 1–3) [39–42].

7. Scales

Standardized psychological tests such as the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale or the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility (SHSS) measure hypnotizability. The Stanford Profile Scales of Hypnotic Susceptibility (SPSHS), in two forms (I and II), evaluates individual strengths and weaknesses. On the individually administered Stanford Scales, each of 12 test suggestions, scored pass-fail, yield a sum score of hypnotizability on a 0-12 scale. The Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C (SHSS:C), that contains cognitive suggestions including hallucination and age regression, is the gold standard for measuring hypnotizability.

Table 2. Illustration of Hilgard’s neodissociation theory of hypnosis [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State theories</th>
<th>Non-state theories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotic inductions produce an altered state of consciousness</td>
<td>Participants respond to suggestion almost as well without hypnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotic “trance” is associated with an altered state of brain function</td>
<td>Participants in hypnosis experiments are actively engaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responses to hypnotic suggestions are a result of special processes such as dissociation or other altered states of consciousness</td>
<td>Responses to suggestions are a product of normal psychological processes such as attitudes, expectancies, and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypnotizability is remarkably stable over long periods</td>
<td>Suggestibility can be modified with drugs or psychological procedures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. State and non-state theories [37].

The SWASH (Sussex-Waterloo Scale of Hypnotizability) is a 10-item modified Waterloo-Stanford Group C Scale of Hypnotic Suggestibility (WSGC) to reduce screening time and supplement objective scoring. It measures capacity and altering conscious experience. The Dissociative Experiences Scale, a 28-item scale, assesses dissociative experiences. The Tellegen Absorption Scale, a 34-item questionnaire evaluates the capacity of absorption. Dyadic Interactional Harmony questionnaire (DIH) assesses four domains of hypnotist-subject interaction: intimacy, communion, playfulness, and tension. Valencia Scale of Attitudes and Beliefs Toward Hypnosis scale (VSABTH) considers two reliable measures of attitudes, response expectancies and emotional distress toward hypnosis as mediator of hypnotic effects. PCI-HAP (Phenomenology of Consciousness: Inventory—Hypnotic Assessment Procedure) set out to predict hypnotic depth scores [44–46].

8. Mechanism

The process of hypnosis consists of a hypnotic induction, a deepening procedure, and symptom-specific suggestions. Hypnosis is a state of highly focused attention, with dissociation of thoughts and sensations toward awareness. It is comprised of three components: absorption, dissociation, and suggestibility. Absorption is full involvement in a perceptual, imaginative or ideational experience for self-altering attention. Dissociation is a mental segregation of components of behavior in a dream-like state of being both actor and observer when re-experiencing autobiographical memories in involuntary motor functions or discontinuities in the sensations of one part of the body compared with another. Suggestibility complies with hypnotic instructions. It is not a loss of will but rather a suspension of judgment due to the absorption and effortless self-loss in what is concentrating on. The hypnotized person does not have control over his/her thoughts.
and actions and follows the suggestions without looking for alternatives and analyzing their context. The principle of hypnosis is to recall traumatic memories and manage their associated affect and physiological responses by reevaluating their meaning in a new perspective. Hypnosis is a set of techniques to fortify concentration, by decreasing the effect of distractions, and increase to change the subject’s thoughts, feelings, behavior, or physiological state. Hypnosis is not psychotherapy. Hypnotic perceptual and cognitive changes the equilibrium between suggestion, expectation, and task instructions [47–49].

A new non-pharmacological technique called virtual reality hypnosis (VRH), combines VR hardware/software and hypnotic induction. In hypnosis, the subject constitutes his own world by the hypnotist’s suggestions through absorption and dissociation. Virtual reality hypnosis (VRH) does not depend upon the skill of hypnotist and the openness of the subject. The subjects need less imagination and absorption due to visual and auditory stimuli presented in virtual reality [50–52].

Five psychological factors are most important for the success of hypnosis: hypnotizability, expectancies, motivation, absorptive capacity/fantasy proneness, and attitudes toward hypnosis. The specific type and wording of suggestions influence outcome. Expectancies determine the extent how much the subject believes in the experience and response to the hypnotic intervention. Past experience, current context, and interaction influence expectancies. The collaborative and affective bond between the hypnotist and the subject is the essential component in hypnosis. The subject’s positive response to the contradictory suggestions to his/her previous perception is called countering. Hypnosis is a change in baseline mental activity. Hypnosis like practices inducing trance states have been used throughout history. Medical hypnosis is applying hypnosis to alleviate somatic symptoms, reduce stress, and influence physiological/biochemical processes. The interactional behavioral and affective synchrony between the child and the parent is highly similar to the relationship between the subject and the hypnotist. Synchrony can occur in the behavioral, emotional, phenomenological, and psycho-physiological variables in both the subject and the hypnotist [53–59].

In psychoanalytic approach to hypnosis, the hypnotist is similar to an authority figure of the subject from his earlier life experience. Frequently punished children would try not to displease the hypnotist and would show high level of dissociation. Negative parental behavior (punishment and over-protection) is related to the phenomenological and emotional dimensions of hypnotic response leading to higher hypnotizability. Parental behavior of the subject influences hypnotic behavior, experiences, and emotional bond with the hypnotist. A warm- supportive parental style provokes more positive feelings toward the hypnotist, whereas cold-punishing parental behavior is correlated to negative feelings about the hypnotist and hypnosis itself. One consistent pattern in females is that maternal punishment predicts only negative affect in hypnosis, while punishing parental behavior in men, predicts both positive and negative responses to hypnosis. Alexithymia, the decreased ability to identify and verbalize someone’s own emotions, mediates between parental punishment and fear in hypnosis. Therefore, hypnotherapist should search before the hypnotherapeutic intervention the subject’s memories of their parents, which will influence his/her expectations about hypnosis and the hypnotist. Subjects remembering punishing, and/or emotionally unresponsive parents would stay away from the hypnotist even if they know that hypnotherapy would correct the source of the problem. They may feel stress and anxiety in the hypnotic state which can be regulated by the sense of security and mutual trust [60–63].

Mindfulness meditation and hypnosis remain in opposing ways to awareness of intentions. Hypnosis and meditation may be combined as a psychosomatic
technique to control mind and body regulation. Phenomenology, and neuropsychology of hypnosis and meditation follow common features:

a. focused attention is the base of induction

b. an intentional control of biologic-somatic activities

c. activation/deactivation of the default modality network and pain neumatrix [64, 65].

The “mirror neurons” in the human brain provide empathy to sense the intentions of others by observing their behavior and related brain activity. They function as a rapport zone mediating between observing consciousness, the gene expression/protein synthesis cycle, and brain plasticity in hypnotherapy and psychosomatic medicine. (Emerging science recognizes human experience not as disease but as manifestations of individual adaptive self-regulating system) [66].

Tandem hypnotherapy considers the unity of body and mind as a quantum process, since the embryonic period of life. Tandem has two meanings: (1) a multi-seater bicycle, (2) a mosaic word: Touch of Ancient and New generations with a Dialog Experiencing Oneness of Minds (TANDEM). Hypnotherapy, psychodrama, family therapy, Hellinger’s systemic-phenomenological approach, and holding-therapy are united in Tandem theory. More than two persons in a physical closeness touching each other take part in therapy: (1) patient(s), (2) one or more co-therapists or antagonists in psychodrama. The therapist takes the responsibility of the tandem of patient(s) and co-therapist(s). Sensory-motor level of development is originated from fetal period of life. In uniting mode of experiencing, object and subject are not seen as different from each other. The most effective stimulus is the physical closeness and touching in intimate situation as a form of body psychotherapy. The psychological factors for hypnosis are hypnotizability, expectations, motivation, absorption/imaginative involvement/fantasy proneness, and attitudes toward hypnosis, and a rapport as social factors lead to “resonance” and “harmony” [67, 68].

Hypnosis and hypnotherapy, which have been experienced for centuries, emerged as new solitary or complementary approach based on science for the wellness of people.
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Chapter 2
Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy: The Role of Traditional Versus Alternative Approach
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Abstract
Hypnosis is a state of mind that is characterized by focused attention and heightened receptivity for suggestions. It is either established by compliance with instructions or achieved naturally; the critical nature of the mind is bypassed during hypnosis and acceptable suggestions are delivered. Misperceptions about hypnosis by clinical practitioners and their clients have been shaped through years of inaccurate but interesting portrayals of hypnosis in books, plays, and movies. Part of the misperceptions is that individuals with seemingly magical powers to manipulate the unsuspecting innocent with their authoritative voice commands and penetrating eyes are depicted as hypnotists. This chapter will review the traditional and conventional approaches used in hypnosis, their advantages and disadvantages as well as where hypnosis is used as a complementary or alternative therapy to the modern day orthodox medicine. Despite the pejorative image display of hypnosis and misconceptions surrounding it, hypnosis still has numerous applications in contemporary medicine. Hypnotherapy conducted by a trained therapist is considered as a complementary or safe alternative to present day orthodox medication for numerous ailments.
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1. Introduction
The origin of “hypnosis” is from the Greek word “hypnos,” which means “sleep”[1]. Hypnosis is a state of mind that is characterized by focused attention and heightened receptivity for suggestions. It is either established by compliance with instructions or achieved naturally; the critical nature of the mind is bypassed during hypnosis and acceptable suggestions are delivered[2]. It is a trance mental state that is later followed by giving suggestion. During hypnosis, suggestions are used to cure a lot of psychological health problems, such as stress, addiction, and phobia. It can as well assist in managing physical problems like pain reduction, such as the pain caused by chemotherapy in cancer patients[3].

In a trance, the normal state of the mind occurs regularly as when watching an engrossing movie, reading an absorbing book, or performing monotonous activity; thus hypnosis is also described as an “attentive, receptive focal concentration”[4]. It is commonly assumed that during hypnosis, the subconscious mind is in a suggestible state while the conscious mind is distracted or guided to become dormant[5].
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1. Introduction

The origin of “hypnosis” is from the Greek word “hypnos,” which means “sleep” [1]. Hypnosis is a state of mind that is characterized by focused attention and heightened receptivity for suggestions. It is either established by compliance with instructions or achieved naturally; the critical nature of the mind is bypassed during hypnosis and acceptable suggestions are delivered [2]. It is a trance mental state that is later followed by giving suggestion. During hypnosis, suggestions are used to cure a lot of psychological health problems, such as stress, addiction, and phobia. It can as well assist in managing physical problems like pain reduction, such as the pain caused by chemotherapy in cancer patients [3].

In a trance, the normal state of the mind occurs regularly as when watching an engrossing movie, reading an absorbing book, or performing monotonous activity; thus hypnosis is also described as an “attentive, receptive focal concentration” [4]. It is commonly assumed that during hypnosis, the subconscious mind is in a suggestible state while the conscious mind is distracted or guided to become dormant [5].
Misperceptions about hypnosis by clinical practitioners and their clients have been shaped through years of inaccurate but interesting portrayals of hypnosis in books, plays, and movies. Part of the misperceptions is that individuals with seemingly magical powers to manipulate the unsuspecting innocent with their authoritative voice commands and penetrating eyes are depicted as hypnotists. For these reasons, witch doctors, evil scientists, space aliens, and vampires have all been portrayed as using hypnosis to achieve their dubious ends [6]. Hypnosis is introduced to others as a form of entertainment on television talk shows or at comedy clubs. Volunteers from the audience act out of fantasies to make the audience laugh from the hypnotist’s simple commands for sleep and snaps of the fingers. The individuals hypnotized appear to apparently behave in ways that are contrary to normal behavior or out of character. However, some clinical practitioners themselves have contributed to further exacerbate this denigrative image of hypnosis [6]. This chapter will review the traditional and conventional approaches used in hypnosis, their advantages and disadvantages as well as where hypnosis is used as a complementary or alternative therapy to modern day orthodox medicine.

1.1 Heart-rate variability as a measure of hypnotic depth

Ensuring sufficient depth to induce genuine hypnotic responsiveness is one of the major challenges in hypnotic research [7]. Hypnotic susceptibility, a stationary characteristic of a subject, is distinct from hypnotic depth, which is a dynamic property that represents the subject’s momentary capacity for response to hypnotic suggestions [8].

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a candidate for monitoring neural activity. Higher power over the alpha, beta, and theta parietal region associated with sustained-attentional processing and greater EEG asymmetry was seen in the highly hypnotizable subjects [9].

In an investigation, heart rate, frequency of changes from a time-frequency analysis of heart-rate variability (HRV), and amplitude were compared with the continuous self-rated hypnotic depth (SRHD) of 10 volunteers. The investigation recorded significant linear relationships between the high-frequency (HF) component of the heart-rate variability (HRV) and the continuous self-rated hypnotic depth (SRHD), the continuous self-rated hypnotic depth (SRHD) correlated positively with the amplitude of the HF component and negatively with the frequency of the HF [10].

1.1.1 A brief insight into the similarities and differences between hypnosis and meditation

Generally, quieting of the mind is achieved during meditation, which may be compared with hypnosis. Meditation may qualify as hypnosis depending on the state achieved, especially if suggestions are given to achieve a desired effect. Although meditation may be self-directed, hypnosis can however occur naturally without formal induction [6].

1.1.2 Similarities between concentrative meditation and hypnosis

The concentration and attentional practices employed that result in an altered state are similar for both classical hypnosis and concentration meditation; the neurophysiology associated with those states and the phenomenology of those altered states are also similar [11].
Focusing attention by attempts to relax and concentrate the mind is the beginning of both meditation and hypnosis. The breath is the main focus of most meditators nowadays. Staring at a spot, watching pendulum swinging, etc., are ways of focusing and sustaining in hypnosis [7]. Hypnosis literature describes the method used to reach the state as suppressing competing thoughts, or as dis-attending to competing stimuli [12]. Ayya Khema described it in meditation literature as letting go of thoughts and perceptions [13].

Many types of meditation such as the Buddhist, Hindu, Christian, and Jewish emphasize on letting go of thoughts and concentration like the attentional focus procedures in hypnosis. In meditation, especially the Buddhist type, mindfulness practices are usually employed. Concentrative practice lets go of thoughts, focuses attention and shifts it to a subtler experience. Participants are trained in mindfulness meditation to describe mental states and activities in great detail and to observe the rapidly shifting thoughts, emotions, panorama of sensations, etc. [14, 15]. Concentration and mindfulness are both cultivated and work synergistically. Concentration is language associated ancient Buddhist that leads to altered states of consciousness and aims at serenity, one of which at least resembles deep sleep. Cognitive, emotional, and motivational changes as they increase in depth demonstrate an altered state called absorption [16]. Mindfulness aims at altered states of consciousness and provides an insight through observation of one’s own mental processes. In behavioral medicine and pain management programs, Vipassana meditation has been used to teach patients how to become less reactive by objectifying their sensations [17]. Despite the fact that altered states are usually first identified by subjective experiences, relatively, the observation of one’s own mental processes has been neglected in hypnosis research [11].

1.1.3 The altered states

Qualitative changes can be specified by absorption that is reached through concentration. The movement to absence of thought with prevailing calmness from the normal everyday mind with prevailing thoughts occurs in the four stages of absorption. The meditator’s attention basically focuses first on an object and then on subtle experience increasingly, the phenomenal fields are then abandoned more and more. The movement of the meditator to a more peaceful happy feeling and then to composure from a stage of attendant physical experience with aroused positive emotion is achieved. In the fourth stage of absorption, a characteristic peaceful feeling of calmness is achieved with a very much aware mind like what one obtains in deep hypnosis [11].

Trained meditators usually can recognize these states of absorption and be able to report on the absence or presence of mental qualities such as feeling of joy or rupture, associative thinking, feeling of calmness, etc. Mindfulness is facilitated as the mind becomes quiet in concentrative meditation; however, mindfulness is not the principal goal of concentrative meditation. The meditator can report back on the qualities of the trance state observed [18].

There are at least two methods for assessing qualities of inner experience viz.: The Experience Analysis Technique [11, 19] and the Phenomenology of Consciousness Inventory or PCI [19, 20]; however, these methods have been underutilized [11].

1.1.4 Hypnosis and meditation phenomenology

Sustaining and focusing attention in both meditation and hypnosis lead to similar changes in mental state [21]. In a study involving two groups, Indian Kundalini
meditators in one group and highly hypnotizables in the other. Directly, the two studies cannot be compared as they analyzed the data differently; however, both deep self-hypnosis and meditation were associated with alterations in self-awareness, state of awareness, perception, time sense and meaning with changes in imagery, rationality, and vividness due to elevation on Phenomenology of Consciousness Inventory (PCI), and both processes were accompanied with feelings of love and joy [11].

Comparing the PCI results for medium and deep absorptions (levels 1–2 vs. 3–4) described in Buddhist texts [22] with medium and deep levels of hypnosis [17] are other ways of similarities elaborations. Whether it is hypnosis or meditation, experience tends to be more vivid at medium levels and more aplomb at deep levels [11].

1.1.5 Differences between hypnosis and concentrative meditation

The difference between meditation and hypnosis has to do largely with expectancies and goals, and their relative emphasis on mindfulness (meditation) or suggestion (hypnosis) as well [11].

1.1.6 Practices and goals

Specific outcomes such as symptom removal are the basic interest for people seeking hypnosis, whereas, meditators’ interest has to do with long-term goals having to do with insight, serenity, and enlightenment or spiritual liberation. Meditation is a solo experience, while hypnosis usually calls for two people except in self-hypnosis. Meditators spend years expectedly in developing their skill, it is however amazing to some patients if the hypnotist tells them that it will require more than one hypnosis session for their cure. Meditation involves daily practice for 20 minutes to an hour, then proceeding for a retreat where 10–15 hours of daily practice for several weeks or months is observed [11].

1.1.7 Expectancy

Meditators expect to see reality without bias through their “pure bright awareness” rather than suggestibility. People using hypnosis expect suggestibility, believing that the hypnotist will be able to change their perception and motivation profoundly by giving suggestion after entering an altered state; that is, they will not want a cigarette or feel pain [11].

1.2 The difference between hypnosis and hypnotherapy

Although hypnosis and hypnotherapy are words that are used rather interchangeably, the two words are not the same. Hypnosis is more a state of mind while hypnotherapy is the name of the therapeutic version in which hypnosis is used [23].

2. Traditional versus modern hypnosis

There are various types of hypnosis; however, the two distinct forms of hypnotherapy taught are the traditional, often referred to as, script-based approach, and the modern Ericksonian approach. They are sometimes better known as the direct or authoritative hypnosis and indirect or permissive hypnosis, respectively. The modern approaches are considered to be the conventional ways of inducing or achieving hypnosis.
In our society today, three main types of hypnosis are used to hypnotize another person or hypnotize one’s self. These three types of hypnosis are traditional hypnosis, Ericksonian hypnosis, and self-hypnosis. Each type of hypnosis varies from one another in terms of practice and use. The three types of hypnosis have a common denominator; that is, they all begin with some form of hypnotic induction like fixed eye or counting backward to induce a hypnotic state [24].

2.1 Traditional hypnosis

Is the most widely used basic form of hypnosis due to the belief that anyone can do it with very little instruction and training. Traditional hypnosis is believed to be the easiest form of hypnosis, it relies on simple suggestions and commands. Traditional hypnosis uses direct commands and suggestions to influence a person’s feelings, thoughts, behaviors, and actions once the subject is in a hypnotic state. Traditional hypnosis will only work on people who are easy to follow orders, the hypnotist will need to know whether the patient is critical or not before the hypnotic session begins [3]. Often, it is not considered entirely effective for people that have analytical and critical thought processes. Commands and suggestions are usually interfered by the conscious mind; the critique nature of the conscious mind does not allow messages to be fully absorbed by the subconscious [3]. Traditional hypnosis is also the basis for stage hypnotism, which is popular in today’s culture among partygoers and comedy club attendees [3].

Despite being largely unchanged as a directive approach since the 1930s, traditional hypnosis is still the dominant approach taught in countries like Australia [3].

The hypnotist will ask you to close your eyes, relax and forget everything in your mind in a traditional hypnotic approach. Once you enter a trance mode, he will give you hypnotic suggestion. For instance, if the patient wants to stop smoking, in the therapy session the hypnotist might ask the subject to visualize the harms of smoking, how awful it smells and hurts the nose and eyes. The therapist will give the subject suggestions that when not smoking you will be alright. Any time the subject remembers to smoke, he will remember the awful smell from a cigarette. This will help the subject to stop smoking and this is how traditional hypnosis works [3]. According to some studies, the success rate of this form of hypnosis rarely exceeds 30%; although the client may feel better, there may be higher relapse rate and the client may not always do better the next time something similar happens [3].

In a situation when the traditional method does not work for the subject, the hypnotist might need to use another method like conversational hypnosis, etc. [3].

Unlike the traditional approach, conversational hypnosis is a type of hypnosis done to a subject or patient with the use of words and persuasion. It can also be used to treat stress, addiction, and phobia like in traditional hypnosis [3].

2.2 Modern hypnosis

The modern approach to hypnosis was developed by a renowned American psychiatrist and psychologist named Dr. Milton Erikson, thus named Eriksonian hypnosis. This method is built around understanding the client’s unique situation and needs. The modern hypnosis approach will assist clients to build better cognitive skills and change the way they perceive a situation in and around challenging circumstances. Interventions are tailored toward the individuals’ need, and this approach achieves a much higher success rate. Modern hypnosis particularly is an excellent approach for those who are skeptical of hypnosis as it uses metaphors
rather than just direct suggestions [24]. Metaphors allow the brain to think creatively and arrive at conclusions that may not be reached by employing the more unilateral form of traditional hypnosis. Rather than simple commands and suggestions, metaphors work by comparing and contrasting two things in a more complex way [24]. The mind is allowed to wrap around an idea or thought in a more organic way than direct suggestion, skeptics are often able to be hypnotized using this approach than the traditional one. Modern Ericksonian hypnosis uses interspersal and isomorphic metaphors. Interspersal metaphors use embedded commands that distract the conscious mind, allowing the unconscious mind to process the message of the metaphors. Isomorphic metaphors tell a story that has a moral, which makes the unconscious mind draw a one-to-one comparison between the moral of the story and a problem or issue that it is already familiar with [24].

Neuro-linguistic programing (NLP) is a form of hypnosis used along with self-hypnosis to deal with issues such as self-esteem, self-confidence, and overall mental well-being. It is used also to conquer phobias and fears and to quell anxieties [24]. In NLP, the same thought process as a fear or problem is used to reverse or get rid of the problem; it is an effective method. Reframe, flash, and anchoring are the three different techniques used with NLP. NLP is most effective when the techniques are used all together or separately [24].

Self-hypnosis allows the mind when relaxed to reach a hypnotic state without a hypnotist or hypnotherapist. This form of hypnosis is performed by oneself to achieve a deep state of relaxation [8]. Suggestions and commands are made by oneself, or by an MP3 or a CD player that guides oneself in the hypnosis session. A lot of people who do not trust others with influential subconscious and fragile mind prefer self-hypnosis instead of the guided hypnosis [24].

2.3 Tools/techniques used in hypnosis induction

2.3.1 Hypnotic inductions

Hypnotic induction is the first process that a hypnotist uses to put the clients into a trance state where they are more open to suggestion. Some of the tools or techniques used in inducing hypnosis include the following:

2.3.2 Relaxation technique

One of the common techniques used by the therapist is relaxation, a relaxed client may fall into trance and his mind will be open to suggestion. Relaxed clients are more likely to talk to the therapist and be open to indirect suggestions. Some common methods of relaxation include: making the client comfortable, lying down, client's head counting down, controlled breathing, relaxing and tensing muscles, and speaking in soft tone [25].

2.3.3 Handshake technique

In most societies, handshakes are the commonest form of greetings, and Milton Erickson—the farther of hypnotherapy—famously used the handshake technique as a way to induce hypnotic trance. By the handshake, the subconscious mind is shocked by disrupting the common social norm. The hypnotist interrupts the pattern established by our mind by grabbing the wrist or pulling the subject forward and off balance, in an abnormal way of handshake. Suddenly, with the interrupted pattern, the subconscious mind is open for suggestions [25].
2.3.4 Arm levitation technique

Arm levitation technique is a classical Ericksonian technique of inducing hypnosis; this method begins with the clients closing their eyes and being asked to notice the difference between their arms. For instance, they might say the arm feels cold or hot, light or heavy. Suggestions are made by the hypnotist as to the sensations in each arm. In a trance mode, the clients may simply believe in their mind that they have lifted their arm or may physically lift their arm. In either way, successful induction is achieved [25].

2.3.5 Eyes cues

The right sphere of the brain manages creativity and consciousness while the left manages the practical and subconsciousness. During a conversation, the direction of the subject’s eyes indicates the sphere accessed, looking right indicates accessing the consciousness and left the subconsciousness. If the eyes are accessing the subconscious, you can make a suggestion that they are not consciously aware (Figure 1). The eyes may as well be fixated on one object in the room. Stephen Brooks developed a new technique of inducing hypnosis on the listener with eye movements [25].

2.3.6 Visualization

Both trance and suggestions can be induced using the visualization technique. For instance, a subject can be asked to recall a room he is familiar with, to imagining every detail in the room such as the windows, the floor, the light, the wall, the painting etc. Afterward, the subject then moves into a room he is less familiar with. As the subject struggles to recall the exact details, his mind is open to suggestion. Visualization can be used to recall positive memories and positive images and experiences (wedding, birthday graduation) to change one’s perception of a negative image [25].

Figure 1.
Functions of the left and right brain spheres [25].
2.3.7 Falling backward/sudden shake

Shocked subjects can enter into a trance; a woman's foot was once stepped by Erickson, which was followed by suggestion. The sensation of falling backward, “trust fall,” a milder version, shocks the system and opens the mind to suggestion; however, certainly the subject will not be dropped [25].

2.3.8 Eye fixation

Take for instance a situation when you find yourself “zoning out” and staring at an interesting item in the room while someone is talking. If you will completely miss what the person talking said, you may have been in a trance. One of the famous objects used in trance induction is “power pendulum” or a “swinging pocket watch” although any object can be used to achieve that. The object opens the subconscious mind to suggestion and keeps the conscious occupied [25].

2.3.9 Breathing countdown

In meditation, controlled breathing is used, it can as well act as an easy form of self-hypnosis.

The procedure is as follows:

- Close your eyes and sit upright in a chair, arms on your lap.
- Breathe deep through the nose and out through the mouth.
- Using slow controlled breaths, countdown from 100.
- Each exhale counts as one interval.
- At the end you may be in a trance. If not continue the exercise counting down from a higher number [25].

2.3.10 Body scan

Body scan is a popular method employed in self-hypnosis. Scanning begins from top of the body with your eyes closed, scan down slowly from the head to the feet. Every sensation should be noticed, your breath expanding the ribcage, chair on your back, the feet on the ground, each finger extended and the pain in your elbow. This process should be repeated from the bottom to the top, the scanning up and down should be continued until you enter trance. Other hypnotic induction techniques such as countdown breathing and relaxation can be stacked with body scan to increase effectiveness [25].

2.4 Hypnotic suggestions

The desired behavior to be performed by the client is referred to as suggestion. After a hypnotized person enters trance (a state in which the subject is more open to influence), post-hypnotic suggestions are delivered. Suggestions are classified into direct and indirect based on schools of thought [25].
2.4.1 Direct suggestion

An explicit command to perform certain action is known as a direct suggestion in conversational hypnosis. It is a powerful tool though viewed as unethical because of the authority or power a hypnotist has over the client. With this method, the client does not control the decision to change behavior. Some classical direct suggestions include:

- “You will stop smoking”
- “You will go to sleep”
- “You will lose weight” [25].

2.4.2 Indirect suggestion

Certified hypnotherapists use indirect suggestion as their favorite, Milton Erickson was a champion of indirect suggestion; in this method, the control is in the subject’s hands rather than those of the authoritarian, the patient’s boundaries and clinical ethics are respected. This method has proven to be more effective for subjects that are skeptical or resistant to trance. One could say: “When you are comfortable, you may wish to close your eyes” rather than “order” a subject to relax (direct suggestion) [25].

3. Advantages and disadvantages of traditional versus conventional approaches of achieving hypnosis and hypnotherapy

Traditional hypnosis is believed to be the simplest and easiest form of hypnotherapy that can be done even by oneself. As an advantage over conventional approach, traditional hypnosis is authoritative and can be a more powerful tool using direct suggestions [26]. As a disadvantage, this approach is commonly met with resistance [27]. The conventional or modern approach is a subtle, respectful method using indirect suggestions and has advantages of being accommodative, ethical, and more effective than the traditional method; the traditional approach is considered unethical by some schools of thought. Another disadvantage of the traditional approach is that some studies claim that this form of hypnosis rarely achieves more than a 30% success rate, and has a higher rate relapse [3]. Although the clients may feel better, however, they may not always do better the next time something similar happens [3].

3.1 Hypnotic risks

Hypnosis has been shown to be associated with some risks according to the reviewed literature in the late 1980s. The literature documented a few cases of patients who displayed “unanticipated” adverse behavior after hypnosis [26]. Complications or adverse reactions usually encountered during hypnosis consisted of unexpected, unwanted thoughts, feelings, or behaviors during or after hypnosis that are inconsistent with agreed goals and interfere with the hypnotic process by impairing optimal mental function. Adverse reactions most commonly suspected included nausea, panic, dizziness, drowsiness, headache, stiffness, anxiety, and
serious reactions such as masking of organic disorders and symptom substitution occasionally [26, 27]. Deficiencies in the hypnotist's techniques such as not knowing that suggestions in hypnosis are accepted literally, taking the patient rapidly out of trance, inappropriately using age regression, not prescreening for certain psychopathology, or preconceived expectations of negative consequences of hypnosis not being dispelled before initiating the session were considered to be the root cause of the problems [26].

4. The use of hypnosis/hypnotherapy as complementary or alternative approach to the modern day orthodox medicine

In the late 1700s when effective pharmaceutical and surgical treatment options were limited, hypnosis became a popular approach for the treatment of medical conditions [6]. As alternative treatments for medical conditions become popular, contemporary medicine is being challenged to take a more integrative approach. Hypnosis is used for conditions such as anxiety, depression, phobias, and attention deficit disorders not believed to be primarily psychological although the potential for a psychological basis exists for many of the mentioned conditions [6].

Hypnosis has been used effectively in a variety of medical settings such as chronic pain management, labor, surgery, dentistry, etc. Several studies reported its efficacy in the treatment of anxiety disorders [28–31]. For a variety of problems, hypnosis has been used as an adjunct to cognitive behavior therapy. Cognitive behavior therapy combined with hypnosis has been employed in the treatment of anxiety disorders, pain, depression, smoking cessation, obesity, and hypertension [6, 32].

The American Medical Association in 1958 and the American Psychological Association in 1960 approved the use of hypnosis as an adjunct treatment; in a variety of psychological and physical conditions, its efficacy has been established [33]. Mostly, contemporary applications of clinical hypnosis could be in four major areas viz.: behavioral, psychological, medical, and self-development. The contemporary medical applications of hypnosis include medicine, surgery, and dentistry, the uses of which affect the somatic and behavioral aspects of the illness [34].

Although the traditional hypnotic approach is used for treating anxiety, depression, phobias, and attention deficit disorders, numerous, the modern or conventional approaches are employed in clinical hypnosis as either adjunct, complementary, or alternative therapy in present day orthodox medicine.

4.1 Behavioral and psychological applications of hypnosis

4.1.1 The potentials of hypnosis in the treatment of depressive disorders

Employment of more therapeutic techniques and procedures in the treatment of depression as in the treatment of any other psychological disorder make better chances of successful outcomes [35]. Hypnosis employed in many ways in a goal-directed fashion as a highly efficient and flexible tool makes it suitable to be incorporated into the treatment of depression. It may be used to reduce anxiety, increase responsiveness, interrupt negative ruminations, and establish positive expectancy [35]. In rigid and distorted patterns of thinking or interpreting events, hypnosis may be used more intensely to facilitate flexibility [35]. Alladin and Alibhai's [36] study of 2007 represents the first comparison of a treatment using hypnosis as an adjunct to a well-established psychological therapy for depression (Beck's Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depression) [36].
4.1.2 Treatment of anxiety disorders using hypnosis

The 1996 report by the National Institute of Health Technology Assessment Panel considered an effective and viable solution for the treatment of pain associated with cancer and many other chronic pain conditions [37]. Hypnotherapy has also been reported effective for anxiolysis in acute pain, analgesia, and emesis [38]. Brugnoli et al. [39] also reported the effectiveness of hypnosis for anxiety management as an adjunct therapy for patients receiving palliative care in chronic diseases conditions.

4.1.3 Cessation of smoking

Hypnosis has been used as an adjunct cognitive behavior therapy for smoking cessation. Combined hypnotic and cognitive behavior therapy treatment for smoking cessation was found to be superior to a wait-list control condition as [40]. In 1988, these results were replicated in a study comparing larger sample sizes with the same conditions [41].

4.1.4 Use of hypnosis in mental health nursing

The Ericksonian hypnosis supports nursing goals of honoring and respecting patient individuality, and, therefore, has been advocated for use in mental health nursing by Zahourek [42].

4.2 Medical applications of hypnosis

4.2.1 Management of allergy

As suggested by some early literature, many allergies have an emotional basis, thus could be treated using a hypnotic approach [43]. However, studies have shown that hypnosis may alter body’s physiological response to various stimuli [44]. The positive effects of social support on natural killer cell activity and cortisol levels have been shown by some researchers, this has implications for cancer progression [45].

4.2.2 Treatment of impotence

A strong potential of hypnosis for managing impotence has been documented in the medical literature since 1960s [39], and this claim has been supported by recent clinical trials, 88% success rate was reported using hypnosis for impotence in almost 3000 patients [46]. Using hypnosis and acupuncture, 75% success rate was recorded in treating impotence [47].

4.2.3 Emesis

Many a times, chemotherapy is associated with adverse effects of nausea and vomiting, these unwanted side effects among others are reduced by hypnotherapy. The need for antiemetic drugs was reduced significantly by using hypnosis to manage chemotherapeutic adverse effects in children with anticipatory nausea and vomiting [48].

4.2.4 Management of gastrointestinal disorders

One of the commonest disorders found in the practice of gastroenterology is irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), the etiology of which is complex, emotional stress, anger, and depression negatively affect IBS, thereby worsening the symptoms of the
disorder. The intervention that has empirically demonstrated to be more efficacious in treating IBS is the use of hypnosis as an adjunct to cognitive behavior therapy. An important impact of hypnotic treatment lasting for several years in most patients has been shown in most patients suffering from irritable bowel syndrome [32].

4.2.5 Obstetrics

Experience of patients treated with hypnosis at birth was satisfactory [49], hypnosis has also been used to facilitate delivery in obstetrics [50], and shorter labor [51], and requires the use of significantly less analgesic medications [32].

4.2.6 Pulmonary medicine

Hypnosis has been shown to improve pulmonary functioning in asthmatic patients with high and medium hypnotizability [52, 53]. Brown [54] reported the efficacy of hypnosis for managing emotional states exacerbating airways obstruction.

4.2.7 Application of hypnosis in clinical pain management

Demonstratively, analogue pain has been reduced by hypnosis, preliminary information concerning possible physiological mechanisms of hypnotic analgesia has been offered by studies showing central nervous system activity during hypnotic procedures [55]. In another study, the effectiveness of hypnosis on pain reduction has been demonstrated, which contributed to the theoretical understanding of hypnotic analgesia [55]. These findings were taken to a new level of sophistication by some neurophysiological studies [56]. As an adjunct therapy, clinical hypnosis was considered effective for pain reduction in cancer patients as well as severe chronic diseases for patients receiving palliative care [38]. In the management of chronic pain or cancer procedure-related pain in children, hypnosis is considered as an effective technique [56]. Pain reduction was reported in patients having metastatic breast carcinoma by hypnotic approach [57].

4.2.8 Efficacy of hypnosis in the treatment of headache and migraine

Hypnosis fulfills the research criteria in clinical psychology for it to be considered a well-established efficacious treatment for headache and migraine [58, 59]. No risks of adverse reactions or side effects are produced by hypnosis; this decreases the cost of medication associated to conventional medical treatments [59].

4.2.9 Use of hypnosis and acupuncture for pain relief

There exists an inherent relationship between acupuncture as a form of traditional Chinese medicine and hypnotic rituals of awareness under conscious hypnosis. Besides its various competent applications in different fields, it is used in surgical operations as the sole anesthetic for pain relief, and also for patient care during pre-, post-, and intra-operative periods [60].

4.2.10 Hypnoanalgesia

Benefits of pain relief by hypnosis have been documented in numerous studies. Pin prick and laser heat pain stimulation studies, followed by direct suggestions in hypnosis, resulted in decreased pain measured by means of pain-related brain potentials both subjectively and objectively [61]. Hypnoanalgesia was reported for
repair of atrial septal defects in three patients and for mitral commissurotomy in four patients, using hypnosis as the sole method of anesthesia for one of the patients [62].

### 4.2.11 Identification of human sexuality

In practice, therapists are often confronted with patients seeking therapy for challenges they face owing to their deep-rooted economic, ethical, family, political, religious, and social backgrounds. Therapists find old and newer hypnotic techniques handy in managing the patients’ gender ambivalence, identity, sexual orientation, preferences, and functioning difficulties [63–66].

### 4.3 Application of hypnosis in performance enhancement

#### 4.3.1 Performance enhancement

Sport hypnosis helps enhance performance and well-being of an athlete or a user. This form of hypnosis is based on three combined techniques of mental training procedures: self-hypnosis, eyes-open hypnosis, and traditional eye-closed hypnosis. It is a form of alert hypnosis. Post-hypnotic signals or triggers and rhythmic athletic activities can induce sport hypnotic state (SHS) [63]. An alternative state of consciousness is achieved; performance in sport hypnotic state happens in a flow state, which increases results despite decreased effort, known otherwise as “relaxed effectiveness.” Olympic Games champions’ reports show that peak performance is achieved through sport hypnotic state training. In the quest for excellent performance, sport hypnosis techniques can also be applied [67].

### 5. Conclusion

Despite the pejorative image display of hypnosis and misconceptions surrounding it, hypnosis still has numerous applications in contemporary medicine. Hypnotherapy conducted by a trained therapist is considered as a complementary or safe alternative to present day orthodox medication for numerous ailments.
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Section 2

New Scientific Approaches to Hypnosis
Chapter 3
The Integrative Theory of Hypnosis in the Light of Clinical Hypnotherapy
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Abstract
The chapter describes the author’s integrative theory of hypnosis and hypnotherapy (ITHH) and the universal hypnotherapy (UH) method. The ITHH contains neurophysiological, biological, and communicative components. (1) Hypnosis is triggered by symbolical hypnogenic situations of inability of decision-making and/or its behavioral realization. Hypnosis development results in qualitative reorganization of the brain activation system functioning from distribution to generation of activity. Hypnosis deepening is based on the increase of brain activation. Hypnosis development in right-handers is associated with a regressive reorganization of the left hemisphere to the right hemisphere functioning mode, with whole brain functioning on right hemispheric principle. (2) Hypnotization generates hypnogenic stress. Hypnotherapy activates a readaptation process, including neurohormonal, neurotransmitter secretions; activation of the immunological and biochemical responses; and spontaneous change of pain sensation. (3) Hypnotic communication styles (directive, non-directive) are (i) changing due to historical evolution of social communication styles and (ii) indirectly using the representations about hypnosis. The UH utilizes the ITHH, being close to the positive and mindfulness psychotherapeutic approaches. The complex of UH and psycho-education formed positive-dialogue psychotherapy (PDP) for the treatment of anxiety disorders. The randomized clinical trial of PDP efficiency in the therapy of panic and generalized anxiety disorders confirmed high clinical efficiency and the mindfulness effect of UH.
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1. Introduction

The author’s long-term work in the fields of hypnology and hypnotherapy revealed restrictions associated with the lacks of consistency and interdisciplinarity of the research and practice.
The phenomenon of animal hypnosis, identified in all higher vertebrates and, therefore, genetically determined [1, 2], as a rule, is not evaluated by modern hypnologists as a homolog of human hypnosis. The belonging of humans to mammals gives no chance for selective “loss” of basic, genetically determined protective mechanisms of hypnosis. If the ability of hypnotization in humans is genetically determined, how one can be fundamentally non-hypnable? In this logic, situational hypnability/non-hypnability is the result of the interaction of cultural and personal representations about hypnosis with the perception of actual hypnotization, personal request for hypnotization, but not the implementation of some primary, essential level of hypnability. What is the point of populational and longitudinal studies of hypnability and creation of great amount of appropriate psychometric tools for its estimation? What is measured in reality, hypnability or suggestibility?

Where is the analysis of the results of clinical practice in which the vast majority of hypnotherapist’s patients are hypnable?

It should be noted that the general trend for searching of interrelations between genetic factors and brain activities, especially in cases of mental disorders [3, 4], is accepted by modern hypnology [5, 6]. In the logic of the cognitive hypnosis paradigm, the relationship of the dopamine-related catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) [5] and the serotonin-related 5-HTTLPR polymorphisms to measuring hypnotizability was studied [6]. The study of connections between genotype and the hypnotizability, determined both by questionnaires, outside hypnosis, and in combination with real hypnosis [7] concretizes interrelations of dopaminergic and serotonergic genotypes and the subjective different experiences in hypnosis. From the standpoint of clinical hypnotherapy, which demonstrates efficiency in the treatment of anxiety and affective disorders [8], the fact of cross-association of the Val158Met catechol-O-methyltransferase genetic polymorphism simultaneously with (1) anxiety disorders (ADs) [9] and (2) hypnotizability [6] becomes significant.

The long-term process of accumulation of genetic data associated with the phenomenon of human hypnosis in the future can lead to a comparison of human and animal hypnosis. The search for the genetic basis of universal protective hypnosis reaction in humans and animals has not yet been realized.

The brain of all higher vertebrates operates in the fundamental circadian cycle of the steady states (modes) of sleep and wakefulness. The phenomenon of animal hypnosis represents a protective adaptation to the behavioral situations of an insoluble impasse [10, 11], which includes a holistic systemic pattern associated with immobilization (catalepsy); decrease or cessation of pain sensitivity; and situationally determined duration. Sleep and wakefulness form a category of circadian-conditioned, fundamental, stable states, whereas the phenomenon of hypnosis belongs a qualitatively different category of behaviorally situationally developing state that ends when the situation is resolved successfully. Such a logic allows us to distinguish between two basic genetically determined categories or classes of states in the activity of the brain: (1) circadian-conditioned sleep and wakefulness and (2) situationally determined (animal) hypnosis.

Russian neurophysiologists Bogdanov and Galashina [1, 2, 12] in the study of animal hypnosis in rabbits had revealed that the single case of animal hypnosis has long-term (1 month) neurobiological action; is followed by functional regress of neuronal activity in the networks, with reorganizational transduction of pathways of coded information, and restoration of neuronal activity after hypnosis; and stimulates and optimizes the learning in a previously actualized area of the behavior. So, experimental data indicate a powerful neurobiological effect of animal hypnosis, and increasing the effectiveness of learning in a previously actualized area acquires a fundamental therapeutic value in human hypnosis [12].

Being a homolog of animal hypnosis, human hypnosis extensively and variably implements a genetically defined neurophysiological pattern of adaptive response...
to behavioral impasse, complementing the range of triggers by symbolic impasses, due to thinking, culture. Moreover, traditional culture, and then therapy, channeling the use of the given neurophysiological pattern-state in various ways creates different types of its utilization and nominalization, defining it as hypnosis, trance, meditation, relaxation, etc.

The extreme adaptive and regressive nature of animal hypnosis (to overcome the behavioral impasse) determines the presence in this phenomenon of explicit systemic neurobiological and general biological adaptive mechanisms, which are inevitably realized in human hypnosis. Thus, the acceptance of conclusion about the fundamental unity of animal and human hypnosis not only stimulates the theoretical analysis of this phenomenon and development of related therapeutic practices but also targets the areas of research and outlines potential results.

2. The integrative theory of hypnosis

2.1 History of development and components

In the 1970s to 1980s, the author conducted an extensive research on the characteristics of reproduction and the impact of hypnosis-induced colors and images in the interest of their utilization in hypnotherapy of anxiety disorders [10, 11].

In the 1970s, Russian hypnology was based on Pavlov’s theory of hypnosis, and the phenomenology of hypnosis was completely studied [10]. In an attempt to use color suggestion for additional directed (sedative, activating, based on the psychology of color) effects, the author began to use regular suggestion of blue color for the therapy of anxiety disorders. Like the Western colleagues, the author believed in the direct implementation of the “correct” hypnotic suggestion and expected that in deep hypnosis, patients would directly realize the suggestion of concrete blue color. Results of the suggestion, “To see the blue color, to see it constantly,” turned out to be much more complicated (see Figures 1–4): (1) “vision” of color occurred not only in deep but also in medium hypnosis, i.e., in most patients; and (2) in addition to blue, other chromatic and achromatic colors and visual images were realized. Since the identified phenomenology of realization of color suggestion was not previously known, the author began its independent study, which lasted 10 years. Four voluminous studies were conducted:

1. The study of patterns of reproduction of hypnotically inducted colors and images, depending on the hypnosis depth (healthy subjects, 62; neurotic patients, 131)

2. The study of the phenomenon of chromatic and achromatic transformations of the blue color (healthy teenagers, 44; healthy adults, 63; neurotic patients, 158; patients with organic disorders, 156)

3. The study of spontaneous structures in the reproduction of hypnotically inducted colors (105 patients)

4. The study of the psychophysiological effects of hypnotically inducted color sensations and images (totally 85 healthy individuals, 90 patients)

For each study, special questionnaires were developed. Results obtained in the 1970s and 1980s were published in two author’s monographs, given in the reference; therefore, this chapter contains only the main, valid results.

The experience obtained in the study of the hypnotic reproduction of color sensations and images is probably unique in its focus on the identification, fixation,
and detailed analysis of the spontaneous variability of the hypnotized response to suggestions in hypnosis. The study is focused not on assessing the effective achievement of a particular suggested result but on spontaneous responses to
and detailed analysis of the spontaneous variability of the hypnotized response to suggestions in hypnosis. The study is focused not on assessing the effective achievement of a particular suggested result but on spontaneous responses to

**Figure 1.**
The post-hypnotic drawings of hypnotized subjects, reflecting the reproduction of induced blue color: “To see, to represent, to feel the blue color.” Illustrations from the author’s monograph.

**Figure 2.**
The phenomenon of the chromatic transformation of hypnotically induced color. Posthypnotic drawings of subjects.

As a result of our research, a new systematization of the reproduction of suggested colors was obtained. It included (1) patterns of reproduction of the induced color and image in different depths of hypnosis; (2) the description and interpretation of a phenomenon of chromatic transformation of the induced color; and (3) the description and interpretation of a phenomenon of achromatic transformation of the induced color.

We described the spatial and temporal differences in the reproduction of color and image in medium and deep hypnosis. In medium hypnosis induced colors and images are reproduced two-dimensionally (flat) and wavelike damped. In deep hypnosis induced colors and images are reproduced three-dimensionally and stable over time. The hypnosis maximum depth is characterized by “effect of presence,” when hypnotized find himself “in the reality of image”—the image becomes sensory multimodal.

The phenomenon of chromatic transformation of the induced color manifested in the reproduction of another color instead induced (e.g., red, yellow, green—on induction of blue). The study pointed to the connection of this phenomenon with infantilism—as personality characteristics of a hypnotized subject: (1) age-related (adolescents) and (2) disorder-related (dissociative disorders).
The phenomenon of achromatic transformation of the induced color manifests in decolorization of induced colors (into black, gray). According to our findings, the phenomenon of achromatic transformation of reproduced colors in hypnosis intensely increased in cases of brain organic disorders, which lead to the idea of its connection with low level of brain activation. The experimental verification confirmed the hypothesis. We received a change in the initial reproduction of blue color by psychopharmacological increase (imipramine) and decrease (chlorpromazine) of the level of activity of the reticular formation of the brain. A single use of imipramine (25 mg 1 h before a hypnotic session) validly improved color reproduction, and a single use of chlorpromazine (25 mg 1 h before a hypnotic session) caused a total achromatic transformation in all subjects.

The obtained results allowed us in the 1980s to 1990s to develop the secondary-phenomenological approach of the study of hypnosis [10, 11]. It is based on the following: (1) Identification of patterns of reproduction of induced colors and images depending on the hypnotic depth, age, healthy subjects, and anxiety and organic disorders. (2) Comparison of hypnotic visual phenomenological patterns with neurophysiological models of brain activation system, visual afterimages, age dynamics of hemispheric asymmetry, and construction of the neurophysiological model of hypnosis. (3) Comparison of modern data of hypnosis neurophysiology.

The secondary-phenomenological approach allowed us to move from the systemic phenomenological description of visual hypnosis to its neurophysiological modeling.

The secondary-phenomenological approach to the study of hypnosis is fundamentally close and presents the precursor of the methodology of studying neuronal correlates of consciousness developed in modern psychology of consciousness [15], in which the implementation of consciousness patterns is related to the neurophysiological activity of the brain that provides them.

In the 1980s to 1990s, we have investigated the biological mechanisms of hypnotherapy and hypnosis phenomenon of spontaneous nociception [10, 11]. The study of the biological mechanisms of hypnotherapy was based on results of systemic clinical research of blood system in dynamics of hypnotherapy of anxiety and organic disorders.

The study was based on a fourfold analysis of 29 blood components (clinical, biochemical, immunological): (1) at the beginning of therapy, before and after a hypnotherapy session and (2) at the end of therapy, before and after a hypnotherapy session. The groups of the study include 113 patients with anxiety disorders of neurotic (78 subjects) and organic (35 subjects) genesis. The description of the biological mechanisms of hypnotherapy was based on the valid data of statistical analyzes (parametric, nonparametric, factorial).

The last 30 years, we have conducted research on therapy and hypnotherapy communication mechanisms. These studies formed the basis for the description of the communicative component of hypnotherapy [14].

Studies have allowed us to develop the integrative theory of hypnosis, represented by neurophysiological, biological, and communicative components [10, 11, 16].

2.2 Neurophysiological component

The development of hypnosis is achieved through the creation of primary (for man and animal) or secondary (symbolical) hypnogenic situations which restricts the ability to make decisions and/or its behavioral expressions. Hypnosis development results in a qualitative reorganization of the brain activation system functioning from distribution to generation of activity. The functions of distribution and
generation of activity are realized by morphologically different structures within the activating system of the brain.

Deepening of hypnosis from wakefulness to somnambulism is based on the growth of opportunities for brain activation; deep hypnosis opportunities for brain activation are comparable to the waking state.

Hypnosis development in right-handers is associated with a regressive transfer of the left hemisphere regulatory activity to the right hemispheric functioning mode. In comparison with the ontogenetic shift of hemispheric specialization, this is a reversed process of the whole brain function reorganization to right hemispheric principle. This conclusion was published in 1996 [10]. A year later, in 1997, the authoritative American hypnotist published a review with the characteristic title [17]: “Relateralizing hypnosis: or, have we been barking up the wrong hemisphere?”

Subsequent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) research showed high levels of activity in areas responsible for visualizing scenes (the occipital lobes) and for analyzing verbally presented scenarios (the left temporal lobe), a heightened activity in the prefrontal cortex, and a higher connectivity between different brain regions in highly hypnotizable people. In hypnosis, a perception of color, real or hallucinated, led to the activation of the fusiform area with more clear effects in the left cerebral hemisphere than the right.

Functional regression of thinking processes promotes prevalence of figurative thinking and activates attributive projectivity of thinking. Hypnotic reproduction of sensations and images involves attributive projectivity and reflects entirely personal traits and states and body functioning; this opens a way for projective transformations of problems and symptoms of psychogenic and somatic disorders. In the waking state, phenomenal models of the world and the self, stored in the subject’s memory, are superimposed on the current perception of the external world and the perception of self. In hypnosis subject’s phenomenal models of the world and the self are superimposed, projected on the limited self-perception, which leads to the formation of limited (intra-perceptual) hypnotic reality and expanded (intra-/extra-perceptual) hypnotic reality. All the phenomenal content of consciousness of the subject in hypnosis deeply and fully reflected his current psychological and bodily condition.

2.3 Biological component

Hypnotization generates hypnogenic stress. Hypnotherapy activates the systemic readaptation processes that are reflected in changes in neurohormonal and neurotransmitter secretions; activities of the immunological system; activation of protein, bilirubin, and cholesterol exchange; etc.

Hypnotherapy activates protein metabolism and activity of several enzyme systems of the organism. Hypnotherapy has a positive influence on the metabolism of bilirubin. The activation of cholesterol metabolism, characterized by a significant reduction of its concentration in the blood, has a significant clinical importance. The observed decrease of cholesterol concentration in blood, normalizing its metabolism in the process of hypnotherapy, means the restoration of activity of cell membranes, cells, organs, and tissues, slowing down their aging.

The stressful nature of hypnosis limits its therapeutic application, in that excessive intensity of hypnogenic stress may result in the maladaptation. Prolonged hypnotherapy may actually decrease and exhaust adaptable resources of an organism.

Hypnosis in clinical situations enables the possibility of a spontaneous (without specific suggestions) change of pain sensations.
In the 1980s during the course of group hypnotherapy in a therapeutic clinic, based on the universal hypnotherapy (UH) technique [10, 11, 17], which has no analgesic suggestions (see below), the author was faced with cases of spontaneous relief of acute (traumatic) pain after the session and opposite cases of the causeless appearance and amplification of patients’ bodily pain during a hypnotherapeutic session, with its subsequent reduction in chronic disorders. Repeated cases of spontaneous modulation in hypnosis of pain in cases of acute and chronic pathological processes required explanation; therefore, using a special questionnaire, all such cases were studied. Over the 5 years of observation, the hypnotherapeutic dynamics of pain in acute traumas (15 patients) and in chronic pathological processes (mainly neurointoxications—167 patients) was studied. This study was clinical-phenomenological; the dynamics of the severity of pain were correlated with the results of other objectivizing methods of clinical research and the conclusions of relevant specialists. Data were obtained on patients who received accidental injuries or dental care (bone fractures, sprains, tooth extraction) during an intensive short-term hypnotherapy of anxiety disorders (10–12 1-h sessions 3–5 times a week). The phenomenon of spontaneous hypnotic nociception became an unexpected, but regularly repeated, finding. Therefore, the question is not in the existence of the phenomenon of spontaneous hypnotic nociception but in the scientific understanding of its mechanisms.

The author’s explanation of the phenomenon of spontaneous hypnotic nociception was based on the model of the structure and function of the nociceptive and vegetative regulation systems [20], according to which the pain impulse on the way from the pathological zone to the cerebral cortex can be damped by the damping system of the brain at three levels (spinal cord, thalamus, cerebral cortex), with the parallel activation of the hierarchical system of vegetative regulation of the pathological zone; this model satisfactorily explains the phenomenon of spontaneous hypnotic nociception [10, 11].

Western hypnology in the last 70 years in its development has paid a considerable attention to the research and practice of suggestive hypnotic analgesia. Researchers in experiment and practice have always been interested in only directed hypnotic analgesia and its mechanisms, which essentially brought the phenomenon of spontaneous hypnotic nociception beyond the scope of any analysis.

It should be noted that studies of hypnotic analgesia have become the cornerstone in the development of modern hypnology, since after a long discussion they have led to the recognition that hypnosis is an altered state of consciousness [21–26]. Brain mechanisms underlying the modulation of pain perception under hypnotic conditions involve cortical as well as subcortical areas including anterior cingulate and prefrontal cortices, basal ganglia, and thalami [21]. It is demonstrated that hypnotic analgesia is characterized by a loss of coherence between the brain areas, reflecting “an alteration or even a breakdown of communication between the subunits of the brain” [20, 23, 24, 26]. Recently, in addition to experimental neurophysiological studies of the differences in the brain mechanisms of pain perception by high and low hypnotizable [27], analogous genetic studies have appeared [28]. Due to these studies, it became known that hypnotic assessment may predict lower responsiveness to opioids, and inefficient opioid system may be a distinctive characteristic of highs [29], and modulation of hypnotic pain responses is connected with differential recruitment of right prefrontal regions, which are involved in selective attention and inhibitory control [27].

Returning to the phenomenology of spontaneous nociceptive sensations in hypnotherapy, we need to note that it is characterized by the following features.

Acute pathological processes are characterized by one-step regressive dynamics of hypnotic nociception.
Chronic pathological processes are characterized by two-stage dynamics, including consistently associated progressive and regressive stages. The progressive stage of the dynamics of nociceptive sensations is observed at the beginning of hypnotherapy. At this stage, the strengthening or the appearance of nociceptive sensations in the area of localization of chronic pathological process occurs. On the regressive stage, the weakening or disappearance of nociceptive sensations caused by a chronic pathological process occurs.

The dynamics of the hypnotic nociception in acute and chronic pathological processes turns on spontaneously and has a positive therapeutic vector, being determined by the hypnogenic mechanism of readaptation. It can be strengthened by specific hypnotic suggestions.

2.4 Communicative component

Hypnotization and hypnotherapy can be considered as a goal-oriented communication—the communicative process. The hypnotic communicative process includes two basic components: cultural and interpersonal. The cultural component determines the varying boundaries, volumes, dynamics, and potential effectiveness of hypnotherapy while the interpersonal its specific implementation. The cultural and interpersonal components of hypnotherapy interact typologically, since culture defines historically determined patterns—communication styles that actualize the style sets of cultural and interpersonal components. Communicative styles, formed in the space of everyday communication, are then transferred to hypnotherapy, acquiring specialized features. The historical evolution of cultural communicative styles will generate the evolution of communicative styles of hypnotherapy. However, “within” hypnotherapy, a change in communicative styles will be perceived as an independent, personified process. The evolution of hypno-communication develops from classical and directive to non-directive hypnosis. In Russia, the style of universal hypnotherapy [29, 30] further appeared.

Directive hypnosis is a product of the European nineteenth century, with its class-hierarchical communicative style. Therefore, its communicative, being dominantly authoritarian, is based on the idea of direct “guiding” of “hypnable” patient by the hypnotherapist to a positive therapeutic result.

Non-directive hypnosis appeared in the 1970s, during the cultural heyday of individual rights and freedoms, with a manipulative management style in society. Its communicative style (Erickson’s model) is based on the verbal, non-directive, and manipulative management of the patient, taking into account his or her non-verbal reactions, which uses non-directive adjustment and management, and on the idea of finding an adequate use of the resources of the wise unconscious, which uses thematic metaphors and descriptions, as tools for accessing resources.

The communicative style of universal hypnotherapy is built on a biopsychosocial paradigm; takes into account and rebuilds relevant cultural representations about hypnosis in the interests of therapy; uses primary positive cognitive-behavioral models and biological mechanisms of hypnotherapy; actively applies the non-verbal component of communicative interaction during hypnotherapy; attracts and potentiates the patient’s recovery activity during the session and the entire course of hypnotherapy; and contributes to the formation of semantic therapeutic, aimed at active recovery and improvement.

A real hypno-communication is inevitably wider and deeper than the prescribed methodological frameworks. But the communicative style forms a therapeutic “core” that determines the initial selectivity, process, and the results of hypnotherapy. Table 1 compares the communicative styles of directive, non-directive hypnosis and universal hypnotherapy.
2.5 Outcomes of the integrative theory of hypnosis and hypnotherapy

Thus, hypnotherapy should be considered as a systemic therapeutic space, which includes four components: a culture-dependent communicative, defining the communicative style of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, which, as a rule, is attributed to the nature of hypnosis; the methodological component; the biological component of hypnosis, with neurobiological, analgesic, and general adaptive effects; and the component of the patient’s personal response to the disorder and its therapy.

Table 1. Communicative styles of directive, non-directive hypnosis and universal hypnotherapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Directive hypnosis</th>
<th>Non-directive hypnosis</th>
<th>Universal hypnotherapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The conscious use of cultural representations about hypnosis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of cultural beliefs about hypnosis</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic transformation of cultural beliefs about hypnosis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features of verbal communication</td>
<td>Spelling out prescriptive text</td>
<td>Algorithm of non-directive adjustment, management taking into account the trance microdynamics</td>
<td>Stimulation of positive directed activity of the patient using feedbacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-verbal communication</td>
<td>Spontaneous use to support directive management</td>
<td>Mirroring and management reflecting the trance microdynamics</td>
<td>Active semantically directed use of non-verbal feedback channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ratio of activity of the therapist and patient</td>
<td>The dominant activity of the therapist</td>
<td>Reliance on the client’s internal activity to utilize the resources of the unconscious with the dual activity of a therapist in realization of a client’s and his own trance</td>
<td>Stimulation of the patient’s increasing motivational activity during therapy with the creation of a semantic therapeutic space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using of feedbacks</td>
<td>Intuitive, for the regulation of directive management</td>
<td>Conscious feedback in the form of adjusting and maintaining tracking mimic reactions, breathing, muscle tone, body postures, with reduced ideomotor feedback</td>
<td>Hypnotization, dehypnotization, body-oriented work is completely built on the feedback of verbal and non-verbal levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting</td>
<td>Local restrictions overcoming by suggestion of alternative positive states, positive conditioning</td>
<td>Patient’s access to the wise unconscious, its unlimited resources for problems solving + partial use of the principles of the “classical” approach</td>
<td>Stimulation of the patient’s active assimilation of the basic positive mechanisms of healthy mental homeostasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy limitations</td>
<td>Non-hypnability, hypomania</td>
<td>Hypnosis resistance</td>
<td>Therapy cessation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The regressive rearrangement of brain functioning to a prepubertal level, caused by hypnosis, sharply increases the subject’s learning ability and the assimilation of suggestive therapeutically significant information.

The biological effects of hypnotherapy provide broader prospects for its clinical application. The therapeutic effectiveness of hypnotherapy is restricted by the presence and volume of stress-readaptive resources of the subject’s organism and psyche. Technically, “correctness” of hypnotherapy is important, but it is not the only condition for treatment success. The absence or reduction of the hypnotherapy biological effect should be expected in patients undergoing a long-term treatment with adrenal hormonal medications and cases when the medication blocks or reduces the hypnotherapy biological readaptation effect (antidepressants, tranquilizers).

The integrative theory of hypnosis and hypnotherapy focuses on the basic systemic mechanisms of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, available for verification and concretization. Therefore, the constant accumulation of hypnosis research data (e.g., 3–9, 13, 14) will rather complement and expand its basic positions.

Thus, the default mode network—a large neural structure connecting different parts of the brain—was recently described [28, 31, 32]; its function is to provide a high level of activity even when the person is not engaged in a focused mental work. Recent experiments have described an increase in activity and an increase in the volume of the default mode network when practicing mindfulness meditation [33] and yoga [34].

According to the integrative theory of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, hypnosis development results in the reorganization of the brain activation system functioning from distribution to generation of activity. It was supposed that the functions of distribution and generation of activity need to be realized by morphologically different structures of the brain. So, the proposed system of activation generation of the brain activation system now is determined as a default mode network.

3. The method of universal hypnotherapy

More than three decades ago, the author developed a new method called universal hypnotherapy, so named because of its efficacy in both individual and group forms of therapy for a wide range of anxiety disorders [10, 11, 16, 23, 30, 35–39]. UH is rooted in the traditions of the Russian school of hypnotherapy, which shares its basic principles with positive approach (concept of resilience and resourcefulness) [29, 30] and mindfulness-based psychotherapeutic methods.

The author understands mental health and mental stability as an active adaptive state and process, which are spontaneously and actively maintained [16], whereas anxiety disorders break down the psyche’s natural homeostasis. On the basis of research of therapy outcomes, we had described a model of the Personal System of Psychological Adaptation (PSPA) [11, 16, 29, 30, 40]. PSPA is a spontaneously activated homeostatic dynamic structure which forms during ontogenesis and creates a hierarchy of adaptive mechanisms from the earliest, most simple types to mature, complex, individualized, and personal ones which can be used as coping mechanisms. The hierarchic PSPA can be represented as a spherical multilayered model involving the following components: (1) a concentric structure of layers-levels of the hierarchic organization of adaptation mechanisms that form an expanding sphere around a “center” or the “self,” the self who decides which outer layers will be predominantly activated; (2) a system of connections between each of layers-levels of the sphere; and (3) the highest mature level of the hierarchy of multilayer level mechanisms of psychological adaptation that has the capability of transforming the interactions between the underlying levels.
PSPA dynamics may express themselves in regressive, reactivating, or progressive (forming) transformations. In the case of regressive dynamics, the underlying levels, ontogenetically antecedent to it, become primarily active and assume the role of regulatory functions overriding more advanced functions; this results in the reorganization of the system of radial and spherical connections and development of new clusters not present at the previous stages of PSPA ontogenesis. Reactivation dynamics involves the reconstruction of the function initially of the top layer level of psychological adaptations and of PSPA “normal functioning” which has been disturbed by its previous regressive dynamics. The formation of PSPA dynamics is possible through the development of a higher layer level which would overcome the insufficiency and defectiveness of previous psychological adaptations of underlying levels. In cases of anxious maladaptation, weakening in the higher level of adaptive mechanisms causes the lower level of adaptive mechanisms to acquire greater behavioral significance. According to our model [11, 16, 21, 29, 38], psychotherapeutic interventions are especially suitable for cases of anxiety disorders in which there is a regressive activation of early ontogenic adaptation mechanisms.

Our empirical research on hypnotherapy outcomes [10, 11, 16, 29] has revealed that the dynamics in cases of efficient hypnotherapy with complete improvement in anxiety disorders is consistent with the mechanism of reactivation and, for organic disorders, with the mechanism of PSPA formation; in cases of partial improvement, the psychological dynamics for anxious disorders corresponds to PSPA incomplete reactivation, and for organic disorders it corresponds to PSPA incomplete formation.

3.1 Basic principles of universal hypnotherapy

UH method is based [10, 11, 16, 29, 30, 35–37, 39–41] on the activation of hypnotherapy biological healing potential leading to readaptation and to physiological and psychological self-regulation; more specifically, this includes stimulation of positive personal states and values and further depends on an individual's holistic positive engagement in recovery and in future steady adaptation. This process should lead to the creation of a positive goal-oriented semantic field enabling clients to act on hypnotic suggestions which should shape positive behaviors and therapeutic transformations.

UH is built on positive stimulation of patient's self-holistic activity all over hypnosis session: from hypnosis induction to therapy and final dehypnotization.

The specific techniques include distancing from stressogenic experiences and negative states, along with utilizing projective transformations and visualization of color. One of the most important hypnotherapeutic goals refers to the stimulation of a holistic personal positive activity that would promote recovery and future steady adaptation. In this respect, the strength of a patient’s motivation to recover and to improve his or her state has a direct impact on the outcome. That is why stimulation of positive therapeutic motivation (PTM) to improve one’s condition and to recover is considered, in universal hypnotherapy, to be its main therapeutic objective. Work with a patient’s PTM starts on the first diagnostic session and becomes the foundation of the therapeutic contract; such motivation is maintained during the course of therapy and is acknowledged when the course is finished.

During the diagnostic session, after discussing the clinical diagnosis and possible prognosis of therapy and establishing a confidential relationship, a patient’s motivation and wish to recover and/or to actively achieve the desired psychotherapeutic outcome are reviewed. Motivation for improvement, or for recovery, is directly or indirectly stimulated and maintained during the course of subsequent therapy, both within and outside of the hypnotherapy format. Indirect stimulation of the PTM is
maintained by continuous encouragement of the patient’s activity within the course of therapy, but also directly during the sessions of UH at all its stages.

Positive dynamics, commencing with the hypnotic induction, can be enhanced by showing the patient changes in symptoms, from session to session, based on a self-evaluation utilizing a graphic linear scale (ranging from the most negative to the most positive state); this allows for a comparison of results between sessions and identification of interim and general dynamics. Any increase in a patient’s motivation for recovery and its behavioral manifestations is acknowledged and emphasized, during and at the end of therapy, as his or her tangible achievement in the process of positive adaptation. Furthermore, hypnosis is used to facilitate change.

Our understanding of hypnosis is that it leads to functionally regressive stages in brain functioning that trigger prepubertal imaginative thinking [10, 11, 29, 30] and promotes the reverse transformation in a regulatory hierarchy in which the meaning of words dominates over feelings, mental states, and perceptual experiences. Such a reorganization makes it possible in hypnosis to elicit actual feelings and mental states which could be utilized for positive transformation (i.e., confidence, calmness, freedom, self-efficiency and self-sufficiency, etc.) enabling the patient to experience positive personal states and values.

One of the most effective technique in dealing with specific symptoms includes somatic projective catharsis which requires awareness of personal control and limitations, along with the recognition of positive change in a person’s condition, even though it may not be consciously known how it was achieved. The highest level of conscious differentiation occurs in the visual domain; it is less in the auditory and even less in the proprioceptive modalities [10, 11, 38, 39].

From a practical clinical perspective, catharsis is achieved after a client is informed that the perception of any event in one domain may also be reflected in another perceptual domain. Subsequently, it is proposed to the patient to become aware of anything unpleasant, negative, and painful that is a result from past experiences—memories, feelings, and also any feelings in his or her breast (i.e., heaviness or tension which occurs when a person is offended or derogated); if a person begins experiencing such a feeling, it is suggested to him or her to breathe it out. When after some attempts, the unpleasant feeling is diminished and each subsequent inhaling becomes easier, it is suggested that also the remaining part of the feeling can be breathed out. Breathing out the unpleasant sensation (i.e., heaviness or tension) is assigned to a client as a task to be carried out independently and to be continued until the maximum liberation from this unpleasant feeling is obtained, which is typically associated with a sense of peace.

Yet another technique utilizes visualization. The author’s research [10, 11, 41] into the impact of color sensations and images induced in hypnosis was a stimulus for its integration with hypnotherapy for anxiety disorders. We have experimentally shown [10, 11, 37] that for the purposes of relaxation, the imaging of a blue color is the most suitable approach. That is why repeated blue color induction (with an interval of 1–2 minutes) is used during hypnotherapy sessions for the creation of a color-relaxing background to accompany the verbal suggestions.

Experimental data has shown that in mild and deep hypnosis, color inductions have a direct psycho-vegetative and emotional impact on a human being, and this impact is different from the one in the waking state because of the intensification of the activating potential of colors and the reduction of their sedative effect. The visualization of colors, induced in hypnosis, is accompanied by three phenomena of a neurophysiologic and psychological nature. The first one is achromatic transformation, when following hypnotic suggestion, chromatic colors (blue, green, yellow, red) are seen as achromatic (i.e., gray, black, brown). According to our experimental and clinical investigations, achromatic transformation phenomenon is the
manifestation of a low level of activity of the reticular formation which is the brain activating system [10, 11, 41]. We should note that achromatic transformation is clinically significant; specifically, induced color visualization is restored as the patient’s condition clinically improves [10, 11, 41]. The third phenomenon—chromatic transformation of colors induced in hypnosis—manifests as the recognition of another color, not the one which was suggested to the patient to be imagined. According to our data, the phenomenon of chromatic transformation of visualized color is conditional on an individual’s personal characteristics associated with personal maturity. Therefore, the phenomenon of induced color chromatic transformation which is typically observed in children is reduced in healthy adults, but is increased in dissociative and somatoform disorders.

The phenomenology of induced color characterizes the depth of hypnosis; in mild hypnosis, visualized color is flat (two-dimensional) and changes sinusoidally; in deep hypnosis, it becomes three-dimensional and remains stable (in both healthy and emotionally disordered people).

The mind’s ability to dissociate can be utilized for distancing from stressogenic experiences. It has been shown in psychological research [36, 42] that people’s normal experiences proceed through subjective separation or distancing from the events, without cognitive distortion of their essence. Pathological attempts at psychological adaptation lead to events of the past events being confounded by cognitive deformations and distortions of events. Already more than 30 years ago, we noted that hypnotherapy allows for the normal experiencing of events and for subjective distancing while eliminating pathological adaptation mechanisms that distort the experience [3, 4]. To normalize the process of experiencing, we have elaborated a method of two-stage distancing with respect to current and past events; the first step serves for distancing from the current personally stressogenic events, and the second step is designed for distancing and resolving past stressogenic, negative, and traumatic experiences.

The mechanism of normal experiencing of current events presents the basic mechanism for the stable functioning of a healthy psyche; therefore, the author considers the sustainable inclusion of this mechanism in anxiety disorders as a key point in successful therapy. During UH the patient gains the ability to stably distance himself both from the current experiences and their projections into the future and from the past experiences.

Since the 1980s cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) has developed techniques based on modifications of ancient Vipassana meditation [43–48]: mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) [49, 50] and mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) [51, 52]. These techniques, producing “the third wave” of CBT evolution, have expanded the range of therapeutic efficacy for anxiety disorders, including generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) [53, 54].

Since these techniques also use the principle of distance experiencing, the author with the co-worker performed a comparative analysis of UH and CBT mindfulness-based techniques [36, 37], which revealed a significant similarity, consisting of (1) the formation of distancing, metaposition, and positive perception and (2) stimulation of personal integration and self-identity and working with body control and breathing control. UH and mindfulness-based techniques differ in parameter of experiences without judgment, duration of therapy, the need for meditation, and self-hypnosis after the end of therapy. UH explores only the principle of distancing, out of religious-philosophical connotations, it is the most short-term (10–15, rarely up to 20 sessions), and it does not require the continuation of self-hypnosis.

Yet another technique uses an individual’s abilities to generate bodily sensations. Indirect suggestions of feelings of warmth (mostly) and coolness (in some areas of the body) are used for projective body work in universal hypnotherapy. Areas chosen for suggestion of warmth are the parieto-occipital zone with projection
“inside head,” posterior surface of the neck, shoulders, area of the left half of the breast (from the front), precostal space, and epigastria; suggestion of coolness while inhaling is directed to the nose, temples, and the zones, where it is needed. These suggestions establish experiences of warmth and coolness in the body which replace other less pleasant feelings.

The process of normalization requires restoration of restful sleep. That is why increasing the quality of sleep is one of the objectives of UH in which suggestion refers to the positive phenomenological model of restful sleep (falling asleep in the evening and in the morning waking up without remembering sleeping itself).

Before finishing the session of universal hypnotherapy, the therapist needs to seed suggestions about positive feelings taking place in the following order: body comfort, lucidity of thinking, and a good mood state.

### 3.2 Structure of session

A session of UH lasts for about 35–40 min, which includes (1) hypnosis induction and four (2–5) therapeutic parts.

### 3.3 Hypnosis induction in universal hypnotherapy

Hypnosis induction in UH is completely based on the realization of motivational activity of the hypnotized person, in the algorithm of bodily feedback with himself and implements the scheme: the hypnotized person is focusing on the desire to enter into hypnosis, mentally saying the phrase: “I want to enter into hypnosis,” being ready (if the phrase dominates the person’s mind for 20–30 s), giving the signal by raising any hand. The therapist touches the brush, suggesting that if the hand is spontaneously lowered, there happens a transition to hypnosis; the completion of the movement means the completion of the hypnotization. The therapist in immediate feedback briefly describes the characteristics of the movement of the hand and the behavior of the hypnotized, who perceives this as therapist’s control of the induced movement.

The given method of hypnosis induction is contrary to cultural beliefs about hypnosis. Therefore, before the first induction, the therapist implements a special connecting script, which transforms the cultural model of hypnosis and allows the hypnotized person to accept fully the proposed method. It is effective in the vast majority of therapy-motivated patients (more than 99%), which allows patients in single and group format to enter hypnotic trance quickly and deeply.

The first part of UH therapeutic session is focused on somatic projective catharsis, whereas the second part of UH session consists of the following steps:

1. The induction of blue color, which is then repeated periodically with an interval of 1–2 min during the whole session
2. The enhancement of positive mental states and values
3. A two-step procedure of distancing from stressogenic experiences and resolving negative states or disorders and developing hypnotic self-suggestions that would shape positive behavior
4. The suggestion of sleep normalization

The third part of the session is represented by body projective work with a periodic induction of blue color. The fourth part of the session basically corresponds to its first part (but does not use projective “breathing”), and additionally the need
to continue with modeling positive states is emphasized along with enhancing the positive dynamic and motivation for recovery.

So, the first and the third parts in the composition of the UH session focus on body projective working, using breathing techniques and inducement of pleasant feelings of warmth and coolness; it also emphasizes a personal activity and a personal responsibility to continue the work in the same manner. The goals of body projective work are liberation from symptom, normalization of functioning, and relaxation.

The second and third parts of the session actualize the feelings—states of confidence, calmness, and freedom; they also focus on distancing from stressogenic experiences and on resolution of negative states or disorders, with the development of positive behavioral models that would offer an alternative for pathological behavior and provide suggestions for sleep normalization.

The therapeutic influence on the client is achieved by providing a meaningful sensory stimulation through three channels (verbal, visual, and proprioceptive): active positive modeling of problem situations; repeating semantically significant components of the script which may be presented in the archaic folk song style—couplet-refrain—with induction of blue color as being the refrain; and presenting suggestions with the proper speech intonation.

UH has an integrated and focused content of the suggestions that support each other; as a result, regardless of whether a single individual component of therapy is effective, the whole therapeutic structure remains considerably efficient. UH creates a system of multilevel impacts stimulating a patient to assimilate actively his or her primary ideas, mental states, and experiences; its positive cognitive-behavioral models could be later implemented in real life, in order to eliminate psychopathology and to promote effective problem-solving. The application of UH creates a positive therapeutic semantic field and a goal-oriented therapeutic process.

At the end of the hypnotic session, the patient is informed about the upcoming dehypnotization according to a feedback scheme: a spontaneous return movement of a previously lowered hand is suggested, and when the hand returns to its initial position, the session is finished. The rate of dehypnotization is determined by the hypnotized person.

4. Universal hypnotherapy in the controlled therapy of anxiety disorders

The last two decades have become a time of significant increase in AD.

In the 2000s, the author applied UH for the treatment of panic disorder (PD) and GAD, adding a psycho-educational component to the therapy complex determined initially as a cognitive-oriented psychotherapy, later named by author positive-dialogue psychotherapy (PDP) for anxiety disorders. PDP has demonstrated sufficient clinical efficacy in the treatment of anxiety disorders (PD, GAD). In 2010, the author with the co-worker [35] conducted a controlled study of the effectiveness of PDP for anxiety disorders. Assuming a partial similarity of UH to mindfulness-based CBT methods, the study used additional psychometric estimation of mindfulness effect.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants

Patients were recruited through an Internet advertisement on the site of Moscow Research Institute of Psychiatry soliciting for individuals with anxiety symptoms
and panic attacks (PA) to take part in a clinical study of psychotherapeutic treatment of anxiety disorders. Psychotherapeutic treatment was offered for free. Inclusion criteria were that patients: (1) be between 18 and 60 years and (2) fulfill diagnostic criteria for either PD or GAD. Exclusion criteria were: (1) suicidality, (2) other psychiatric disorders as a primary diagnosis (schizophrenia spectrum disorders, affective disorders, personality disorders), (3) severe somatic diseases in the decompensation stage, and (4) parallel participation in other psychotherapeutic programs.

These criteria allowed for the presence of isolated comorbid depressive and phobic symptoms, provided that patients had AD as a primary diagnosis. Patients with initial pharmacological treatment (antidepressants, anxiolytics, tranquilizers) were also included in the study. The possibility of termination of pharmacological treatment as their state improves during the therapy was discussed with such patients. The pharmacological treatment was terminated at all patients after 5–6 psychotherapeutic sessions. Figure 5 illustrates the patient flow in the study.

Figure 5.
Research design.
4.1.2 Procedures

After a preliminary telephone screening, eligible participants (N = 63) were invited for a structural clinical interview based on the criteria of the research version of ICD-10 [10]. Participants also completed a number of self-reported questionnaires for baseline assessment.

4.1.3 Design

After diagnostic evaluation and completion of all questionnaires, patients were randomly assigned to a treatment group or a waiting-list group. In the treatment group, patients went in therapy immediately and completed the self-report questionnaires at the end of the therapeutic process. Patients on a control waiting-list group were informed about a certain order for the beginning of the therapy and that they had to complete the questionnaires two times (the second time was 3 weeks after the first). The evaluation of psychometric data of this group was carried out 3 weeks before the treatment, just before the start of treatment and at the end of treatment. The control waiting-list group was a control group for itself and for the first group.

4.2 Treatment

PDP is based on the protocol developed by the author [14, 15]. The therapeutic intervention consists of three main components: (1) psycho-educational; (2) causal cognitive-orientated; and (3) hypnotherapeutic.

The psycho-education component includes a didactic material covering the following information about: (1) anxiety as a normal reaction of mobilization, needed to cope or avoid a dangerous situation; (2) anxiety disorder and the phases of its development for PD and GAD, because of the “swinging” of anxiety reaction by a combination of social, biological, and psychogenic factors; and (3) possibilities of psychotherapeutic treatment of AD based on (a) the resolution of current psychogenic issues, (b) the excluding intoxicating mechanisms (if there are any), (c) the coping with phobic component (if it’s present), (d) the general increase of adaptive resources of the organism (through lifestyle rationalization), and (e) the normalization of vegetative regulation by psychotherapy or combination of psychotherapy with pharmacotherapy. The psycho-educational component of PDP is realized during the first therapy session, in an individual or group format.

The causal cognitive-orientated component of PDP has the following objectives: (1) Individual assimilation of the psycho-educational component. (2) Normalization of patient’s traumatic experiences during a PA (if there are any). (3) Stimulation of patient’s coping of anxiety triggers, restrictive behaviors, and phobias. (4) Stimulation of a healthy lifestyle with normalization of vegetative regulation. (5) Development of patient’s autonomous understanding and coping with problem situations. (6) Development of skills of positive thinking and attitude.

The causal cognitive-orientated component of PDP is used during 2–7 sessions for about 20 min.

The hypnotherapeutic component of PDP uses the method of UH [10, 11, 29, 30, 36, 37, 39–41] which contains the following therapeutic interventions: (1) Increase of self-identity and self-integrity. (2) Transformation of patient’s projections of his/her psychogenic and somatic-sensorial content. (3) Use of sedative and detachment influences of reproduced colors. (4) Stimulation of detachment of stress experience and completion of negative states and experiences based on modeling and realization of positive correct behavior. (5) Repeat of the interventions mentioned above.
(1–4). (6) Creation in hypnotherapy a positive vector semantic space for patient’s active therapeutic changes.

The UH, done in the second part of a 1-h session of PDP, lasts for 40 min. The frequency of PDP sessions is three times a week; the total number of sessions varies from 8 to 15 (till the stable improvement of patient’s state).

4.3 Instruments

4.3.1 Psychometric instruments

The symptomatic questionnaire SCL-90-R is a Russian adaptation of N. Tarabarina [55]. In our research the following scales were used: DEF, depression; ANX, anxiety; and GSI, general severity index, a measure of the overall psychological distress. The Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) is a Russian adaptation of Hanin [56]. The following tools were also used: Beck’s depression inventory (BDI) [57]; Sheehan Clinical Anxiety Rating Scale (ShARS) [58]; and Five-Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ) [59], its short version. The FFMQ was adapted for Russian-speaking population by the authors. The Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) [60] was adapted to Russian-speaking population by the authors.

4.3.2 Statistical instruments

The statistical analysis was made with the use of the program “Statistica 10.” The following data were compared, using this program: (1) Initial data of the therapeutic group and the waiting-list control (WLC) group. (2) Initial data of the WLC group and the data of the WLC group at the beginning of the therapy. (3) Initial data of the primary therapeutic group and the WLC group at the point of the beginning of the therapy. (4) Initial and final data of the combined therapeutic group and the data from the WLC group (initial and at the point of the beginning of the therapy). (5) Initial and final data of the subgroup of monopsychotherapy (MPT) and the subgroup of psychotherapy with gradual discontinuation of psychopharmacotherapy (PT + PPT). (6) Initial and final data of the subgroup of PD and the subgroup of GAD.

Gender and demographic and psychometric characteristics were used in the statistical analysis. The methods of descriptive statistics (M, SD) and nonparametric statistics (Wilcoxon’s test, Mann–Whitney test) were used. To evaluate the effect size, Cohen’s unbiased d-index was used [61, 62] (d ≤ 0.20, small effect size; d ≤ 0.50, moderate effect size; d ≤ 0.80, large effect size). The effect size was calculated using a pooled standard deviation. \( \chi^2 \) was used to compare the degree of improvement between groups.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Baseline characteristics of the main and control groups

Patients’ gender and demographic and diagnostic characteristics are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Apart from the type of anxiety disorder, the presence of the accompanying psychopharmacotherapy at the beginning of the treatment was taken into consideration.

Twenty-nine participants (55.8%) were diagnosed with PD (11 of them were taking psychopharmacological medications at the beginning of the therapy); 23 participants (44.2%) had GAD as the main diagnosis (9 of them were taking
this number was significantly higher in the MPT group, the mean number of sessions was 11.5, and in the PT + PPT group, of the therapeutic course for these patients was 13.5 sessions of PDP. However, in the PT group, the mean duration of the illness till the moment of the beginning of the treatment was 112.8 months, accordingly; p < 0.0001). The mean duration of psychopharmacotherapy before the treatment in the group PT + PPT was 37.6 months. In all these cases (except 2) during this period the patients received more than two different psychopharmacological courses. These data allow us to call the PT + PPT group a therapy-resistant group.

Eleven out of 63 patients (17%) dropped out before the end of the treatment. Four patients could not visit sessions due to time limitations, 7 patients dropped out without any explanation, and 52 patients finished the therapy. The mean duration of the therapeutic course for these patients was 13.5 sessions of PDP. However, in the MPT group, the mean number of sessions was 11.5, and in the PT + PPT group, this number was significantly higher—16.7 sessions (p = 0.0005).

### Table 2.
Patient characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender (female)</th>
<th>Total (n = 52)</th>
<th>Primary therapeutic group (n = 27)</th>
<th>WLC group (n = 25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (M, SD)</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational school</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months science onset (M, SD)</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primary therapeutic group—group that began therapy right after the screening; WLC group—waiting list control group; PPT—number of subjects with psychopharmacotherapy.

psychopharmacological medications at the beginning of the therapy). The basic clinical, demographic, and clinical-psychometric criteria of the main and control groups were compared using the Mann–Whitney test and $\chi^2$ test for independent samples. The two groups did not show significant differences in all the parameters, but STAI-S score (which was significantly different in the groups of MPT and PT + PPT (p = 0.01)) and SCL-90 ANX (p = 0.03) and ShARS (p = 0.007) scores were significantly different in the PD and GAD groups (Tables 1 and 2). That fact witnesses a general success of the randomization.

The duration of the illness till the moment of the beginning of the treatment was also significantly different in the groups of MPT and PT + PPT (18.1 months and 112.8 months, accordingly; p < 0.0001). The mean duration of psychopharmacotherapy before the treatment in the group PT + PPT was 37.6 months. In all these cases (except 2) during this period the patients received more than two different psychopharmacological courses. These data allow us to call the PT + PPT group a therapy-resistant group.

### 4.4.2 Patients in the therapy: dropped out patients and patients who finished the therapy

Eleven out of 63 patients (17%) dropped out before the end of the treatment. Four patients could not visit sessions due to time limitations, 7 patients dropped out without any explanation, and 52 patients finished the therapy. The mean duration of the therapeutic course for these patients was 13.5 sessions of PDP. However, in the MPT group, the mean number of sessions was 11.5, and in the PT + PPT group, this number was significantly higher—16.7 sessions (p = 0.0005).
this number was significantly higher in the MPT group, the mean number of sessions was 11.5, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean duration of the therapeutic course for these patients was 13.5 sessions of PDP. However, in the WLC group, without any explanation, and 52 patients finished the therapy. The mean duration of the illness till the moment of the beginning of the treatment was 112.8 months, accordingly; \( p < 0.0001 \). The mean duration of psychopharmacotherapy was significantly different in the groups of MPT and PT + PPT (18.1 months and 24.0 months, respectively) and SCL-90 DEP, ANX, and GSI scores were significantly different in the PD and GAD groups (\( p < 0.01 \) (comparing to MPT group) and \( p < 0.03 \) (comparing to PD group) for ANX and GSI, respectively), but STAI-S score (which was significantly different in the groups of MPT and PT + PPT) was not.

Four patients could not visit sessions due to time limitations, 7 patients dropped out of the PT group before the end of the treatment, and 11 out of 63 patients (17%) dropped out before the end of the treatment.

The duration of the illness till the moment of the beginning of the treatment was different between the groups, with the MPT group having a duration of 31.6 ± 10.4 months, the PT group 54.5 ± 77.4 months, and the WLC group 51.5 ± 53.7 months. The mean number of sessions in the MPT group was 11.5, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean number of sessions in the PT + PPT group was 13.5 sessions of PDP. However, in the WLC group, without any explanation, and 52 patients finished the therapy. The mean duration of the illness till the moment of the beginning of the treatment was 112.8 months, accordingly; \( p < 0.0001 \). The mean duration of psychopharmacotherapy was significantly different in the groups of MPT and PT + PPT (18.1 months and 24.0 months, respectively) and SCL-90 DEP, ANX, and GSI scores were significantly different in the PD and GAD groups (\( p < 0.01 \) (comparing to MPT group) and \( p < 0.03 \) (comparing to PD group) for ANX and GSI, respectively), but STAI-S score (which was significantly different in the groups of MPT and PT + PPT) was not.

Four patients could not visit sessions due to time limitations, 7 patients dropped out of the PT group before the end of the treatment, and 11 out of 63 patients (17%) dropped out before the end of the treatment.

The duration of the illness till the moment of the beginning of the treatment was different between the groups, with the MPT group having a duration of 31.6 ± 10.4 months, the PT group 54.5 ± 77.4 months, and the WLC group 51.5 ± 53.7 months. The mean number of sessions in the MPT group was 11.5, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.

The mean duration of psychotherapy was 11.7 sessions in the PD group, 11.6 sessions in the WLC group at screening, and 13.5 sessions in the WLC group right before the therapy. The mean number of sessions in the PT group was 12.4, and in the PT + PPT group, the mean number of sessions was 13.5.
Psychotherapy results according to psychometric data

Psychotherapy results according to psychometric data are shown in Tables 4–6. The combined psychotherapy results are presented in Table 4. Comparing before and after data in the main group and analyzing these data in comparison with WLC group data, we can observe a significant decrease of all clinical scales’ scores in the main group (SCL-90 DEP, SCL-90 ANX, SCL-90 GSI, STAI-S, STAI-T, BDI, ShARS) practically to the level of the nonclinical norm.

For the STAI-T scale, the effect size is moderate (0.73); for the other six clinical scales, the effect size is large (from 0.87 to 1.28). The mindfulness scores (FFMQ-SF, MAAS) increased significantly with large (FFMQ-SF = 0.98) and moderate (MAAS = 0.71) effect sizes. There were no such changes in the WLC group during 3 weeks of waiting period.

Psychotherapy results in the PD and GAD groups are shown in Table 5. Significant changes of all clinical scales’ scores are observed in both groups. There were no statistically significant differences between the groups at the end of the therapy. The effect size for clinical scales (SCL-90 DEP, SCL-90 ANX, SCL-90 GSI, STAI-S, STAI-T, BDI, ShARS) was bigger in the PD group, in which for all the scales it was large (from 0.99 to 1.75), but moderate for STAI-T (0.69). In the GAD group, the effect size was moderate (from 0.53 to 0.74) for five scales (SCL-90 DEP, SCL-90 ANX, SCL-90 GSI, STAI-T, ShARS) and large (from 1.06 to 1.20) for two scales (STAI-S, BDI). Changes in mindfulness scores in the PD group were moderate (FFMQ-SF, 0.78; MAAS, 0.62); in the GAD group, the effect size was large for FFMQ-SF (1.20) and moderate for MAAS (0.61).

Results for the groups of MPT and psychotherapy with gradual withdrawal of psychopharmacotherapy (PT + PPT) are presented in Table 6. It is important to notice significant differences between MPT and PT + PPT groups at the end of the therapy according to six scales of 9 (SCL-90 DEP, SCL-90 ANX, ACL-90 GSI, STAI-S, STAI-T, ShARS), which is confirmed by a larger effect for the MPT group.

Comparing before and after the scores in the MPT group, there is a significant decrease of all scales’ scores to the level of the nonclinical norm (SCL-90 DEP, SCL-90 ANX, SCL-90 GSI, STAI-S, STAI-T, BDI, ShARS). For all seven scales, the effect size is large (from 1.13 to 1.91). Mindfulness scores increased significantly with large (FFMQ-SF = 1.17) and moderate (MAAS = 0.64) effect sizes.

Comparing before and after the data in the PT + PPT group, a moderate significant decrease was observed for six clinical scales’ scores (SCL-90 ANX, SCL-90 GSI, STAI-S, STAI-T, BDI, ShARS). There were no significant changes in SCL-90 DEP scores. The effect sizes are large for three scales (STAI-S, 0.94; BDI, 0.84; ShARS, 1.11), moderate for one scale (SCL-90 ANX, 0.56), and weak for two scales (SCL-90 GSI, 0.39; STAI-T, 0.46). Mindfulness scores significantly increased with a moderate effect size (FFMQ-SF, 0.75; MAAS, 0.57).

Results of this controlled study show high effectiveness of PDP for PD and GAD, which is confirmed by mainly high or moderate size effects in psychometric data.

The correctness of distinction of the groups of MPT and PT + PPT is confirmed by statistical analysis of psychometric data. The effectiveness of MPT is significantly higher than the combination of PT + PPT, while the duration of MPT is significantly lower.

The use of instruments in this research for mindfulness evaluation (FFMQ-SF, MAAS) was justified, because for the first time the significant increase of these parameters (with moderate effect size) was shown for the UH (PDP). Additionally, the effectiveness of the PDP was compared with MBCT [53] and MBSR [54] methods for several psychometric clinical scales and mindfulness scales.
Psychotherapy results according to psychometric data

There were no significant changes in the WLC group during SF, MAAS) increased significantly with large (FFMQ-SF = 0.98) and moderate scales, the effect size is large (from 0.87 to 1.28). The mindfulness scores (FFMQ-SF, 0.78; MAAS, 0.62); in the GAD group, the effect size was large for FFMQ-SF = 1.17) and moderate (MAAS = 0.64) effect sizes.

Results for the groups of MPT and psychotherapy with gradual withdrawal of psychopharmacotherapy (PT + PPT) are presented in Table 4. It is important to notice significant differences between MPT and PT + PPT groups at the end of the therapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Therapy group (n = 52)</th>
<th>Waiting list control group (n = 25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90 DEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90 ANX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90 GSI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI-S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>37.35</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>24.81</td>
<td>10.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI-T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>55.08</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>48.12</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>19.54</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>7.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShARS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>48.77</td>
<td>25.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFMQ-SF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>80.12</td>
<td>8.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCL-90 DEP, ANX, GSI—depression, anxiety and global severity index of symptom checklist 90; STAI-S—Spielberger Anxiety Inventory, state anxiety; STAI-T—Spielberger Anxiety Inventory, trait anxiety; BDI—Beck Depression Inventory; ShARS—Sheehan Clinical Anxiety Rating Scale; FFMQ-SF—Five-Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire, short version, total score; MAAS—Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale; MPT group—monotherapy group; PT + PPT group—psychotherapy + psychopharmacotherapy group with later psychopharmacotherapy withdrawal.

Treatment effect.

(see Table 7), which demonstrated comparable effect sizes for the three methods. The received data expand the representation about mindfulness phenomenon, taking it beyond the boundaries of traditional meditation and bringing closer to the basic mechanisms of UH activation of the psychological process of normal coping by means of distancing.
4.4.4 Conclusion

1. PDP is clinically effective for the treatment of PD and GAD, comparing with the WLC group.

2. PDP is more effective in the MPT format than in PT + PPT format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>PD group ( n = 29 )</th>
<th>GAD group ( n = 23 )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>( d ) (before-after)</td>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>( d ) (before-after)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCL-90 DEP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.82¹</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.09¹</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCL-90 ANX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.89¹</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.98¹</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCL-90 GSI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.72¹</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.78²</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAI-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>36.80</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.09</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>24.13¹</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>25.72³</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAI-T</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>55.53</td>
<td>10.12</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.45</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>48.20¹</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>48.00²</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BDI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>10.13¹</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>9.00³</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ShARS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>56.67</td>
<td>25.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>20.40¹</td>
<td>13.78</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>24.27³</td>
<td>16.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FFMQ-SF</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>72.46</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>70.28</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>79.18¹</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>81.32³</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>4.45²</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.20³</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCL-90 DEP, ANX, GSI—depression, anxiety and global severity index of symptom checklist 90; STAI-S—Spielberger Anxiety Inventory, state anxiety; STAI-T—Spielberger Anxiety Inventory, trait anxiety; BDI—Beck Depression Inventory; ShARS—Sheehan Clinical Anxiety Rating Scale; FFMQ-SF—Five-Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire, short version, total score; MAAS—Mindfulness Attention Awareness Scale; MPT group—monopsychotherapy group; PT + PPT group—psychotherapy + psychopharmacotherapy group with later psychopharmacotherapy withdrawal.

¹ \( p < 0.0001 \) (comparing to baseline figures).
² \( p < 0.001 \) (comparing to baseline figures).
³ \( p < 0.005 \) (comparing to baseline figures).
⁴ \( p < 0.02 \) (comparing to baseline figures).
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4.4.4 Conclusion

1. PDP is clinically effective for the treatment of PD and GAD, comparing with the WLC group.

2. PDP is more effective in the MPT format than in PT + PPT format.
4.4.4 Conclusion

1. PDP is clinically effective for the treatment of PD and GAD, comparing with the WLC group.

2. PDP is more effective in the MPT format than in PT + PPT format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>MPT group (n = 32)</th>
<th>PT + PPT group (n = 20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90 DEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.62&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90 ANX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.66&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90 GSI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>0.53&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI-S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>34.25</td>
<td>6.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>22.00&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI-T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>52.69</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>44.75&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>18.44</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>8.44&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShARS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>45.38</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>18.38&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>10.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFMQ-SF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>71.70</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>80.60&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At baseline</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of treatment</td>
<td>4.31&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Treatment results in MPT and PT + PPT groups.

3. PDP is effective in the PT + PPT format, so it can be used for a successful therapy on patients recurrent and resistant to PPT.

4. UH produces a distinct mindfulness effect comparable to that for mindfulness-based CBT.
5. Chapter conclusion

In this chapter, the author attempted to describe briefly and systematically some of the results of his experimental, theoretical, and clinical studies in the field of hypnosis and hypnotherapy.

The integrative theory of hypnosis allows us to consistently explain a number of features of the hypnosis phenomenon related to hypnotization and analgesia, improving learning ability (suggestibility) and biological effects and providing a wide range of therapeutic applications and the evolution of the communicative style of hypnotherapy. The universal hypnotherapy presents the practical embodiment of the developed theoretical understanding of hypnosis, which in the controlled study has showed a high efficacy in the treatment of anxiety disorders.

The fact that UH, developed independently in the 1970s to 1980s of the twentieth century, was later assigned to the category of methods of positive psychology and psychotherapy, the author considers natural, associated with the fundamental prevailing of positive susceptibility of hypnotic (functional child) psyche. The therapeutically valuable feature of this technique is its pronounced mindfulness effect, which we explain as reactivated by therapy homeostatically significant mechanism of normal experiencing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>No of subjects</th>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>D-unbiased</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evans and co-authors</td>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>MBCT</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vollestad and co-authors</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>MBSR</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCL-90</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FFMQ</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tukaev and Kuznetsov</td>
<td>GAD and PD</td>
<td>PDP (UH)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>19.54</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCL-90</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FFMQ</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>80.12</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.
The comparison of PDP (UH) MBCT, MBSR efficiency, and mindfulness effect in therapy of anxiety disorders.
Chapter conclusion

In this chapter, the author attempted to describe briefly and systematically some of the results of his experimental, theoretical, and clinical studies in the field of hypnosis and hypnotherapy.

The integrative theory of hypnosis allows us to consistently explain a number of features of the hypnosis phenomenon related to hypnotization and analgesia, improving learning ability (suggestibility) and biological effects and providing a wide range of therapeutic applications and the evolution of the communicative style of hypnotherapy. The universal hypnotherapy presents the practical embodiment of the developed theoretical understanding of hypnosis, which in the controlled study has showed a high efficacy in the treatment of anxiety disorders.

The fact that UH, developed independently in the 1970s to 1980s of the twentieth century, was later assigned to the category of methods of positive psychology and psychotherapy, the author considers natural, associated with the fundamental prevailing of positive susceptibility of hypnotic (functional child) psyche. The therapeutically valuable feature of this technique is its pronounced mindfulness effect, which we explain as reactivated by therapy homeostatically significant mechanism of normal experiencing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>No of subjects</th>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>D-unbiased</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evans and co-authors</td>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>MBCT</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vollestad and co-authors</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>MBSR</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCL-90</td>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FFMQ</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tukaev and Kuznetsov</td>
<td>GAD and PD</td>
<td>PDP (UH)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>19.54</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCL-90</td>
<td>ANX</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FFMQ</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>80.12</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. The comparison of PDP (UH) MBCT, MBSR efficiency, and mindfulness effect in therapy of anxiety disorders.
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Chapter 4

Inner Navigation and Theta Activity: From Movement to Cognition and Hypnosis According to the Sphere Model of Consciousness

Patrizio Paoletti, Tal Dotan Ben-Soussan and Joseph Glicksohn

Abstract

EEG theta (4–7 Hz) activity is closely related to hypnosis and hypnotic analgesia, as well as to meditation and absorption. Research further indicates that theta oscillatory power is involved in different cognitive functions, such as spatial navigation, memory, creativity, and divided attention. The current manuscript will provide a synthesis of current knowledge regarding the importance of theta’s different roles in relation to hypnosis and their connections to movement. Indeed, several movement paradigms, such as Quadrato Motor Training, have been found to modulate theta activity, significantly improving cognition and emotional well-being. The utility of such movement paradigms as a therapeutic vehicle closely related to hypnosis, and the underlying characteristics allowing these neuromodulations, will be discussed. Finally, the relationships between diagonal movement and other psychological phenomena, especially intentionality, attention, and the Sphere Model of Consciousness, will be highlighted.

Keywords: hypnosis, meditation, movement, theta, EEG, Sphere Model of Consciousness

1. Introduction

Considering the many positive effects of hypnosis, such as relief from chronic pain [1, 2], the ability to enhance hypnotizability has considerable clinical utility. Hypnosis can be defined as an altered state of attention, receptivity, and concentration during which the hypnotized person is immersed in a suggestion [3–5]. Hypnosis can modulate perceptual, motor, emotional, and cognitive processes by producing changes in subjective experience and in behavior, such as greater relaxation, changes in perception of the body and/or of the environment, and increased imagination [6–8]. While neurophysiological data may not completely resolve the debate around hypnosis as an altered state of consciousness (ASC) [9, 10], they do offer interesting clues regarding the role that intentionality and specific types of attention may play in hypnosis. Furthermore, the debate about hypnosis as an ASC could benefit from a reframing in light of current theories of consciousness, particularly the Sphere Model of Consciousness (SMC).
The Sphere Model of Consciousness developed by Paoletti [11–15] suggests that every experience of consciousness can be phenomenologically described as a movement within a spherical matrix. As will be illustrated in Section 4, the model provides that intentionality could be a means through which one can move from Narrative to Minimal Self and this, in turn, could allow deeper hypnotizability as well as other phenomena related to hypnosis, such as a reinterpretation of the nociceptive input underlying pain [16].

1.1 Movement and hypnosis

While different theories of hypnosis share the assumption that a hypnotic response is automatic and feels like it is happening by itself [17, 18], they do not necessarily agree on the level of intentionality and cognitive control processes that are involved. For instance, the response expectancy theory claims that expecting a behavior to happen can elicit that particular behavior; therefore, suggestions can be implemented without the involvement of intentional executive systems [19, 20]. However, expectations cannot fully account for the variance in hypnotic responding [21, 22], which is indicative of trait differences in both hypnotizability [23] and in hypnotic depth [24].

In parallel to intentionality and volition, there is a close connection between hypnosis and movement. Hypnosis may help patients to better achieve tasks of motor imagination and alter activity in the motor cortex [5]. In addition, while some argue that eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) and hypnosis are qualitatively different, the two are often used in conjunction in therapy [25–27].

But what is the exact nature of the relationship between movement and hypnosis, and what are the possible mediating electrophysiological mechanisms between inner and outer movements and hypnosis? These are the main questions that will be addressed in this chapter. Specifically, we will discuss the possible underlying neuronal mechanisms mediating both movement and hypnosis, with a specific focus on theta activity. What we term “inner movements” and their relation to theta activity will be discussed in Section 2, focusing on hypnosis, meditation, and perceptual deprivation. This will be followed by external movement practices and their relation to such “inner movement.” Consequently, we will embed our discussion within the framework of the Sphere Model of Consciousness [15] giving special attention to the Minimal Self and Narrative Self (for review see [28]). Briefly, the Minimal Self has a short temporal extension and is endowed with a sense of action, property, and first person nonconceptual content, while the Narrative Self involves personal identity and continuity through time and includes conceptual content. The SMC specifies the addition of a third state, called Overcoming of the Self, in which all sense of self disappears. Overcoming of the Self, which is parallel to consciousness without contents, has only recently been the subject of neuroscientific studies [29, 30]. It can further be compared with self-transcendence, absorption, and nondual states [31, 32].

1.2 Electrophysiological measures and hypnosis

Neural oscillations are divided into different frequency bands: both theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–12 Hz) bands are associated with working memory and attention, while the gamma band (30–70 Hz) is associated with functions that include long-term memory storage and retrieval, as well as perceptual processing [33–35]. An increase in theta activity, quantified as spectral power, both frontally and globally, is a hallmark of hypnotic states [36], trance [37], meditative states [38–40], states of absorption [40], and of hypnotizability ([41]; but see [42] for an opposing view). Importantly, frontal theta activity correlates negatively with
default mode network (DMN) activity [43], which is typically active during task-free resting states and is thought to represent neural processing related to mind-wandering [44, 45]. Keeping in mind that the DMN activity is automatic and is thus considered nonvoluntary, it is not surprising that electrophysiological studies based on predictive coding models¹ have focused mostly on theta activity [49, 50].

In addition, while hypnosis and hypnotizability are thought to be mediated electrophysiologically by theta activity and behaviorally by relaxation [51, 52], it is still under debate whether all hypnosis is actually autohypnosis (see for a review [53]), since motivation seems to play a central role in the process. For example, being motivated to participate in a hypnotic session and having a positive attitude about it correlates with the success of the hypnotic response and the effectiveness of the hypnotic experience [54]. This suggests that the levels of intentionality and attention could be related to the levels of hypnosis and participant susceptibility. Seemingly paradoxical, there may be a voluntary “letting go” that occurs in the hypnotic process [13, 55] related to Overcoming of the Self, which will be discussed further in Section 4.

At the electrophysiological level, it has been suggested that slow wave oscillations facilitate responses to suggestion, which in turn may help to explain the known variability in hypnotic responding between individuals [56]. This has been supported by findings of significantly higher levels of baseline theta activity in highly hypnotizable participants relative to those scoring “low” on hypnotizability [36, 57–61] and a tendency for hypnotic inductions to result in increases in theta activity, especially among highs [36, 62, 63].

Notably, an increase in both theta activity and alpha activity was reported among proficient meditators during meditation ([39], p. 191; [64]) and at rest ([39], p. 190), but not among those assessed for hypnotizability ([65]; note, however, that in their review, these authors only discuss the lack of a systematic relationship with alpha activity). However, the authors clarify that this increase in theta activity among proficient meditators was “the frontal midline theta generated by the anterior cingulate, dorsal, and medial prefrontal cortices” and not the “theta typically seen at the transition from Stage I to Stage II sleep...[which] originates from more widespread source” ([39], p. 202). Thus, some evidence suggests that the notion that a meditative state is essentially a hypnagogic state (the transitional state between wakefulness and sleep) or even sleep itself [66] should be replaced by the notion that a meditative state can be an intentionally prolonged hypnagogic state ([67], pp. 99–100; [68], p. 403; [69], p. 158); this, itself, would be considered to be a trance state [70]. Furthermore, as Holroyd ([71], p. 115) suggests, “a distinction is drawn between low range theta (4–6 Hz) which is associated with reverie and high range theta (5–7 Hz) which, in the frontal cortex area, is associated with loss of executive control.” Mitchell, McNaughton, Flanagan, and Kirk ([72], p. 179) also suggest, “The meditation data make it possible that FM [frontal-midline]-theta is a sign that attentional resources are more internally than externally focused.” Turning to change in gamma activity in the low range (25–45 Hz) in these states, there is a

¹ Predictive coding suggests that the brain generates hypotheses about the possible causes of forthcoming sensory events and that these hypotheses are compared with incoming sensory information and enables the motor system to “select appropriate responses” before an anticipated event is realized [46]. Similarly, predictive timing can be defined as the “process by which uncertainty about ‘when’ events are likely to occur is minimized in order to facilitate their processing and detection” [47]. At the neurophysiological level, anticipating sensory events resets the phase of delta and theta activity before the stimulus occurs [47]. Llewellyn [48] argues that REM dreaming has an elaborative role for encoding during sleep, suggesting that REM dreaming constitutes prospective coding because elaborative encoding enables inferences which, in turn, generate predictions.
decrease in frontal power [73] and an increase in posterior power [38, 73] and/or a decrease in central power [40].

It is noteworthy, then, that an increase in theta activity during hypnotic induction has been found in various studies ([36, 56, 62, 63]; for review, see [78]). From [79]), Frontal theta has been found to increase with working memory load, indicating a role of theta oscillations in working memory maintenance (for review, see [43]). Theta activity increases with increasing task demands and is related to orienting, attention, memory, and affective processing mechanisms [35, 80]. Theta activity is highest at frontal midline electrodes in the resting state, indicating that the frontal theta rhythm is also detectable during rest conditions [81].

While hypnosis has been most closely linked to power in the theta band, reports suggesting changes also in gamma activity have been considered [56]. Jensen et al. [56] proposed a link between theta oscillations and hypnosis, whereby theta oscillations facilitate hypnotic responding. They further speculated that theta-gamma phase-locked oscillations may provide a physiological explanation for hypnosis by suggesting the linking of limbic and neocortical circuits [56]. However, gamma activity is known to be at possible risk of contamination from muscular activity [82] or saccade-related spike potentials (SP) due to eye movements [83].

While acknowledging that theta is associated with a large number of cognitive activities and states (including, among others, attention, orienting, decision-making, feelings of drowsiness, and emotional arousal, as noted above), it is important to emphasize that the most commonly identified roles for theta are those concerned with declarative memory coding and retrieval (for a review, see [78]) and navigation, such as maze navigation [84–86]. In parallel to navigation in the external environment, which is electrophysiologically mediated mostly by theta activity [84–86], we will suggest that:

1. Hypnosis and other “internal movement” paradigms may be regarded as mental navigation.

2. Hypnosis can be compared with external movement and navigation in space [82].

3. Internal movement paradigms, such as hypnosis and meditation, are electrophysiologically mediated, among other bands, by theta activity and require greater intentionality and attention [15].

The following section will introduce several “internal movement” techniques related to both hypnosis and meditation, as well as absorption and theta activity.

2. Inner movement

2.1 Hypnosis and absorption

Trait absorption has relevance for the study of imagery, hallucinatory or pseudo-hallucinatory experiences of altered states of consciousness, and

It is noteworthy to remember that in many conditions, gamma power is phase-locked to theta activity and that both work in coordination of hippocampal networks during both waking and REM sleep [74, 75]. In addition to gamma, also beta activity is evident during both waking and REM sleep [76]. Gamma activity is further related to sensory perception, problem-solving, and memory and is thought to contribute to “binding” of sensory information (for review see [76]) and problem-solving with insight [77].
elaborate imagination [87–89]. Individuals scoring high on trait absorption will have a markedly different experiential profile compared to those scoring low on trait absorption [89, 90], and these two groups will perform differently on tasks of attentional demand [91, 92]. The overlap between high trait absorption and (1) high hypnotizability [23, 93, 94] and (2) proficiency in meditation [95] may indicate that the correlation between the two is either “significant only when both scales are administered in the same context, thus allowing the subjects to become aware that the experimenter expected to find an association between them” ([196], pp. 849–850; see also [97], but also [98], who do not find such a context effect), or the position we support that “absorbed attention may be an important prerequisite for successful long-term practice of meditation” ([69], p. 188), and that “a deeper state of absorption seems to facilitate the entrance to a deeper ASC” ([99], pp. 126–127).

The trait-state approach to hypnosis [100] suggests that the trait of absorption will interact with situational context in producing state absorption or a hypnotic state of consciousness. Consider what Kihlstrom ([101], p. 366) terms the “canonical design for hypnosis research,” which “involves administering a standard hypnotic induction, or a control procedure, to subjects classified (on the basis of the standardized scales) as low, medium, or high in hypnotizability... Such a design permits assessments of both the correlates of hypnotizability (in the absence of hypnotic induction) and the effects of the induction procedure (independent of hypnotizability). Of particular interest, of course, is the interaction of these factors—i.e., how highly hypnotizable subjects behave following a hypnotic induction, compared to some control condition.” Replace hypnotizability with absorption (the two being modestly correlated), and one can see how those scoring high on absorption behave differently from those scoring low on absorption, in much the same manner. Note further, that “Although there is acceptance that there is a general trait of hypnotic susceptibility, as measured by conventionally used standardized scales... susceptibility is also modifiable... Additionally, hypnosis in susceptibles is not a unitary state ([102], p. 62). Hence, the trait-state approach must consider a dynamic, unfolding, modifiable interaction.

Furthermore, one can investigate concomitant electrophysiological changes in theta power in this trait-state interaction. For example, Graffin et al. [103] concluded from their study that “that the high-susceptible individuals displayed a decrease in EEG theta activity from the baseline period immediately preceding the hypnotic induction to that immediately following the induction, whereas the low-susceptible individuals showed an increase in EEG theta activity. This is consistent with the view that the high- and low-susceptible individuals are indeed in different cortical states prior to and following the hypnotic induction, that is to say, the induction procedure itself would be assumed to differentially affect high- and low-susceptible individuals.” Kihlstrom ([101], p. 367) has a different take on this. He comments: “Graffin et al. interpreted the changes in theta as indicative of heighten concentration among hypnotizable subjects, but the fact that theta activity decreased in hypnotizable subjects and increased in insusceptible subjects suggests that, following the induction of hypnosis, both groups of subjects were actually in very similar cortical states.” Either way, what is important here is the interaction of trait with condition in producing these shifts in theta activity.

Given that theta activity can be indicative of either the induction of a hypnagogic-like state of consciousness (which, in the present context, is closely affiliated with both meditation and hypnosis), or of highly concentrated attention [104], such shifts in theta power can be indicative of either of these. Schacter ([104], pp. 74–75) warns us that “It is not yet know whether the two “classes” of psychological events related to theta activity are essentially different processes, or whether
they are different aspects of the same process ... This is a critical problem for future research. ... we might question whether it is plausible to accept that theta activity observed during zazen concentration in experienced meditators indexes psychological processes that are similar to those observed in college-age volunteers when concentrating on a mental arithmetic problem.” Thus, even though, as White, et al. ([105], p. 98) have noted, the “correlation between baseline theta and hypnotizability has been described as a robust finding in the literature, proposed to result from attentional differences between high and low susceptibility groups,” without a close analysis of how such theta activity is related to the actual performance of those scoring low or high on absorption, we will remain with the problem underlined by Schacter [104]. What is promising is that “findings showing differences between highs and lows in both the patterns of associations between EEG-assessed bandwidth activity and subjects’ phenomenological experience of hypnosis ... and in the brain areas (source locations) associated with theta and beta activity....” ([56], p. 44).

Speaking of beta, it was further found that the hypnotic depth and increased imagery and exceptionality of the hypnotic experience in highly suggestible individuals were related to fast frequencies, including beta and gamma, while the lows exhibited negative correlations between imagery on the one hand and theta and beta on the other [106].

In this context, it should also be kept in mind that beta oscillatory activity is likely to have a functional role in response selection, resembling attentional modulation of alpha activity [107]. Beta modulation was found also following “animal hypnosis,” also known as “tonic immobility” or “immobility reflex.”

The modulation depended on type of induction and session number [108, 109], supporting previous evidence that beta power has also been implicated in broader cognitive processes [107] in addition to movement and response inhibition [107].

### 2.2 Meditation

Meditators have been found to score higher on trait absorption than controls [95, 110]. In addition, increased theta and alpha power, reflecting activity of multifunctional neuronal networks and differentially associated with orienting, attention, memory, affective, and cognitive processing, is evident in meditators [80]. Altered theta and alpha activity has consistently been reported following meditation [111]. In fact, numerous studies conducted with Western meditators, usually having less than 10 years’ experience, have reported increased power and coherence in the alpha and theta frequency bands during meditation practice [39, 111, 112]. Increased gamma power has also been reported in studies with advanced meditative practitioners [38, 73, 113, 114].

Consistent with previous meditation research (for review see [115]), also Berman and Stevens [116] found increased delta (0–4 Hz), theta, and alpha activity during meditation. When differentiating between general meditation and nondual states (in which the participant transcends the separation between self and other), the opposite trend was observed for gamma, which was higher during the meditation sessions in entirely compared to the nondual state [116]. Similarly, Berkovich-Ohana et al. [73], who examined three levels of mindfulness expertise and controls, found that mindfulness practitioners generally exhibited reduced resting-state frontal low gamma power as compared to controls, as well as decreased resting-state gamma functional connectivity representing DMN deactivation in the long-term practitioners, suggesting a trait/long-lasting effect of reduced mind-wandering and self-related processing [73, 117]. In addition, creativity, as measured by ideational fluency and flexibility, which were higher in the long-term practitioners than
short-term practitioners and control participants, was negatively correlated with gamma interhemispheric functional connectivity [118]. Thus, one should keep in mind that different mediation techniques can produce different electrophysiological results, depending among others on the depth of the experience and the experimental design [116].

2.3 OVO Whole-Body Perceptual Deprivation (OVO-WBPD)

As we will see in the current section, studies examining perceptual movement, where movement is absent and stillness is the main feature, were also found to be related mostly on delta waves. While delta has historically been associated with sleep and pathological processes, it has recently been found to be related to both autonomic and metabolic processes, suggesting that it is involved in integration of cerebral activity with homeostatic processes, as well as in motivation and reward, as delta also increases during hunger, sexual arousal, and sustained pain [119]. Delta activity is further related to attention, salience detection, and subliminal perception, consistent with meditative states and absorption [116, 119, 120], such as in the case of Yoga Nidra [121]³.

In-line with previous research linking delta waves in meditative states [125], a recent study examined the effects of the OVO Whole-Body Perceptual Deprivation (OVO-WBPD) chamber effects on absorption in experienced meditators. The OVO, an altered sensory environment, is in the form of a human-sized egg (“uovo” means egg in Italian), within which the subject cannot easily perceive spatial coordinates. Based on the Sphere Model of Consciousness, the OVO-WBPD was specifically built with the aim of facilitating an immersive experience and an increased state of presence [11]. Ben-Soussan et al. [120], who studied participants who were instructed to “rest as best as they can” in the OVO chamber, found an increased state of absorption, which was accompanied by enhanced delta and lower theta activity, as well as beta (13–20 Hz) activity, peaking in the insula. These results may suggest an enhanced effort to sensory-integrate interoceptive signals.

In addition to the insula [120], theta was further linked to another main area of the salience network, namely, the anterior cingulate [126–131]. While DMN activity is negatively correlated with both hypnosis and theta activity [129–131], the salience network is thought to support the detection of subjectively important events and the mobilization of attentional and working memory resources in the service of goal-directed behavior [132–134].

³ Yoga Nidra is defined as a “state in which an individual demonstrates all the symptoms of deep, non-REM sleep, including delta brain waves, while simultaneously remaining fully conscious [121]. In addition, it is important to note that while meditation spindles have similar amplitudes to those in sleep, all other parameters are significantly different, with more-experienced subjects displaying high-voltage slow waves reminiscent, but significantly different, to the slow waves of deeper stages of non-REM sleep [122]. In addition, they also differ from slow delta activity in anesthesia which is notably less rhythmic and coherent [122]. Most importantly, the main regions of interest are notably different to those in sleep [122, 123]. More specifically, the significant presence of limbic sources in meditation support the hypothesis of the effects of meditation on memory and spatial and temporal orientation, and consequently to the ventral and dorsal streams of attention and feeling- and salience-based, respectively [122]. The electrophysiological change induced by these type of training, together with the ability to remain consciously aware while producing delta waves, is believed to be associated with attaining a highly stabilized state of higher consciousness [121, 124] and the integration of transcendental experiences in both waking, dreaming, and sleeping [125].
As in the case of perceptual deprivation, different meditative states have also been found to be related to decreased DMN activity [73, 135–137]. Similarly, hypnosis was found to be related to decreased DMN activity [138] and suspending habitual modes of attention and achieving refined states of meta-awareness [139]. In fact, hypnotic induction increased subjective ratings of attentional absorption and decreased ratings of mind-wandering. Moreover, these changes were associated with decreased DMN activity and increased activity in prefrontal attention networks [138].

3. External movement

As indicated above, according to Jensen et al. [78], hypnosis can be viewed as a use of suggestions for creating changes in thoughts, feelings, or behaviors when the clinician views the client as having enough theta power to be able to respond to those suggestions. Jensen indicates that “hypnotic strategies, then, could include (1) any strategy that enhances slow oscillations (using traditional hypnotic inductions, but also any technique that has been or is ultimately shown to increase slow oscillations) and/or being aware of behavioral signs indicating an increase in or adequate level of theta, coupled with (2) suggestions that enhance existing connections among neuron assemblies (e.g., those consistent with the subject experiencing of himself or herself with useful images or having a positive view of the future) or that create new ones” ([78], p. 15). It is, therefore, relevant to note that there is an increase in theta activity and a corresponding increase in either alpha activity or a global increase in spectral power (including within the alpha and theta bands) during exercise [140, 141]. Fascinatingly, there is even evidence of a higher degree of both alpha and theta activity during eyes-closed restful wakefulness in proficient athletes [142].

These converging lines of thought together with Dietrich [143, 144] support the connection between hypnosis, meditation, and acute exercise, which all result in prefrontal hypoactivation. Consequently, we now address the presence of increased theta activity following specifically structured bodily movement, focusing on several specific examples involving different degrees of diagonal movement.

3.1 Diagonal movement

It has been suggested that rhythmical bilateral diagonal body movement improves motor and cognitive functions [145, 146], such as creativity and cognitive flexibility, similar to findings for hypnosis/mediation. However, no study that we are aware of has actually examined electrophysiological changes during diagonal body movements. The diagonal axis has the role of a metaphorical rule-breaker in relation to the way of thinking, as suggested by the definition of “diagonal thinking” as a mixture of logical (i.e., vertical) and creative (i.e., lateral) thinking [147]. Diagonal movements are widely used in disciplines based on whole-body movements such as tai chi, and recent paradigms such as Quadrato Motor Training, which will be discussed below.

Shapiro [148, 149], in her original description of EMDR, proposed that its directed eye movements mimic the saccades of rapid eye movement sleep (REM), known to be electrophysiologically related to synchronous theta waves [75, 150]. In addition, Stickgold [151, 152] proposed that the repetitive redirecting of attention during EMDR induces a neurobiological state similar to that of REM sleep. Additional study findings have supported the hypothesis that EMDR promotes the
transfer of episodic memory to semantic memory, which will then be consolidated during REM-like (4–6 Hz) states [153]4,5.

As mentioned above, activation of frontal areas and especially the anterior cingulate that occurs during hypnosis matches well with the behavioral changes occurring in hypnotic state, such as the intensification of focused attention (for review see [159]). Importantly, the anterior cingulate has known anatomical connections with the frontal eye field and supplementary eye field and thus plays a prominent role in regulating eye movements, such as maintenance of visual fixation and suppression of reflexive saccades [159]. For example, classical behavioral marker of hypnosis, namely, the *hypnotically induced stare,* is a glazed look in the eyes accompanied by a highly reduced eye blinking rate and inimitable changes in the patterns of eye movements and pupil size [159]. Pupil size was recently found to be closely related to a variety of cognitive processes, such as decision-making [160]. In turn positive correlations were only found in the high-gamma band (60–100 Hz) and were similar in both wake and sleep conditions.

Only a few recent studies have examined electrophysiological changes during diagonal movements. A rare pioneering study [161] has found increased frontal theta activity during the initiation of diagonal movement, compared to purely vertical movements, which were also studied. The increased frontal theta was possibly due to greater computational effort [86, 95, 140]. Source localization further showed that the increased frontal theta activity was generated in the middle frontal cortex. In addition, the authors found a biphasic pattern of frontoparietal alpha/beta modulations during vertical movements.

Rimbert et al. [5] reported modulation in sensorimotor beta and theta activity during real movement and motor imagery; Marson et al. [161] also found biphasic modulation of alpha activity related to the second part of vertical movements (*each movement was composed of two parts, a forward and comeback period, the biphasic response in the comeback period during vertical movement*). More specifically, the decreased alpha activity was observed immediately after the start of the comeback period, and, consequently, there was an increase in the same frequency band tied to the end of the movement. The decreased alpha activity observed immediately after the end of the second movement could reflect a decrease in internalized attention, as decreased alpha activity is classically related to decreased focus on internal states and amplified processing of environmental information through sensorial inputs.

---

4 More specifically, as Pagani et al. [154] detail, delta activity is related to slow wave sleep, which in turn is related to transferring edited memories from the hippocampus to the neocortex, as well as to stimulating the integration of these into neocortical neuronal networks, while theta activity is related to REM sleep. Bilateral stimulation typical of EMDR causes immediate slowing of the depolarization rate of neurons from the dominant waking state frequency of around 7 Hz to about 1.5 Hz. Interestingly, as Pagani [154] further noted, animal research has demonstrated that low-frequency (5 Hz) stimulation can cause a depotentiation of amygdala AMPA receptors involved in the retention of traumatic memory and 900 stimuli at 1–5 Hz depotentiated synapses mediating memory, suggesting that memories aroused during therapy are reactivated, replayed, and encoded into existing memory networks. Interestingly, delta activity occurs as waves during bilateral stimulation in other frequency waves (such as beta) and is related to eye movements. Lastly, Pagani et al. [154] suggested that the consolidation of emotional memory in the neocortex during an EMDR session, which often results in a sudden symptoms disappearance, is associated with periods in which slow (1.5 Hz) and faster (theta-alpha) activity are elicited by the alternation of bilateral stimulation and improved cognition.

5 Similarly to EMDR, also binaural beat, which requires bilateral stimulation, by presenting two slightly different wave forms to each ear via stereophonic headphones, thus generating a third “beat” frequency, was found to be related to hypnotic susceptibility and theta activity ([154–156], yet see [42]), suggesting in turn also complex dynamic interactions between the two hemispheres [157]. For example, beat frequencies in theta and alpha range both increased interhemispheric coherence selectively at alpha frequencies [158].
especially the visual system [159, 160]. Similar to Rimbert et al. [5], Marson et al. [161] further found post-movement beta rebound [162] between consecutive trials, namely, increased beta activity both in diagonal and vertical movements.

### 3.2 Quadrato Motor Training (QMT)

Quadrato Motor Training is a mindful movement practice based on the Sphere Model of Consciousness. Participants are asked to move within a square (quadrato, in Italian), according to a specific sequence of instructions. QMT requires a high level of attention divided between the body and the spatial coordinates incorporated in the quadrato space, as well as silent waiting for the next instruction. Previous studies showed that QMT enhances theta activity and improves cognition (for a recent review, see [163, 164]). At the behavioral level, these changes have been associated with improvements in cognitive and psycho-emotional functioning [162, 165–167], considered important aspects of health and well-being.

What appears to make QMT different from other forms of physical activity is its impact on interhemispheric functional connectivity in the theta and alpha bands. In contrast to studies of other types of physical activity that focused on local changes in activity and have usually not reported changes in long-range connectivity, studies of healthy populations engaging in QMT have demonstrated both increased EEG power [168, 169] and coherence [170–173], especially in the theta and alpha bands. Indeed, both single sessions and protracted periods of QMT were found to result in increased intra- and interhemispheric functional connectivity in the theta and alpha bands [170–173]. Increased theta and alpha functional connectivity is thought to reflect improved cognitive functions and higher states of consciousness, due to better integration of information and communication across brain regions [174–176]. As such, these findings provide additional evidence relating to QMT’s capacity to promote cognitive and psycho-emotional well-being.

Moreover, Ben-Soussan et al. [170] also found improved spatial cognition and reflectivity in groups who underwent a single session of QMT, in comparison to two control groups that underwent either simple motor or verbal training. The improvements were thought to stem from changes in functional connectivity, as evidenced by changes in intra- and interhemispheric coherence in theta and alpha bands [170].

Until recently, there has been a paucity of studies that investigated neural modulation during meditative movement. In a recent pilot study, De Fano et al. [163] examined five volunteers performing a single session of QMT characterized by three “blocks” which are rounds of the QMT routine. Since QMT requires executive control, which involves frontal theta activity, higher frontal theta power toward the last of the three QMT blocks, compared to the starting one, is expected. Indeed, a trend of increased theta activity was observed toward the last two blocks compared to the first one, which may reflect not only the cognitive control required by QMT performance but also the increase in cognitive effort that occurs overtime [163].

Going back to the theme of navigation and its connection to attention and salience dorsal and ventral streams discussed above, which are further related to the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi [177], 6 weeks of daily QMT was further found to increase white matter integrity as indicated by increased fractional anisotropy in the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculi, as well as in additional tracts related to sensorimotor and cognitive functions [165].

### 3.3 Tai chi and qigong

Another meditative movement paradigm, tai chi, has been more heavily studied. Several electroencephalography EEG studies have reported that tai chi can produce
changes in mental state or electroencephalogram patterns associated with other alterations of cognitive or physical indices. An early study by Pan et al. [178] examined the difference in EEG theta between concentrative and non-concentrative qigong states, demonstrating that the frontal midline theta rhythm was related to the concentrative qigong state. As the theta rhythm has been suggested as one of the normal EEG patterns occurring in mental concentration, the authors concluded that the theta rhythm is an indicator of mental concentration during qigong. Notably, Field et al. [179] observed that performance on math computations significantly improved after a 20-min tai chi/yoga training course and was associated with increased frontal theta activity. Field et al. [179] further found a trend of increased theta activity and decreased self-reported anxiety, and the authors attributed this to the relaxation effects of tai chi. This increased frontal theta activity was replicated in a study of skilled female tai chi practitioners, showing a pattern typically occurring during states of relaxation and attention [180].

Additional support for the importance of external movement, in parallel to inner movement and their possible connection, related to theta activity, comes from the fact that frequent movement is preferable to one’s health over sedentary behavior, making movement therapies, when applied correctly, beneficial to chronic pain conditions, by ameliorating pain and related symptoms [181]. Moreover, the reported benefits are not only strictly related to musculoskeletal or vascular function but also with the mental dimension of well-being. For example, mindful movement practices, such as tai chi, have been found to significantly help in chronic pain management, for conditions such as osteoarthritis, low back pain, and fibromyalgia (for review, see [182]).

4. The Sphere Model of Consciousness and the position within the sphere

The Sphere Model of Consciousness [15] aims to symbolize the phenomenology of consciousness utilizing the geometrical properties of spatial coordinates within a spherical framework (see Figure 1).
Each axis of the SMC represents the deployment and polarity of an aspect of experience, with an equilibrium point in the center of the sphere and a graduated scale indicating distance from the center. The center of the sphere represents an equilibrium point, with respect to three spatial coordinates, namely: (1) a horizontal emotion axis (e.g., representing the emotional polarities of unpleasant and pleasant), (2) a vertical self-determination axis representing the dimensions of value and aspiration [15], and (3) a time axis (e.g., representing the temporal deployment of past to future). The center can be considered a state of “Overcoming the Self,” that is, a state of neutrality and detachment from the usual experiences of the Narrative and Minimal selves [15], which is crucial to hypnosis and different meditative practices [183]. Berkovich-Ohana and Glicksohn [28] suggested that experiences related to the Narrative Self are perceived as further away from the body, more abstract, and related to the future and the past. Narrative Self, Minimal Self, and Overcoming of the Self are represented in the SMC as concentric circles around the center of the sphere, with greater distance from the center signifying a more abstract experience of oneself. We shall now merge the electrophysiological and neuroanatomical findings in order to see how one can voluntarily move toward the center of the sphere.

5. The importance of attention and intentionally moving toward the center of the sphere

Movement, volition, and cognition are deeply related [188, 189] and, as seen above, are all related to theta activity. In fact, it has been suggested that the nervous system has evolved to allow active movement and provide a goal-oriented plan; as such, motivation and emotion represent facets of a common phenomenon. That commonality is the motivational-emotional system, which interacts with learning and higher-order cognition [184, 185]. In contrast to meditation practices, which are thought to involve and cultivate mindfulness (being aware of one’s current mental state; about the problems in defining mindfulness, see [186, 187]), different theories of hypnosis posit that the hypnotic response is a form of strategic self-deception in regard to one’s mental state [188]. Thus, it has been suggested that hypnotic response implies a lack of mindfulness, at least regarding particular mental states about which one is strategically deceived [188].

However, we suggest that it is also the combination of attention and intentionality (and not self-deception), which should be addressed in regard to hypnosis and other states of mind [13–15]. People often engage in meditation training because they believe it will result in a specific positive outcome, having received suggestions regarding its potential benefits [56]. Such suggestions—here in the form of self-suggestions, also known as outcome expectancies—are in-line with social cognitive views of hypnosis [10, 189] that posit that hypnosis can be viewed as a use of suggestions for creating changes in thoughts, feelings, or behaviors [56]. As such, self-suggestion implies both attention and intentionality.

Importantly, as noted earlier, frontal theta EEG activity correlates negatively with default mode network activity [43]. Recalling that high theta activity facilitates response to suggestions (e.g., [56]) and plays an important role in attention [80] and intention, such as intentional learning, and intentional movement [190, 191], we suggest that the combination of attention and intention may help to explain the known variability in hypnotic responding between individuals. This, in turn, suggests that the level of hypnotizability can be related to the participant’s baseline position within the sphere [14, 15]. Together, these may have significant implications for the success of treatments.
Numerous studies have highlighted the importance of hypnosis in various clinical conditions, such as chronic pain [192]. Pain is a conscious experience, which can be considered an interpretation of the nociceptive input and potentially influenced by many factors, such as memories, emotions, and cognitions [16]. Decreased temporal-parietal theta (as well as alpha) activity during pain is consistent with a pain-related activation of the insula [193], which is known to be involved in pain processes [16]. Decreased theta connectivity was also found between the insula and the DMN in fibromyalgia, which may reflect persistent pain encoding associated with the chronic pain state in the disorder [194]. Maladaptive rumination and the re-experience of symptoms, which occur in many chronic pain conditions [195], and are known to be related to the DMN [196–198], were further found to be related to decreased theta band networks in post trauma [199]. Thus, finding ways to voluntarily move from the maladaptive and automatic narrative, which is predominant in these conditions, may aid in ameliorating symptoms.

In fact, studies found decreased DMN activation following hypnosis [138]. Decreased DMN activation, following different therapeutic approaches, is further linked to improvements in pain-related catastrophizing, which is generally self-referential, negative, and automatic [200]. In addition, there is growing evidence that mindfulness, as a volitionally initiated cognitive act, can significantly attenuate the subjective experience of pain [201]. Thus, cultivating experiential openness and acceptance, anchored in the embodied minimal self, and not in the narrative/default self, can reduce pain unpleasantness and lead to a reduction of symptoms in chronic pain patients [202, 203].

Emphasizing the importance of intentionality and its electrophysiological markers can further aid in differentiating hypnosis from “animal hypnosis” or “tonic immobility.” ”Animal hypnosis” has been found to effect electrophysiological state, such as altering beta, gamma, and alpha activities, depending on the method of induction, duration, and number of sessions [108, 109]. Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that while “animal hypnosis” can be induced in different ways, ranging from restraint to visual fixation, they are all involuntary [204], while the degrees of freedom in human hypnosis, although debatable, are greater. In fact, “tonic immobility” is physiologically quite different in physiological terms (i.e., defense and anti-predation reactions) [8, 205] and is controlled by a motor inhibitory system [204]. Thus, it is not surprising that in contrast to hypnosis, tonic immobility is more related to decreased theta activity and increased delta activity [108, 109], which are both inversely related to intentionality and volition [206]. Together these emphasize the importance of the intentionality aspect in human hypnosis. Nevertheless, it has been argued that hypnotic ability in humans may have evolved at least in part to allow for the control of pain and anxiety after injury, thereby reducing the likelihood of attack by predators [207].

In conclusion, although not a systematic review of this topic, this chapter offers three primary ideas for further consideration: (1) hypnosis and other “internal movement” paradigms may be regarded as mental navigation, (2) they can be compared to external movement and navigation in space, and (3) they are electrophysiologically mediated primarily by theta activity and require greater intentionality and attention. Based on the SMC, this may be related to an intentional shift away from DMN activity, which is anticorrelated with theta activity, and toward clear goal direction, represented by the center of the sphere. Thus, combined interdisciplinary examination of the connection between consciousness and hypnosis, encompassing cognitive psychology and motor and contemplative neuroscience, would produce greater theoretical understanding and implications on consciousness and hypnosis practice. First, in order to reach our personal and social aims, one can and should train to internally move intentionally from an automatic Narrative to the Minimal self, and eventually reach the state of Overcoming the Self, in order to know and
better master one’s own perceptions and mental processing. This idea is also related to the works of Charles Tart [208], who describes our ordinary everyday experience as being in a state similar to hypnotic trance, where we are not sleeping but neither are we truly awake. The solution to this state of affairs, similarly to current contemplative neuroscience results presented here, necessitates waking up to our true selves through a process of self-observation and self-remembrance [11, 12, 14, 208].

Second, the parallels between these two lines of research, namely, the similar electrophysiological modulation present in hypnosis, real movement, and motor imagery and the findings related to diagonal movement, can have a useful impact on the field; it can do so by helping to validate reliable electrophysiological effects of hypnosis and increase our understanding of the related biological mechanisms and connections to internal and external movement. If confirmed in future research, these ideas may have important implications for enhancing the response to hypnosis treatments and for customized, combined therapeutic modalities. In turn, emphasizing the importance of intentional inner and outer navigation and their electrophysiological signature can also aid in differentiating between the different techniques and their possible synergetic effects.

In summary, as we know, hypnosis has many benefits, including the relief of chronic pain. These benefits are possible due to knowledge gained related to how the mind works and thus the possibility of leading it into specific mental and neural states, as is the case with hypnosis. The investigation of the connections between hypnosis and theta activity, among others, further demonstrates an affinity between meditative practices and hypnosis, and that intentionality can play an important role in leading oneself into desired states. In these states we are able to know ourselves better and master our perceptions and the interpretation we give of them. Training ourselves in this direction can, therefore, improve our well-being and quality of life. Future studies should combine behavioral, neuroanatomical, and electrophysiological measures to help in distinguishing different types of hypnotic states and practices, as well as to examine the role of the person’s detached and attentive intentionality in reaching them.
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Abstract

Cognitive hypnotherapy (CH) is an assimilative therapy rooted in cognitive therapy and behavioural therapy, with the addition of hypnosis. It is a psychodynamic therapy that focuses on the unconscious mind (implicit thoughts, actions and emotions) no longer in conscious awareness. This chapter gives a brief synopsis of the hypnotic procedures and protocols that are most pertinent for understanding the case for integration. It gives the background of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and a brief history of how this therapy evolved. It further gives the rationale for the integration of hypnosis with CBT, corroborated with evidence from the literature. CH treatments are documented in some detail in a number of different domains where hypnosis is used as an adjunct to therapy for the treatment of debilitating psychological conditions. The techniques and procedures are designed to desensitise and reprocess dysfunctional cognitions, emotions and memories enabling positive change in cognitive perceptions and visualisation. The author, an academic and experienced clinical practitioner of CH for more than 10 years, recognises that there is much scepticism regarding this therapy. It is hoped that this review will give greater understanding and more credence to this highly effective therapy in both the scientific community and medical profession.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive hypnotherapy (CH), rooted in cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) with the addition of hypnosis, focuses on the ways in which individuals think and act in specific circumstances, and how emotional and behavioural problems may be overcome. The fusion of hypnotic techniques with the cognitive and behavioural therapies was proposed in 1994 to strengthen the therapeutic outcome and was termed cognitive hypnotherapy. This offered an addition to therapy by facilitating the resolution of resistant symptoms [1]. CH is a psychodynamic therapy that focuses on the unconscious mind and targets implicit or automated processes (thoughts and feelings) no longer consciously perceived.

The aim of this review is to give greater understanding of CH and its quick-acting and beneficial effects in a number of diverse conditions. A further aim is to give corroborated scientific evidence from the literature of the processes adopted in this assimilative therapy underpinned by documentation of studies in a number of different areas. The objective is to give more credence and understanding of CH in both the scientific and medical domains.
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Abstract

Cognitive hypnotherapy (CH) is an assimilative therapy rooted in cognitive therapy and behavioural therapy, with the addition of hypnosis. It is a psychodynamic therapy that focuses on the unconscious mind (implicit thoughts, actions and emotions) no longer in conscious awareness. This chapter gives a brief synopsis of the hypnotic procedures and protocols that are most pertinent for understanding the case for integration. It gives the background of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and a brief history of how this therapy evolved. It further gives the rationale for the integration of hypnosis with CBT, corroborated with evidence from the literature. CH treatments are documented in some detail in a number of different domains where hypnosis is used as an adjunct to therapy for the treatment of debilitating psychological conditions. The techniques and procedures are designed to desensitise and reprocess dysfunctional cognitions, emotions and memories enabling positive change in cognitive perceptions and visualisation. The author, an academic and experienced clinical practitioner of CH for more than 10 years, recognises that there is much scepticism regarding this therapy. It is hoped that this review will give greater understanding and more credence to this highly effective therapy in both the scientific community and medical profession.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive hypnotherapy (CH), rooted in cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) with the addition of hypnosis, focuses on the ways in which individuals think and act in specific circumstances, and how emotional and behavioural problems may be overcome. The fusion of hypnotic techniques with the cognitive and behavioural therapies was proposed in 1994 to strengthen the therapeutic outcome and was termed cognitive hypnotherapy. This offered an addition to therapy by facilitating the resolution of resistant symptoms [1]. CH is a psychodynamic therapy that focuses on the unconscious mind and targets implicit or automated processes (thoughts and feelings) no longer consciously perceived.

The aim of this review is to give greater understanding of CH and its quick-acting and beneficial effects in a number of diverse conditions. A further aim is to give corroborated scientific evidence from the literature of the processes adopted in this assimilative therapy underpinned by documentation of studies in a number of different areas. The objective is to give more credence and understanding of CH in both the scientific and medical domains.
This chapter first asks the question ‘what is hypnosis’? and gives an overview from a scientific standpoint of the techniques and protocols of hypnosis that are most pertinent for understanding the case for integration with CBT. It gives a brief review of the background of CBT from its roots in cognitive therapy and behaviour therapy. It further evaluates the nature and efficacy of CBT together with its suitability from a psychological perspective as an appropriate therapy for the addition of hypnosis. The impact and added strength of integrating two disciplines for the maximum therapeutic effect is explored, together with the rationale for integration. Documentation is given of scientific studies in a number of different domains where hypnosis has been used as an adjunct to CBT and the treatment effects of this multi-modal approach. However this chapter concludes with the premise that there appear to be few guidelines for practitioners for an integrative procedure for the treatment of diverse psychological conditions and this needs to be addressed in future research.

2. What is hypnosis?

Hypnosis dates back more than 220 years as an area of scientific research and clinical practice and is used to bring about positive change in a wide variety of conditions. It has been suggested that in a trance-like state, as in hypnosis, a process of communication with the unconscious mind occurs. This results in an unconscious response to suggestion [2] allowing individuals to relax deeply. In fact trance has been described as a natural state of mind that is entered into without realising, as in daydreaming [3]. While in trance the therapist attempts to address the subject’s unconscious mind; selective thinking of positive thoughts is established, substituting former judgemental cognitions with helpful ones [4]. Cognitive psychology deals with the meaning of events, the underlying processes and ways of structuring and interpreting experiences. It encompasses affect, perception and behaviour [5]. It is reported that during trance, behaviour may be altered, enabling subjects to re-associate and reorganise inner psychological complexities [2]. Perceptions can be changed and negative cognitions supplanted by positive ideas. The unconscious mind is reprogrammed, allowing the individual in the conscious state the freedom to act and carry out new, positive subjective ideas. In fact, breakthroughs relating to the neurobiology of emotion and the endocrinology of stress are providing new data for conceptualising learning and behaviour as one of the major psychological foundations of therapeutic hypnosis [4].

It has been proposed that hypnosis is based on the affect theory of human emotion and that through the use of specific language they (hypnosis and cognitive therapy) are based on similar ideas of affect [6]. In fact, it is suggested that intransigent symptoms of dysfunctional cognitions and emotions are approached and treated in cognitive therapy through a sequence of interactions similar to hypnosis, as thoughts previously locked to negative affect are processed positively. The literature further suggests that cognitions locked to unpleasant emotions can become disturbingly resistant to change until hypnosis alters the affective perceptions of the individual [6]. It is argued that psychotherapeutic interventions can effect substantial change in the affective, behavioural and cognitive areas of the brain [7]. Hypnosis itself is not a therapy; however it is suggested that when used as an adjunct to therapy the hypnotic relationship enhances the efficacy of the treatment effects [8].

In the current review, Ericksonian Hypnotherapy is critiqued as this technique uses a set of procedures designed to alter the state of consciousness. Ericksonian philosophy emphasises the ability of individuals to access their own resources to
improve the quality of their lives, recontextualising the memory, the effect of fear and physiological hyper-arousal. It has been suggested that during this state the memory and meaning of negative experiences can be changed through emotional processing, as well as decreasing the somatic symptoms of anxiety associated with the event [9–11].

2.1 The techniques and protocols of hypnosis

The following is a brief synopsis of the techniques and protocols of hypnosis with corroboration of these statements taken from the literature:

Hypnosis enhances the effectiveness of therapy and creates the belief of self-efficacy [12]. Evidence from the literature informs us that perceived self-efficacy not only creates a sense of hope but also affects the treatment [13], and that expectation of self-efficacy is central to all forms of therapeutic change [14].

Hypnosis adds leverage to treatment and shortens treatment time [15]. When patients are fully relaxed, positive subjective experiences occur replacing negative cognitions, which appear to bring great comfort and relief [16]. Rapid changes are attributed to the brisk and profound behavioural, emotional, cognitive and physiological changes brought about by hypnosis [17].

Hypnosis breaks resistance when indirect hypnotic suggestions are applied in therapy [18]. Oppositional statements given by the therapist are used to obtain compliance. An example of this would be ‘and the more you try to open your eyes the more they remain tightly shut’. The word ‘try’ pre-disposes failure, so it is used in therapy whenever the opposite is required [18].

Hypnosis facilitates rapid transference, which reinforces the suggestions given in therapy. During hypnotic transference, there is greater access to fantasies, memories and emotions, allowing the rapid occurrence of full-blown transference manifestations [19]. During the hypnotic state, the critical faculty of the mind is bypassed, enabling the processing of thoughts in the unconscious mind, which are then transferred to the conscious in the waking state [4].

Hypnosis induces deep relaxation, and in this state suggestions can be made that are effective for the reduction of anxiety [10]. A trance is a special psychological state in which patients can re-associate and reorganise their inner psychological complexities. It is argued that during therapy an inner resynthesis of the patient’s behaviour is achieved by the patient [4], and further argued that suggestion and post-hypnotic suggestions during therapy emphasise the innate tendency of the mind to heal itself [20].

Hypnosis strengthens the ego by enhancing self-confidence and self-worth [21]. Ego strengthening is a belief that when positive suggestions are repeated sufficiently they become embedded in the unconscious mind to be acted upon in the conscious state [22].

Hypnosis facilitates divergent thinking, maximising awareness, attentional focus and concentration. It minimises distraction and interference from other sources and stimuli increasing the potential for learning alternatives [23]. Corroboration from the literature reports that breaking through the limitations of conscious attitudes frees the unconscious potential for problem-solving [4].

Hypnosis allows engagement of the non-dominant hemisphere in the brain. It provides direct entry into the cognitive processing of the right cerebral hemisphere (in right-handed subjects), which accesses and organises emotional and experiential information. It can be utilised to teach restructuring of cognitive and emotional processes that are influenced by the non-dominant cerebral hemisphere [22]. Many of the sensory-perceptual languages of the mind (visual, auditory and kinaesthetic information) are encoded like a map over the cerebral cortex of the brain [24, 25].
Hypnosis facilitates imagery conditioning. In this state, imagery and cognitive restructuring are intensified. The use of the word ‘hypnosis’ and the application of various hypnotic techniques appear to augment the power of the suggestion [26]. Evidence from the literature suggests that when the patient is hypnotised, the power of imagination is increased and that possibly hypnosis, imagery and affect are all mediated by the same right cerebral hemisphere [27].

Hypnosis uses post-hypnotic suggestions and is an important part of therapy and is used to shape desired future behaviour; it can be powerful in altering problem behaviours, dysfunctional cognitions and negative emotions [28]. It is reported that post-hypnotic suggestions function as positive ideas for desired future behaviour, and are regarded as a necessary part of the therapeutic process, enabling the patient to act upon the suggestions in future experiences [16].

Hypnosis enhances training in positive self-hypnosis, which provides a strategy for counteracting negative cognitions [29]. It is argued that negative thinking can lead to negative affect, biased thoughts, impaired motivation, concentration and cognition [30]. Positive techniques can be practised during self-hypnosis, thus reinforcing and strengthening hypnotherapy.

Hypnotic techniques are easily exported and can be easily assimilated with many forms of therapy. When hypnosis is used as an adjunct to a particular form of therapy whether behavioural, cognitive or cognitive behavioural therapy, the effects can enhance the treatment outcome [12].

The above techniques and protocols suggest that by adopting hypnosis as an adjunct to therapy addressing the unconscious mind, change can be implemented quickly, is more profound and therapy outcome is enhanced. By adopting this therapeutic procedure, it follows that therapy outcome should be more effective than CBT alone. An overview of the background of CBT is now given together with the rationale for the integration of CBT with hypnosis.

3. The background of CBT

3.1 Cognitive therapy

Cognitive therapy is organised around the idea that behaviour is based on schemas and that these are shaped by early experiences. Schematic thoughts consist of memories, attitudes, core beliefs and assumptions and are factors that, when occurring in certain circumstances, can result in individuals spiralling into negativity and consequential psychological problems [31]. Implicit memories (memories no longer consciously perceived) and explicit negative memories of past experiences can trigger latent patterns of thoughts, emotions and behaviour, resulting in a vicious cycle that maintains and exacerbates the non-helpful behaviour. It is argued that implicit memory is the unconscious remembering of thoughts that accompanied specific events. If negative thoughts have been encoded, implicit feelings are brought into conscious awareness causing both physiological and psychological symptoms [32]. It has been concluded that interventions should focus on problematic over-activation of safety behaviours [33]. This research was extended when the common elements in different anxiety disorders (dysfunctional thinking, physiological reactions, and behavioural responses based on the ‘fight or flight syndrome’, the body’s reaction to unpleasant experiences) were reviewed, and a process map of treatment formulated enabling therapists to adhere to a treatment plan [34].
3.2 Behavioural therapy

Behavioural therapy, in contrast to cognitive therapy, is based on the premise that undesirable behaviours are learned and as such can be ‘unlearned’ through a process of systematic desensitisation. It is argued that desired behaviours can be taught and reinforced and unwanted behaviours eliminated [35]. Behavioural therapy was expanded when the theory of shaping behaviour by a system of rewards and punishment was first postulated [36]. Behavioural theorists consider that specific phobias and anxiety conditions are acquired through a process of classical conditioning, and that all learned responses derive from innate behavioural patterns, the stimulus/response paradigm [37]. The basis of behavioural therapy encouraged therapists to use techniques aimed at changing the negative affect, introducing positive cognitions through the use of language [38].

While behavioural therapy is based primarily on learning theory and cognitive therapy is rooted more in cognitive theory, the two systems have much in common [39]. Both behavioural and cognitive therapy focus on changing dysfunctional behaviour that occurs in feared situations and both concentrate on positive visual imagery of the environment and situation in which the maladaptive behaviour occurs. Other commonalities are management of physiological and somatic symptoms of anxiety and verbally-assisted coping strategies. However, there are differences in the techniques used in each therapy: the behaviourists concentrate on systematic desensitisation and sequencing of negative images [40], whereas cognitive therapists target the patient’s unhelpful reported thoughts [39]. However, the methodologies of behaviour therapists were integrated with cognitive therapies, resulting in a heterogeneous set of techniques and procedures that distinguished between conscious beliefs and unconscious representations in memory [41]. This was a new concept developed from behavioural therapy and became known as cognitive behavioural therapy, resulting in specific cognitive behavioural treatments being developed for a variety of psychological problems [42].

3.3 Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)

Since the 1960s, cognitive behavioural therapy has gained popularity. CBT uses a combination of behavioural and cognitive interventions aimed at changing negative thinking patterns and behaviours and is one of the most researched psychological interventions [43]. CBT is frequently used in the clinical environment and its practice is evidence-based. It focuses on the way individuals think and act in specific circumstances and how emotional and behavioural problems may be overcome. It adopts a formulation of protocols and procedures that are used to treat psychological conditions, and enables development of flexible realistic beliefs [22]. Individuals are helped in the pursuit of goals, and emotional problems are aided and overcome by directing cognitions towards memories, images, thoughts and attention [42].

Specific patterns of thinking are associated with a range of psychological problems and through its development, CBT has adopted treatments for anxiety conditions and emotional disorders such as depression, generalised anxiety disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress and specific phobias [44]. There are a number of distinctive dictats and protocols that contribute to an effective model of CBT. Various longitudinal formulations have been devised to aid the management and treatment of problems. However, for the purpose of this review, the formulation devised by Persons [45] is used, as this diagram is most usually associated with CBT and bridges the gap between behavioural and cognitive formulations [38]. An adaptation of the diagram illustrates the relationship to the root cause and effect of anxiety.
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4. Assimilating hypnotic techniques with CBT: rationale for integration

4.1 Assimilation

4.2 The rationale for integration

Persons’ Formulation (1989)

Early Experience: Negative experience either from teacher, parents or peers.

↓

Schemas: Become maladjusted and lead to mistrust. Mistrusts ability to do things.

Core Beliefs: Negative cognitions result in anxiety leading to behavioural and physiological problems.

↓

Assumptions: I know I will feel anxious because it always happens and then I will .......... (becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy).

↓

Trigger: Thought of an impending event.

↓

Vicious cycle:

Negative Automatic Thought (NAT): Negative thoughts of dread, apprehension and failure.

↑

Consequence: The conceptualised belief regarding the event is realised.

Feeling: Hopelessness, worthlessness, depression, shame and withdrawal.

↑

Behaviour: Decision not to put themselves in that situation again.

Working on the supposition that the way an individual thinks and feels largely determines the outcome of the personal experience, CBT helps to redress negative cognitions. It is reported in the literature that CBT is cognitively orientated to future events, and encourages the association of specific positive thoughts, feelings and behaviour in a particular context [38]. Through changing beliefs and self-help, individuals are encouraged to change negativity into positive outcomes [22]. Goal-orientated ideas and suppositions are reiterated, aimed at strengthening the ego, making strong links through visualisation and imaginings. Corrected thoughts enable the handling of situations and feelings in such a way that a positive outcome is achieved and anxiety reduced [4].

However, the literature reports that no theory/therapeutic action is without flaws, and a number of issues have been identified with the CBT approach: the failure to consider experiences in the past in relation to the present in generating anxiety; the effective role that cognition plays on physiological symptoms in the body; the failure to recognise the role of the unconscious mind in overt behaviour; and the failure to recognise that human thought and action are socially embedded [46]. Further to this, evidence from the literature indicates that one of the main drawbacks with CBT is the number of sessions required to effect positive change (10 or more sessions in some cases) [47].

Practitioners of hypnosis often employ techniques used by CBT therapists [48]. However, the protocols and procedures adapted by hypnotherapists explore past and present negative experiences in relation to the presenting problem, together with
the effect of cognitions on physiological and behavioural outcomes [47]. It is argued that the addition of these protocols with the added impact of hypnosis incorporated with CBT is a means of enabling a quicker and stronger resolution to the clinical condition [22]. There now follows a description of the suitability of hypnosis being used as an adjunct to CBT therapy.

4. Assimilating hypnotic techniques with CBT: rationale for integration

4.1 Assimilation

The following is evidence from the literature for the potential assimilative practice of hypnosis with CBT.

It has been suggested that as a result of incorporating techniques from another approach into one's own main theoretical domain, the core ideas of the former are integrated into the latter (or 'host' theory), changing both and resulting in a new assimilative integrative model [49]. Multimodal therapy was first used when hypnotic techniques were incorporated into behavioural procedures, and hypnosis was used with psychoanalysis [13]. There are many reasons for assimilating hypnotic techniques with CBT, which are beneficial to both therapists and patients. Change in any one area will lead to changes in other areas as patient and therapist consider thoughts, bodily feelings, emotions and actions [50]. The use of hypnosis can also be used as a means of empowerment in new and creative ways. Social psychological theories of hypnosis suggest that the major mechanism mediating hypnotic response is the increased motivation elicited by the demand characteristics associated with hypnotic techniques [51]. Participants are more highly motivated to engage in the therapist's requests while in the hypnotic state. Enhancing participants' motivation may be beneficial to a degree; it could be suggested that by addressing the unconscious mind, the process of hypnosis establishes positive cognitions that are then acted upon in the conscious state. This process of communication results in positive imaging, memory recall and suggestions for future stressful idiographic encounters (tools used in hypnotherapy). Muscle relaxation and focused breathing used in the hypnotic induction contribute to the reduction of anxiety.

4.2 The rationale for integration

The rationale for the integration of the two disciplines is given below:

- Hypnosis provides a broad range of techniques that can easily be integrated into CBT. This allows CBT therapists to continue practising within the framework of their training without losing the benefits of effective techniques generated from the area of clinical hypnosis. A review of the strengths and weaknesses of CBT concluded that CBT and hypnotherapy can be combined to form a powerful treatment approach [29].

- The application of a model of cognitive hypnotherapy for various emotional problems and disorders offers a template for the guidance of future therapies and treatment strategies [29].

- The powerful treatment approach gives a quicker resolution of the unwanted condition. Rapid changes are attributed to the brisk and profound behavioural, emotional, cognitive and physiological changes brought on by hypnosis [17].
5. Cognitive hypnotherapy (CH): treatments

A meta-analysis was conducted by critically reviewing 18 studies where a cognitive-behavioural therapy was compared with the same therapy supplemented by hypnosis across a wide variety of targeted disorders. Evidence showed that the addition of hypnosis to CBT enhanced treatment outcome compared to CBT treatment alone. The mean scores of the patients receiving cognitive-behavioural hypnotherapy showed a substantial improvement compared with 70% of the patients receiving only CBT [52].

The use of CBT and hypnotic techniques to enhance treatment effects has occurred in various domains and several studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of the integration.

In the first controlled treatment study using hypnosis as an adjunct to CBT for acute stress, it was found that CBT + hypnosis resulted in a greater reduction in stress than CBT alone, which was still evident at a 6-month follow-up. However, the researchers reported that a limitation of the study was the lack of specific guidelines regarding the mechanisms that potentially mediate hypnosis in the context of CBT and this could have weakened the procedure as the guidelines were unclear [9].

Evidence for the added effect of combining hypnosis with CBT in the management of chronic depression was provided in a seminal investigation [29]. It was found that hypnosis enhanced the overall beneficial effect of the treatment and reduced the number of sessions needed in comparison with CBT treatment alone. This investigation using cognitive hypnotherapy met the criteria laid down by the American Association Task Force and provided validation (for patients’ safety) of the integration of hypnosis with CBT in the management of depression [53]. Further information was supplied when evidence-based hypnotherapy was reviewed for the treatment of depression [8].

The potential benefits of hypnotherapy were investigated with 32 patients suffering from chronic combat-related post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [54]. The patients were already being treated with anti-depressants and supportive psychotherapy and were randomised into two groups. Fifteen patients in the first group received Zolpidem 10 milligrams nightly for 14 nights, and 17 patients in the hypnotherapy group were treated by symptom-orientated hypnotherapy, two 1.5-hour sessions each week for 2 weeks. All patients completed the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Beck Depression Inventory, Impact of Event Scale and Sleep Quality Questionnaire prior to and post-treatment. It was found that there was a significant main effect of condition in the hypnotherapy group on PTSD symptoms as measured on the Post-traumatic Disorder Scale, and this effect was maintained at a 1-month follow-up. No such effects were reported in the non-hypnotherapy group either during the main data collection period or at the 1-month monitoring. The hypnotherapy group experienced additional benefits: decreases in intrusion and avoidance reactions and improvement in all sleep variables assessed. This investigation
demonstrates the beneficial effect of hypnotherapy with positive results achieved in a 2-week period. The methodology is robust as it uses a number of different scales and incorporates a control group. To aid further research in this domain, guidelines and protocols for the integration of hypnosis with CBT in the treatment of PTSD was set up [22].

An investigation into the treatment of headaches and migraines provided an update of the literature first reviewed in 1996 by the National Institute of Health Technology Assessment Panel on the Integration of Behavioural and Relaxation Approaches into the treatment of chronic pain and headaches. It concluded that hypnosis is very effective and virtually free of side effects and adverse reactions and it meets the clinical psychology research criteria for being a well-established treatment. The research further drew attention to the ongoing expense associated with medication treatments [55].

The literature also gives evidence of the beneficial effects of cognitive hypnotherapy in the following domains:

CH was adopted as a therapy for investigations studying irritable-bowel syndrome-induced agoraphobia [56]. The research demonstrated the efficacy of CBT with the integration of hypnosis, and the effectiveness of this multi-modal treatment in aiding the accompanying agoraphobia. A further study into irritable bowel syndrome condition using hypnotic techniques was conducted with eight female patients [57]. This research supported the earlier findings and demonstrated a significant improvement in the quality of life of the patients.

Hypnotic techniques have also been researched regarding common sleep disorders [58]. However, there appears to be little empirical ‘sleep research’ integrating CBT with hypnosis. Therefore, the goal of this research was to educate clinicians on how to incorporate hypnosis with CBT in the management of sleep disturbance. This will be of value both in this research field and to therapists.

Hypnosis as an adjunct to therapy has been investigated in the management of both Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes [59]. The authors report that hypnotherapy appears to be psychologically beneficial and warrants further investigations. The findings indicate promising results for the stabilisation of blood glucose and decreased peripheral vascular complications. However, it is not reported whether comparisons were made with a control group, where no treatment was given, which would be a limitation of this research. It has been argued as to what constitutes sound methodology [54]; the minimal threshold of ‘soundness’ suggested is a design that compares a treatment with some form of minimal or non-treatment condition. The above investigation into diabetes however adds to current knowledge and is important in highlighting the effects that psychological aspects exert on recovery of this condition.

Hypnotherapy studies have been conducted in the following domains: pain management in burn patients [60], pain relief during labour and childbirth [61] and mild hypertension [62]. The results of these studies indicate that the psychological treatment through hypnotherapy can be very beneficial; however, the studies appear not to have a control group, which weakens the research.

Investigations have also been conducted in performance anxiety using hypnosis as an adjunct to therapy.

Performance anxiety and treatment outcome were investigated when CBT and CBT with hypnosis were tested for effective treatment of public speaking anxiety. It was found that although both treatments effectively reduced anxiety when performing, the addition of hypnosis to CBT generated expectancies for greater change among participants, which further enhanced treatment effects and produced a faster drop in anxiety levels post-treatment [63]. It was concluded in a review of the empirical status of the use of hypnosis in conjunction with CBT programmes [64]
that existing studies demonstrate substantial benefits by the use of hypnosis as an adjunct to CBT, supporting the meta-analysis conducted in 1995 [52].

A large-scale study was conducted with pianists looking at the effect of hypnotherapy on music performance anxiety (MPA) [65]. Using two groups, it was found that the hypnotherapy group but not the control group showed a significant reduction in MPA post-intervention, which was still evident 6 months later. At that time, there were no definitive protocols and procedure for the adoption of CH as an intervention for MPA but these have now been recently documented, giving guidelines and clear directives for the process of integration in this domain [47].

Recent research was conducted into MPA with 46 advanced pianists where participants were randomly assigned to a cognitive hypnotherapy (CH), eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing (EMDR) or non-treatment group and given two sessions only of the allocated therapy. They were tested in two concert performances pre- and post-intervention. Significant decreases in performance anxiety (the cognitive, physiological and behavioural aspects of performance) were found in both the therapy groups but not in the control group [66]. This research was extended when trait levels of anxiety (an individual's general anxiety level) were tested at 4 months and 1 year post-intervention. Statistical evidence at both monitoring points demonstrated a significant reduction in trait anxiety levels below baseline, showing the effectiveness of both CH and EMDR over time [67].

Nine case studies documenting performance anxiety in different domains have recently been published (five in music, two in the sports arena and two in the workplace) where CH was one of the interventions adopted. The effects of CH were recorded immediately post-intervention and longitudinally, and shown to be beneficial in a short space of time for the reduction of negative, psychological perceptions in a performing situation [68].

The findings from the above studies indicate that the addition of hypnosis to CBT protocols for the treatment of a variety of disorders is an effective remedy. It brings positive change rapidly in cognitive perceptions and physiology which impacts on subjective behaviour. However, there appear to be few guidelines for an integrative procedure and the assimilation of hypnotic techniques for the treatment of diverse medical conditions, and this needs to be addressed in future research.

As hypnosis influences behavioural and psychological responses, it is difficult to assess whether a placebo effect is operative here and, if it is, the extent to which it plays a role. For a number of individuals, hypnosis may act as a placebo due to positive expectations. There is evidence that hypnotic trance inductions are beneficial for those patients who believe in their efficacy [13, 69] and there is further evidence that patients’ attitudes and beliefs can have a profound therapeutic effect on both medical and psychological conditions [70]. This effect may be difficult or impossible to control but if it enhances suggestibility and positive therapeutic outcome, then it can be beneficial and add to the impact and strength of the therapy.

6. Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the evidence and given the rationale for the assimilation of hypnotic techniques with CBT and has documented the effects of CH treatments in a number of different domains. There is a growing body of scientific literature attesting to the fact that hypnosis enhances CBT, and a plethora of research suggesting that combining CBT with hypnosis is effective for a variety of psychological, behavioural and medical disorders. It has been shown that the addition of hypnosis shortens the number of sessions required to effect beneficial, rapid change, which is long-lasting. One-dimensional procedures have their
limitations; however, a multi-modal approach integrating hypnosis and CBT offers an effective alternative. A weakness of CBT therapies is the number of sessions required and there appears to be a paucity of research in the general domain using comparative interventions of CBT with CH [9, 52, 63]. This needs to be addressed in future studies so that comparisons of symptom effects and number of therapy sessions required can be assessed. There is case formulation, including guidelines and protocols, in the domains of PTSD, the management of depression and in music performance anxiety. However, there appears to be little empirical research with case formulation pertaining to the use of CH for the treatment of diverse medical conditions or the management of anxiety per se. An assimilative integrative model that can be understood and undertaken by therapists in the field is required. This will increase and verify the credibility of CH and help both scientific researchers and clinical therapists have a greater understanding of this psychodynamic therapy.
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Chapter 6
Active-Alert Hypnosis to Achieve Personal, Professional, and Therapeutic Goals
Arnoldo Téllez, Arturo Valdez and Teresa Sánchez-Jáuregui

Abstract
Hypnosis does not always require suggestions of relaxation in order to enter into this state. It can also be induced through suggestions of activation and cognitive alertness. This procedure and the hypnotic state caused by it has been called active-alert hypnosis (AAH). In this chapter, we describe a strategy to increase the probability to achieve goals using an AAH technique in which we ask the patient to move his arms in an alternate way, while imagining that he has a pair of dumbbells of several kilograms in each hand, in order to produce a hypnotic age progression phenomenon, in which the patient is oriented to a positive future and mobilizing hope, and could see himself achieving his goals, creating "memories of the future." We report several clinical cases in which this hypnotic strategy was used.

Keywords: active-alert hypnosis, goals achievement, age progression, prospective memory

1. Just a little background on hypnosis and hypnotherapy
Over time, hypnosis has been defined in various ways. In its early stages, it was associated with supernatural states. The current official definition, according to the American Psychological Association, is "a state of consciousness, involving a focused attention and reduced peripheral awareness, characterized by an enhanced capacity for response to suggestions" [1]. Unestahl [2] defines hypnosis as "an alternative state of consciousness, where information can bypass the logical mind and bring about changes in suggestibility and perception and in which there are alternative control systems available." Taking both definitions into account, we propose the following definition that describes this state of consciousness more broadly:

Hypnosis is a state of intense and focused attention that leads us to a special state of consciousness, in which previously learned experiences can be evoked in an involuntary way. This state is characterized by an increase in suggestibility and the ability to modify the perception, memory, and functioning of the autonomic nervous system [3].

In the past, it was also common knowledge that hypnosis implies a relaxation, or a sleep-like state, in which the hypnotized person loses his/her consciousness temporarily, being completely under the hypnotist's control. Now, however, it is known
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Over time, hypnosis has been defined in various ways. In its early stages, it was associated with supernatural states. The current official definition, according to the American Psychological Association, is “a state of consciousness, involving a focused attention and reduced peripheral awareness, characterized by an enhanced capacity for response to suggestions” [1]. Unestahl [2] defines hypnosis as “an alternative state of consciousness, where information can bypass the logical mind and bring about changes in suggestibility and perception and in which there are alternative control systems available.” Taking both definitions into account, we propose the following definition that describes this state of consciousness more broadly:

Hypnosis is a state of intense and focused attention that leads us to a special state of consciousness, in which previously learned experiences can be evoked in an involuntary way. This state is characterized by an increase in suggestibility and the ability to modify the perception, memory, and functioning of the autonomic nervous system [3].

In the past, it was also common knowledge that hypnosis implies a relaxation, or a sleep-like state, in which the hypnotized person loses his/her consciousness temporarily, being completely under the hypnotist’s control. Now, however, it is known
that hypnosis is a natural state that tends to occur periodically several times a day, approximately every 90 min in human beings, as one of many psychobiological ultradian rhythms [4] during which the person is in total control of his/her will [5]. According to our definition of hypnosis, we can say that this state is not limited to a relaxed state but any state of focused attention that switches our mind to a more creative mode, helping us to find solutions for specific problems or seeing things from a different perspective, enhancing the capacity to access unconscious memories and perceptions and to reframe them, and facilitating processes of dissociation.

2. Active-alert hypnosis: a path to our goals

In her 1973 doctoral dissertation, Eva Banyai explained her study about the effects of hypnosis in verbal learning that involved 24 patients. She stated that the majority of subjects achieved a classic hypnotic state (a relaxed, passive state), but four of them exhibited a different state:

... four subjects exhibited a different behavior: They were in an even “more active” state than the waking ones. They followed the instructions of the experimenter immediately, while their fast movements, lively facial expressions, loud voices, and their fast speech were in sharp contrast with the passive behavior of the average subjects. It was as if they had been released from some kind of pressure, their behavior reflected childlike playfulness [6].

That unexpected finding suggested that hypnosis is not only a relaxed state, but is also a wide spectrum of “altered” conscious states that can be subjectively experienced in many different forms by each individual with different behavioral and physiological outcomes.

Banyai called this kind of hypnotic state “active-alert hypnosis.” She also stated that the sleep-like outcomes in traditional hypnosis occur due to suggestions from the facilitator rather than from the hypnosis itself. This modality of hypnosis has been applied to high-performing athletes with significantly positive results [1], but also with people who prefer an eyes-open trance, or a more active one. In our experience, this type of induction can also be used for visualization and reaching one’s own personal and professional goals.

The original active alert-hypnosis approaches were performed while pedaling a stationary bicycle, receiving hypnotic suggestions of activation and alertness, paying attention to the feelings in their legs, to automatic movement, to their energy, and to their inner peace [7, 8].

According to Banyai [6], active-alert hypnosis has been a useful tool in the following cases:

- Lack of initiative and energy
- General inhibition
- Excessively withdrawn personality
- Depression
- Anxiety disorders
- Inhibited identity development
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Following cases:

• Inhibited identity development
• Anxiety disorders
• Depression
• Excessively withdrawn personality
• General inhibition
• Lack of initiative and energy

According to our definition of hypnosis, we can say that this state is not limited to a relaxed state but any state of focused attention that switches our mind to a more ultradian rhythms during which the person is in total control of his/her will. Approximately every 90 min in human beings, as one of many psychobiological processes that the sleep-like outcomes in traditional hypnosis occur due to suggestions from the facilitator rather than from the hypnosis itself. This modality of hypnosis has been applied to high-performing athletes with significantly positive results,

The original active alert-hypnosis approaches were performed while pedaling a bicycle, in a way that was similar to that of a competitive cyclist. For example, Etzel Cardeña elaborated a gentle active alert-hypnotic technique consisting of simply waving one hand up and down, producing results similar to those of Banyai’s study. Even though active-alert hypnotic approaches are used primarily in therapeutic contexts, you can also notice “altered” consciousness states and active-alert hypnotic states in other contexts, such as religious ceremonies, highly competitive sports (while practicing or watching), dancing, teaching, writing, playing a musical instrument, and many other activities that require highly focused attention. This kind of hypnosis has been called in different ways: hyper-alert hypnosis, active hypnosis, waking hypnosis, awake-alert hypnosis, and alert hypnosis.

3. Goals and motivation

I (AV) would like to share an experience I had some time ago. A friend of mine asked me to slightly change my way of dressing to become a more presentable professional, to give a different image to others and to myself. I have to admit that a part of me was reluctant to make that change, while the other one was just a little curious about what could change for the better if I follow his advice. That curiosity led me to a little inspection of my closet, with some dirty and old clothes hanging there along with some clothes that I did not really use, but there they were, and I came to realize that I needed to go get new clothes, and a new pair of shoes, because my old ones, although comfy, were starting to rip apart, and we all need a good pair of formal and comfortable shoes for formal occasions. After making the decision to go and buy some new clothes and a new pair of shoes, the instruction “buy a pair of shoes” was imprinted in my mind, nothing else.

Get inside the shop, with all those different kinds of shoes, selecting just one pair of them was a difficult task. But my mind was clear: “buy a pair of shoes.” I bought a brown pair of shoes, and they were going to be worn next Monday. That day, I put them on and walked a little, and after a few blocks my ankle started to hurt. It was a weak but annoying pain. After a few more blocks, the skin of my Achilles tendon started to peel and I felt an even more annoying pain, and I remembered thinking, “But these shoes are new. Why is this happening?”

Now when we make plans, we not only use our conscious mind, but we also use our unconscious one. The question here is: how?

According to some research, our brain makes decisions even before we think we made them. Let us explain this statement. Imagine that we suggest that you move your lips to the right when you see something beautiful and to your left when you see something that you think is not. Then I show you some images on a screen. When you see an image, the information travels all the way through your visual processing structures in your brain (occipital lobe structures), then after being analyzed it is sent to an interpretation area (temporo-parieto-occipital region), and then to our decision-making structures (prefrontal region) to decide whether it is beautiful. That takes no more than a few microseconds, but it is a complex process, all happening without you realizing it. Now that you have decided
to make the movement to the left or right, your frontal lobe sends a signal to your lips to “move” left or right. That is when it gets tricky: it appears that your brain sends that last signal before your prefrontal region does its job. Can we say that our decision-making process and motivation are, therefore, unconscious? If so, how can we develop a stronger will and motivation to make different or even better decisions? Some evidence suggests that the decision-making process comes from a mixture of conscious and unconscious mind [13].

As hypnotherapists, we are accustomed to “talking to the unconscious mind” [14] and that includes avoiding some of the intellectual and logical barriers that one builds for oneself. In hypnosis, that is achieved through hypnotic suggestions. Weitzenhoffer [15, 16] claims that the difference between a hypnotic suggestion and an order is the nonvolitional outcome after the hypnotic suggestion, that is, the hypnotized person does not act according to conscious will but rather in a “dissociative” mode: “it’s as if the levitating arm were not mine.” As Farvolden and Woody [17] find on their study, diminished activity on frontal lobe structures could be an explanation to this “unconscious” behavior. And that is the key aspect of a hypnotic and posthypnotic suggestions, the nonconscious willingness.

Now, how can we use this process to achieve goals? That is what we will be exploring in this chapter.

4. Prospective memory

“It’s a poor sort of memory that only works backwards.”
Lewis Carroll (Alice in Wonderland).

Prospective memory is the ability that allows us to make plans in the present and then remember and carry them out in the future [18]. It is known that the hippocampus consolidates memory from short term to long term [19] and such a complex process occurs better while sleeping [20]. Also, the amygdala’s involvement in the memory consolidation process is well demonstrated since a memory associated with high-intensity emotional content tends to last longer than a boring one [21, 22].

In the prefrontal cortex, the Brodmann area 10 seems to be responsible for making plans and translating them into action, with support from the structures mentioned above. Also, the same area is responsible for retrieving information about those plans and maintaining the attention required to execute them [23].

5. How to use hypnosis to facilitate prospective memory

As Milton Erickson said

*There has to be an integration of unconscious learnings with conscious learnings. This should be foremost in your mind whenever you use hypnosis on psychiatric patients. You can recognize that you can resolve a conflict, a phobia, or an anxiety in the trance state. But unless you do something about it in the waking state, the patient is still likely to have that anxiety or phobia.* ([14], p. 6)

There are some classic hypnotic phenomena reported in literature, such as:

- Amnesia-hypermnesia
- Catalepsy
- Analgesia
We will focus on hypnotic age progression in this section. Age progression is a procedure that projects the person into the future to experience achieving her/his goals as if they were happening right now [24]. This involves not only seeing them as a dissociated image, but also as an associated one, where you can see exactly what you will be seeing, and feeling what you will be feeling once you have accomplished an objective, and then be aware of the steps you take to reach that goal, as if they were made in the past. This approach was used by Erickson in many forms, including the “crystal ball” hypnotic strategy.

Now, when you work with this pseudo-orientation in time, you need to make contact with the conscious mind, and that is where goal construction takes place.

According to Robert Dilts [25], people construct their goals using six principal methods:

- negation of the problematic state
- defining the goal as the polarity or the opposite of the problematic state
- using an external role model or reference to define the desired state
- taking some key characteristics of the desired state
- making a generative outcome (using their own references instead of external ones)
- acting “as if”

When you are working to generate changes with people, all psychotherapy approaches usually take time to define goals. Some methods establish them in a positive and a future-oriented way, for example “What you are going to be doing once you feel...” [26], or focused on what is going to be happening once you get rid of your problem [27]. In our experience, people often struggle with the construction of their objective because they are ambiguous and lacking both clarity and a deadline. Also people focus on what they do not want rather than on what they really want to reach or accomplish.

6. Active-alert hypnosis for goal achievement

Now, we are presenting an active-alert hypnotic strategy to increase motivation and visualize goals, a methodology that has shown excellent results in our practice, and that currently is being tested for efficacy not only in therapeutic contexts but also through the use of scientific methodology.
6.1 First step: writing your goals

In our experience, the approach that has been most useful in helping people to formulate their goals consists of four simple rules:

• Write your goal in the first person: Always start with “I...,” even if it is obvious that the goal refers to you, it is important to express it with certainty.

• Write your goal in the present or in the present progressive tense: Use “I’m” and “I’m being” instead of using the future tense.

• Describe your goal with as many details as possible: Remember that if you give details to them, some goals could seem smaller and therefore more attainable.

• Write your goals in a positive way: For example, instead of thinking, “I do not want to get sick,” you should write, “I am a healthy person.”

Here is an example. A common goal is “I want to lose weight.” Now, following those four rules, we can formulate that goal in this way:

*I am (first person, and present tense) a healthy person, I have a waist measuring 70 centimeters, and I weigh 60 kg. (Written in a positive sentence), I am eating the healthy food that my nutritionist has suggested, and I drink at least two liters of water each day. I exercise five days per week: I do a gym workout and lift weights on three days and on the other two days I do cardio sessions (providing as many details as possible).*

We ask the person to write two or three goals for every important aspect of his/her life. Then we ask them to read these goals out loud while imagining him/herself in that moment, reaching that goal.

6.2 Second step: overcoming fears and limitations

In this second part of the exercise, we ask the patient to write a different list following these instructions:

*All those things that you thought have stopped you from reaching your goals, all those silly things that you said to yourself that made you feel like you might not be able to reach them... maybe all those fears that you had before and that stopped you from success until now.*

In my experience (AT), fear is the principal enemy of setting and achieving your goals, but optimism and good self-esteem will also act as your allies all the way to success.

*All those fears and limitations are just like a malicious software, like a computer virus... more like trash... like garbage... like waste... mental trash or mental waste or mental garbage that maybe were put there by somebody that wasn't you, maybe with or without intention... but you can get rid of this trash... of this malicious mental software... you can throw away that waste... you can throw away that garbage.*

Once all of these fears and limitations are written on a sheet of paper, we tell the person to say goodbye to them, and tear up the paper with all her/his strength. We tell them:
Now that those fears are in that paper... that garbage is in that list... I want you to rip apart that mental waste... with all your strength... to tear that sheet of paper into small... unrecognizable pieces... that cannot be put together again... very small... unrecognizable... insignificant pieces... torn apart...

Now... with all your strength... throw that garbage away... mental garbage... mental trash... mental waste... should be in the place where it belongs from now on... (we bring a trash can to them) ... in this trash can... where those very small... unrecognizable... insignificant pieces of paper will be placed from now on...

(Now with louder voice) While you throw them away... those very small... unrecognizable... insignificant pieces of paper... give them a last goodbye... yell to them ... while throwing them away... ¡THAT'S RIGHT!

6.3 Third step: active-alert hypnosis facilitation: the dumbbells technique (Arnoldo Téllez, n.d.)

This is an active-alert hypnotic technique developed a few years ago, in which we ask the person to sit comfortably and look at any point (you can use a point on the wall or an image). Next, we start to suggest:

When you are ready to begin, please just sit and make yourself comfortable. Shall we start? Ok, look at that picture!... I would like you to focus your attention on any point of the picture, whichever you want... Now... please put your hands with your palms facing up resting on your legs... that's right... keep looking at the same point... while you concentrate on your breath... Now... I wonder what sensations are going to emerge within your body... when you start to practice this exercise... we are going to practice an exercise... Now... have you ever felt the sensation of a weight in your hands?... that's right... as if you have some weights in your hands right now... I want you to imagine as if you have some weights in each one of your hands, a pair of dumbbells... one in each hand... about 2 or 3 kilos... is that okay?... Right... Now... You can grab them hard... and feel the weight... 2 or 3 kilos in each hand... Right now... you do not know yet... exactly how you feel... but as you move your dumbbells up and down... they will feel heavier... While you watch that point... start raising one dumbbell ... up to your shoulder ... Now slowly lower it... While loving it, raise the other dumbbell... Okay... now move up and down the other one... the left arm and then the other... Right... arm... while still looking at that point... that's right ... I want you to continue looking at the same point... Maybe now you can feel how the muscles contract and then relax... I want you to feel the weight of those dumbbells... feel how the biceps, the muscles of the arms get tensed... little by little feeling warm... the energy and calories in your arms are burning... the muscles get tensed and then relaxed ... and please keep your eyes open looking at the picture... looking at the same point ... and with each movement... each time closer to know how you will be feeling... once you start moving... active... and relaxed... you become more actively relaxed... still focusing on your breathing... now take two or three deep breaths... That's right... now... every time you inhale... You can feel more and more awake ... more alert... feeling more active and full of energy... your mind is awakened... your mind is clear and lucid... can you feel it... now... your energy spreading throughout your body and your mind?... not too much or too little energy... just the right amount of energy that you need... you can feel a sensation in your body... that indicates that this energy is spreading throughout your body... toward your feet... through your legs... through your entire body... while you continue... your mind becomes more active... more lucid... clearer .... You feel more
energized and in self-control... empowered... in harmony with yourself and your surroundings... looking at the same point... can you recognize the sensation emerging? ... now?... your arm movements make your mind become more lucid and clearer... actively more awakened and relaxed... that is it... feel the movements of your body... how it gets stronger every time... with each movement of your arms... your body and your mind get stronger and stronger... that's right... now... with every single movement... that energy of motivation is injected into your interior, a positive energy... what do you know that will happen when... with each movement you repeat to yourself... “I can do it ... I can get it”... Right... now... visualize a goal... yes... that goal... that you wrote before... to accomplish... it could be a personal goal... a professional goal... a goal related to your family, I do not know... but you do (k)now... this goal is your target now... and with each movement imagine... feel this sensation... that you move forward... towards your goal... you are approaching... centimeter by centimeter... meter by meter... towards your goal... just feel that sensation... as if you had some pulleys that move you towards... getting you closer to your target... that's right... now... with each movement you can tell yourself... you (k)now... “I can do it... I can get there,” and you are slowly approaching your goal with each movement... closer and closer to your goal... Now... maybe you (k) now... or maybe you do not (k)now now... that sensation emerging through your entire body... do you remember now this sensation... you can keep it... within you... every time you need it... this sensation... you know... within you... every time you move... every time you smile... every time you see that goal... every time you breathe... moving forward with enthusiasm towards your goal... now... I wonder how do you want to be able to go a little faster... now... accelerating your arms movements... keep going towards that goal... more and more... towards that goal... and the more you are moving forward ... the more active and clearer your mind becomes... the clearer it becomes... the more you (k) now that sensation emerging... through all your body... with a lot of enthusiasm ... you can feel an optimistic... motivation... you become more self-confident... with your arms now moving by themselves ... by themselves... automatically... leaving behind any doubts that you thought you had... leaving behind everything... anything what you no longer need to carry on your shoulders... anything that was bothering you... that's right... now... knocking down the obstacles... clearing the way... looking more clearly forward... with more light as you approach to your goal ... that's it... right.... safely.... with certainty ... yes... you can... you can go forward, approaching your target... your own goal... with that sensation in your body... within your... body... you keep it... you can remember this sensation... every time you need it... this sensation... every time you move... every time you smile... every time you see your goal... every time you breathe... every time you are using the best of your own inner resources... that's it... forward... right... now... there are people waiting for you there cheering... where your goal is... people who love you... to celebrate your success... more and more... recognizing your own personal strengths... maybe you did not know yourself... that people love whoever love yourself... but (k)now you (k)now yourself... leaving behind any burden that you do not need to carry out with you... breaking boundaries ... going beyond... reaching your goal... achieving the target... that's it ... right... excellent... wonderful... you almost done it... sure... yes... you can... do it... and... NOW!! you finally have reached your goal... you are already in it... right... great... amazing... enjoying ... And you can observe... and feel all those sensations... emotions... and thoughts... linked to the achievement of your goal... look right now... at this moment... inside you ... how do you feel?... do you (k)now (k)now how you feel?... that feeling emerging... through your entire body... within your... body... you keep it... you can remember this sensation... every time you need it... this
sensation... every time you move... every time you smile... every time you see your goal... every time you breathe... now... I wonder... what emotions are linked to that success? ... Feel the happiness... Feel the satisfaction... What sensations spread throughout your body? Do you feel self-confidence in your whole body and your mind? Enjoy that feeling of reliance in yourself in having achieved your goal... And feel the wind of positive changes on your skin... And perhaps you can smell the powerful odor of your triumph... that's okay... decreasing the pace... little by little more slowly that's it... right... savoring the success... that's right... excellent... very good... now... as you slow down a little the movement... you can close your eyes... for a moment... and breathe deeply... now you can rest your arms... you have reached your goal... feel it, enjoy this moment... you are in it ...it's your victory... you deserve it... Do not you want to go a little further?... you... can you continue?... how much happier do you feel... now that... are you there?... yes... you are!... Breathe deeply... your mind is clear and lucid... active and positive... from now on... (k)now... maybe you (k)now... or maybe you do not (k)now (k)now... that sensation emerging through your entire body... you will remember now this sensation... you can keep it... within you... every time you need it... this sensation... you know... within you... every time you move... every time you see that goal... every time you breathe... And when I ask you to open your eyes and look at that point again, you will feel energized, active, and empowered, with all your potential... I do not know what positive changes your subconscious mind is going to carry out from now on... just moving, smiling, breathing... Very good ... Excellent ... Are you ready to come back here and now? How well do you feel?

As you may notice, some of the words are italicized and we know that you are aware of how to use them, or maybe you can change them a little for your convenience.

6.4 Step four: the dirty rubber band (Arnoldo Téllez, n.d.)

Next, you can start another exercise. You may stay in the same place.

Now close your eyes again, we are going to do another imagination exercise... give me your hands (the therapist takes the patient's hands and pulls them forward with their palms facing one another, and he holds his/her hands on both wrists) ... okay... imagine that you have an elastic band that ties your wrists... and keeps them chained to each other... It is a dirty ... and ugly band... that holds your hands together... and do not let you be free... This band is built from former self-limitations... maybe inferiority complexes... or low self-esteem feelings... grudges... and negative comments... and they all were tying you up ... that were preventing you from being free and expanding your potential... Now I want you to start separating your hands... with all your strength... you are stretching the band... very well... while you force your hands to separate (the patient begins to open and separate his/her arms) ... continue to stretch with force... you are stretching the band more and more... You are about to break it... You are close... with more strength... You are almost to break free... almost... that's right... now... And pfft! (Therapist takes the arms and separates them with the force) ... It burst!... correct... excellent... very good... expand your arms... expand your spirit... can you imagine that you are a bird? ... the bird you would like to be.... perhaps an eagle... or a hawk ... seagull... the bird you like to be.... now open your wings... with freedom... flying... You are finally free of what was holding you back... now you are free... on the top... flying... seeing from above a perspective never seen before... A horizon full of possibilities...
Next, here is some feedback from people who experienced this approach:

A 24-year-old man who suffered a chronic sense of demotivation and a lack of specific and clear goals in his life:

First part
“I visualized myself achieving every single goal that guided me towards my main goal. I pictured myself getting good grades, I felt joyful and happy, I visualized myself with my family sharing my success and my main goal achieved.”

Second part
“I felt as if I was finally released from something so strong that was keeping me tied up. I felt an unbelievable sense of freedom, I felt a bunch of adrenaline, a burst of energy inside me.”

“I could feel the air in my face, like I was really flying in the air, and I finally saw a big bright shining light from the sun.”

Report from a patient with depression and anxiety after an active-alert hypnosis session:

First part
“I felt a huge amount of blood pumping fast up to my head and then running down to my stomach.”

“I feel more relaxed and peaceful.”

Second part
“I felt how the adrenaline rushes through my body from my stomach to my brain. This sensation makes me feel euphoric and generates emotion and happiness, something that I haven’t felt for a long time.”

“This is a feeling that I haven’t experienced before, but now I only feel the energy from the front side of my brain to my mouth, and even more than the energy, I feel relaxation and inner peace.”

“I don’t feel exhausted, but relaxed.”

7. Some general guidelines to apply active-alert hypnotic procedure

There is no big difference between how the linguistic structure is applied in common, relaxed trances, as you may have seen in the approach we share with you, there are some “hypnotic language forms” [24] or “Milton Model” patterns [28, 29], such as analogical marks, interspersal, ambiguities (phonological and punctuation), or lack of a referential index, among others.

In addition, the use of posthypnotic suggestions is key to the construction of a good and effective hypnotic script, since you are looking for a “posthypnotic behavior” [30] integrated into the “normal” behavior of the person [5], and there are some suggestions for their usage [3]:

right... very well... freely... quietly ... (pause a minute) ... Now you can lower your arms ... And when your arms reach your side and descend on your legs ... You will be totally... and freely... awake... Rested and awaken... How well are you feeling?
• Say them at different times and with depth in the trance session

• Express it in different language levels (such as metaphorical, explicit, or with ambiguity)

• Express them as a contingent suggestion (the standard form is “next time that you [unavoidable fact], you will [suggestion]”)

• Use distinctive nonverbal cues to indicate that suggestion's importance.

Unestahl [2] states that every time that a posthypnotic suggestion is triggered, a "posthypnotic trance" occurs, providing an opportunity for the person to elicit all the sensations and learning acquired in the hypnotic session and to bring them to a context where they will be useful.

There is a process in our brain called hippocampal offline replay that allows our memory to consolidate while in a sleep state. However, there is evidence suggesting that this process can occur in a special consciousness state (relaxed awake state) to bring back learned behaviors or sequences of thoughts in a shorter period of time [31, 32]. That process may be the one that will help us to consolidate and accomplish our most important goals through active-alert hypnosis, posthypnotic suggestions, and clearer goal setting.

This did not happen with that half-baked goal of mine about “getting some new shoes” because that instruction was not specific enough to obtain the desired result. My hippocampus just replays “new shoes... new shoes” a lot, without any more details, and that is what I obtained in the end. A better hypnotic suggestion might have been the following “buy a pair of new and comfortable shoes.”

8. Conclusion

Active-alert hypnotic states could be an alternative in some cases where traditional, relaxed-state hypnosis may not be applied. This approach can be used as a tool to guide people to realize how hypnosis could be experienced on a daily basis and as an auto-hypnosis method, making use of posthypnotic trance states.

Reaching a goal requires people to think, to feel, and to act, both consciously and unconsciously. Both active-alert hypnosis and traditional relaxed-state hypnosis help to store goal-seeking information into the unconscious mind in order to encourage the person to reach his/her goals in a nonconscious manner. However, an advantage of active-alert hypnosis is that it seems to increase motivation and energy as well as increasing the probability of producing a state of flow.

According to our experience, this dumbbells technique is an excellent tool helping people to set and achieve their own goals, whatever they are: personal, professional, financial, and health-related ones. Also, in many cases it could produce a flow state characterized by a focused attention and full concentration, merging awareness and action, “freedom” from worries about failure, self-consciousness disappearing, distorted time sense, and auto-rewarding experiences [33]; this flow state leads the person to a higher motivation and energy, augmented self-efficiency perception, mind clarity, and self-control.

AAH could be very useful in high-performance athletes, as has been shown by Unestahl's research [30]. We have used the dumbbells technique, as a kind of AAH, in several cases of high-performance athletes and sport teams, from amateurs to professionals. The following is a report from a female cyclist who won gold medal in 2018 Pan-American games, who experienced this technique after a session of AAH dumbbells technique:
“I felt all the people in the stadium was screaming, encouraging me... to arrive the finish line in first place... I felt how my legs were stronger and faster as time goes by... once I reached the goal I felt proud, happiness, and a lot of inner peace.”

We invite you to develop your own approaches, keeping in mind that there are many kinds of hypnotic states and that you can elicit those states just by talking, even about something trivial, like your wardrobe, following conversational hypnotic patterns, by reading while your unconscious learns something without you noticing it yet, you know?
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Although hypnosis has been used for centuries to improve mental health and well-being, not until recently has it been applied in modern medicine. Some efforts to integrate hypnosis into Western medical practice in the late nineteenth century were met with stiff resistance by the majority of medical doctors due to lack of scientific foundation, thus hampering its widespread use. The biopsychosocial approach brought about by recent progress in brain research, however, has revived the interest in hypnotherapy. In this book, we shed light on the scientific basis of hypnosis and elaborate its use in modern medical practice.